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Introduction

I wrote this guide to help people who are making the difficult decision of 

whether to have kids or not. I was driven by my own personal experience with 

this issue, and from my passion and commitment to helping people through 

counseling and coaching. I believe the weight of the decision is often 

underestimated by those not having to make it! But when it's your time to 

make it, and it's all down to you (and your partner, if applicable), you can feel 

completely overwhelmed as you know it's a life-changing decision that needs 

careful consideration.

There are many aspects to consider when questioning: "Should I have kids?" I 

know all too well how difficult and stressful the decision-making process can 

be. I spent many years struggling with the decision before making my choice. 

My situation was complicated by many factors, mostly health related, so I had 

to figure out the answers to: Do I really want children? Why do I want a child? 

What are valid reasons not to have kids? I also really had to analyze how much 

I was willing to go through to have a child, what I wanted for my life and for 

myself, and whether having a child would be the best choice for me (and the 

child!). I learned a lot in the process and decided I wanted to use what I had 

discovered, along with my counseling skills and knowledge, to help make the 

process clearer, quicker, and easier for other women (and men) out there who 

are struggling with this complex decision.
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The guide will be most beneficial and effective for you if you take your time to 

thoughtfully process the information and carefully complete the exercises, so 

please don't rush through it.

Also, the guide is structured into 6 steps which have been purposefully 

designed to be worked through in order, so try to resist jumping steps. Each 

step builds on the self-knowledge you have gained from the previous ones.

By following these suggestions you should find that this guide gives you the 

guidance you need to come to a clear decision. If you are confused by any of 

the information or exercises, or need extra help and would like to arrange 

some personal email support, I am here to help, just email me at 

jane@shouldihaveababy.com

I wish you all the best on your decision-making journey!

Regards,

Jane Johnson.

Please Note: Throughout this guide I use the term childfree to refer to people 

of child-bearing age who choose to be childfree by choice. This is in 

comparison to childless people who may want children but are unable to.
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STEP ONE

Figuring out who you are and what you want for

your life

How can you really know what is the best choice for you – children or not - if 

you don't clearly understand who you are and what you want for your life? 

How can you figure out whether to have children or not if you are not sure 

what gives your life meaning and purpose, or what you truly value? This first 

step in the guide is crucial so please don't skip it and dismiss it as unimportant 

to your decision-making because, in fact, it is essential.

Once you know yourself a little better you will find clarity in what you truly 

want, and whether children are a part of the life that you want for yourself. It 

will make it easier and quicker for you to make your decision, and when you do,

you're more likely to be confident with your choice and move forward without 

worrying you'll regret your decision because you'll know you have made the 

best choice for you.

During this first step you will gain insight into who you are as a person - your 

personality, your strengths & weaknesses, your values and goals, and 

ultimately your life purpose or individual meaning of life. 
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* Please Note - This is the longest and most detailed step in the guide and it 

includes many exercises. You may find your answer during this first step and not

feel the need to follow the other steps, although if you have any doubts or fears

I would still recommend completing the whole guide.

1.1 - Personality

Let's start by looking at your personality type. There are quite a few personality

theories that exist but we are going to use a very common and simple one 

(although it is still highly accurate) as we only need to get a general idea rather 

than a complex analysis. Type A and Type B personality theory was devised by 

doctors Meyer Friedman and Ray Rosenman in the 1950s. 

Exercise - Identifying your personality type

Are you a type A personality or a type B? Look at the descriptions below and 

see which matches your personality style the best.

Type A Personality

The following are the characteristics of the type A personality:

 Can find it difficult to relax. They do most activities in a fast manner and 
have a sense of time urgency

 They can become overwhelmed and stressed by how many tasks they 
have to do (usually their own long to-do list)
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 Can be very competitive & ambitious

 Not very patient. Always need to be kept busy doing something

 Can get easily frustrated, envious or angry (even if they hold it inside and
don't show it)

 Find it hard to do one thing at a time

Type B Personality

The following are the characteristics of the type B personality:

 Type B personality is almost the opposite of Type A

 Able to sit and relax without doing anything

 May put off doing work until the last minute

 Usually don't get stressed that easily

 Could be an achiever too but their lack of a sense of time urgency results
in less stress while doing tasks

 More likely to be imaginative and creative

 More tolerant of others

If you are still having trouble figuring out which one you are closer match to, 

ask yourself these questions?

• Do you feel guilty if you use your spare time to relax?

• Do you need to win in order to enjoy games and sports?

• Do you generally move, walk and eat rapidly?
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 Do you often try to do more than one thing at a time?

A ‘yes’ answer to the above questions indicates an A type personality, whereas 

‘no’ answers indicate type B.

The benefit of knowing your personality type is to understand how you 

approach situations in life. In terms of having a baby, Type B personality are 

likely to be more laid back and take each day as it comes (which has it pluses 

and minuses) whereas Type A personalities are likely to try to prepare really 

well and try to be a perfect parent, again this has its pros and cons, so neither 

type is better or worse in regards to being a parent.  At this stage it's just about 

acknowledging and starting to get an idea of what you're like and what you 

may potentially be like as a parent.

If you wish to do a more complex personality analysis, I recommend you search

for the following free online tests:

- Sapa-project

- Humanmetrics Jung Typology Test

1.2 - Strengths & Weaknesses

In addition to your personality type, it's also going to be helpful for you to gain 

a clearer understanding of your personality traits and your strengths and 

weakness.
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Exercise - Identifying specific personality traits

Look through this list of personality traits. Write down, or print out and then 

circle, the traits that you feel you have. Add any you can think of that are not 

already listed.

adaptable foolish pioneering

adventurous forceful placid

affable frank plucky

affectionate friendly polite

aggressive funny pompous

agreeable fussy possessive

aloof generous powerful

ambitious gentle practical

amiable good pro-active

amicable greedy pusillanimous

amusing gregarious quarrelsome

arrogant grumpy quick-tempered

belligerent gullible quick-witted

big-headed hard-working quiet

bitchy harsh rational

boastful helpful reliable

boring honest resentful
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bossy humorous reserved

brave imaginative resourceful

bright impartial romantic

broad-minded impatient rude

callous impolite ruthless

calm impulsive sarcastic

cantankerous inconsiderate secretive

careful inconsistent self-centered

careless indecisive self-confident

changeable independent self-disciplined

charming indiscreet self-indulgent

clinging inflexible selfish

communicative intellectual sensible

compassionate intelligent sensitive

compulsive interfering shy

conscientious intolerant silly

conservative intuitive sincere

considerate inventive sneaky

convivial irresponsible sociable

courageous jealous stingy

courteous kind straightforward

cowardly lazy stubborn

creative loving stupid
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cruel loyal superficial

cunning materialistic sympathetic

cynical mean tactless

deceitful miserly thoughtful

decisive modest thoughtless

detached moody tidy

determined narrow-minded timid

diligent nasty touchy

diplomatic naughty tough

discreet neat truculent

dishonest nervous unassuming

dogmatic nice understanding

domineering obsessive unkind

dynamic obstinate unpredictable

easy going optimistic unreliable

emotional overcritical untidy

energetic overemotional untrustworthy

enthusiastic parsimonious vague

exuberant passionate vain

fair-minded patient vengeful

faithful patronizing versatile

fearless persistent warm-hearted

finicky perverse weak-willed
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flirtatious pessimistic willing

foolhardy philosophical witty

Exercise - Identifying your strengths & weaknesses

Now, looking at the list of traits you feel you possess:

 Select 10 of your personality traits that you feel are your top strengths

 Select 10 of your personality traits that you feel are your biggest 

weaknesses

People usually find it much easier to identify their weaknesses than their 

strengths, it's a negative bias most people struggle with, and those with a low 

self-esteem may struggle the hardest. If you are having trouble coming up with 

10 strengths ask yourself: What are my greatest accomplishments in life so far? 

Write down as many of your accomplishments that you can think of. Include 

moments that you are proud of as well as the times that you've succeeded or 

achieved something. Now try and identify why you succeeded. You would have 

used some of your key strengths to have achieved these accomplishments. You 

can also include hobbies or activities, or anything else that you do with ease. 

Your greatest strengths lie within these.

If you are still having trouble identifying your strengths or weaknesses, ask a 

partner, friend or family member to help you - someone you feel comfortable 

asking and that is most likely to be open and honest with their answers. For 

your weaknesses, brace yourself for things you might not want to hear or 

disagree with. Try not to feel criticized or take it personally.  And for the 
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strengths they feel you have, accept their evaluation, do not question it or 

reject it as implausible.

Remember, nobody is perfect, we all have good and bad traits, it is normal and 

healthy. Try not to feel disappointed in yourself or down about your 

weaknesses. If they really bother you, you can look at improving them. For 

example, if you feel you have a tendency to be fussy or picky, just being more 

aware of it might help you to keep it under control and decrease its strength 

and frequency. Or maybe a book with some advice and techniques on how to 

help might be enough to change it a little so that it is no longer one of your 

main weaknesses. If it is something more serious or challenging perhaps you 

could consider a form of therapy to help you. 

The most important part now is that I really want you to acknowledge and 

embrace your strengths. These are what others like and admire about you and 

they are what help you to get through tough times. They will probably help you

with making this baby decision, and they will most certainly help you live your 

best life (whether that's with children or not). By focusing on your strengths 

more than your weaknesses, you will have a more positive mindset and a 

healthier self-esteem. It does not help to dwell on your weaknesses, instead, 

learn from them, and then turn to your strengths for confidence and guidance. 

If your self-esteem is low, I recommend hanging up a list of your top 10 

strengths (somewhere private such as your bedroom) where you can see them 

daily and be reminded of the wonderful person you are. When we focus on, 

and utilize our strengths, we feel powerful, authentic, and joyful.
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Exercise – Journaling

Journal how you feel about your personality type, personality traits, and your 

strengths and weakness, and how you think they would influence you if you 

chose to become a parent. Use the following questions as prompts:

 What do you think you will be good at? 

 What might you find challenging? 

 Does this match the image of the parent you thought you'd be or would 

like to be? Why or why not? 

 What traits do you think are important for a parent to have? 

 How many of these traits do you possess? 

 Of the ones you do not possess, are they the sorts of traits you could 

work on improving before having a child? If not, and they are inherent 

skills or personality traits that are unlikely to change, how will you make 

sure they are used to you and your child's best advantage? 

 Are your strengths and weaknesses more aligned and advantageous to 

other major life goals such as travel or career progression?

Remember, sometimes something that you initially see as a weakness could be 

a potential strength if looked at differently. For example, if you are a laid back 

type B personality and you have a tendency to let the cleaning and tidying get 

behind, although you may see this as a bad trait in relation to parenting (and 
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from an external perspective it may have it downsides), however, from an 

internal view it may have a positive influence on your child as he/she may not 

feel as pressured to have everything perfect and in order all the time as 

compared to a Type A 'perfectionist' parent's child who may develop some 

anxiety around their parent if they are type B but feel they have to try and live 

up to the type A parent's standards and expectations. 

1.3 - Values

When people meet for the first time some of the questions they usually ask are

things like: "What do you do for a living?" or "Where do you live?" And 

although the answers might let the other person know something about you, it

shouldn't define who you are. You shouldn't be ‘Kelly the Marketing Manager 

from New Jersey’. That is describing yourself using external labels. What is 

more accurate as to who your truly are is what you believe in, the values you 

live by, and how you behave towards others.  Let go of the external labels for a 

moment and consider who you are on the inside - that's what truly matters. 

Values are the ideals and standards that you live by, regardless of external 

pressures or incentives. They guide you through every day, every task, every 

interaction, every decision. They become the compass that always points you 

toward your life's purpose and acts as a personal belief system that you live by. 

Living according to your values is one of the key things that makes life 

meaningful. 

Identifying the values that you wish to live by will help you to make the 

decision of whether to have children or not because you will gain clarity about 
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what is important to you in life and therefore which direction is the best path 

for you, and even more significantly, why it is the best path for you. Knowing 

your top values is an invaluable tool in making any life decision!

When you are feeling lost or confused in life you can refer to your values for 

guidance on what to do. An obvious example is, somebody who is considering 

buying a bigger or nicer house but it would mean working more hours to pay 

the higher mortgage and spending less time at home with their partner and 

kids. Many people in this situation, if they are not living their life aligned to 

their values and making life decisions accordingly, are most likely to be 

persuaded by the material benefit of the nicer house because society rewards 

this higher status and our ego is therefore pampered, although usually this 

doesn't last for very long and then we're back to feeling unsatisfied with how 

our life currently is and start to want more or better once again. People who do

not know their values, and live their life by them, end up drifting around in life 

in pursuit of happiness, fulfillment and a sense of purpose and meaning - 

usually from any external source of validation or satisfaction (that is often 

superficial) that they can find.

Alternatively, if this same person, stops to consider their values before making 

the decision, and they know that one of their core values is family and leisure, 

then they are more likely to decide to stay in their current house and not feel 

the need or social pressure to 'improve' their housing. And even if they still do 

feel this pressure they can identify it for what it is and realize that it will not 

make them truly happy, that it will only lead to short-lived satisfaction, as they 

know that it is living a life aligned with your values that brings true happiness 

and fulfillment. Sometimes, it might not be quite this simple, such as if you 
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have two values that conflict, for instance, valuing motherhood but also valuing

freedom. If both are equally important to you it may mean finding strategies 

that will enable both to play a large part in your life, but perhaps with a plan 

that at different stages of your life each will have to make a compromise for a 

while.

People who lack strong boundaries, get pushed around easily, or are people-

pleasers, often lack strong core values or are not living their life by them, 

because they're likely to base their feelings of success and worthiness on how 

well they meet the needs of others rather than the needs of themselves. 

In regards to the specific decision you are making – children or not – the 

importance of knowing your values is crucial because we subconsciously place 

a value on our choices. From the known information, and our emotions and 

instincts, we form a value judgment on the choices within our decision. So, if 

you don't consciously and clearly know your core values your decision-making 

may be guided by misguided values that aren't truly your own but ones taken 

on by others.

Lastly, it is important to realize that values are not the same as goals (which 

we'll look at next). Values involve ongoing action; they are like directions we 

keep moving in, whereas goals are what we want to achieve along the way.

So, now that I've drilled into you how important it is to know and live by your 

values, let's do a few exercises to figure out what your core values are. Also, be 

aware that values can (and most likely will) change during our lifetime so even 

if you have done a similar exercise before you may want to do it again just to 

re-assess whether your values are still the same.
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Exercise - Figuring out what you truly value

Use the following questions and prompts to guide you in discovering some of 

the main values that have been guiding your life (currently and in the past):

• Deep down inside, what is important to you? 

• What do you want your life to stand for? 

 What sort of person do you want to be? Imagine your ideal self - what 

qualities would define your ideal self? How do you want to be? What 

does your ideal self stand for? What personal strengths and qualities do 

you want to develop? How do you want to be in your relationships with 

others? 

• What do you care about? 

• What would you like to work towards?

• Identify a few of your proudest moments: Why were you proud? What 

factors contributed to your feelings of pride?

• Think of a few times in your life that you felt the most fulfilled and 

content: What need or wish was fulfilled? How/why did the experience 

make you feel fulfilled and content?

• Who do you admire most in the world? Why do they inspire you? What 

qualities do you admire about them, and why?

• Who do you, or would you, prefer to role model yourself off? 
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• What would you least like to lose or not have in life?

• If you were living in a perfect world where you had the love and approval

of everyone automatically all the time, and there was no judgment at all,

and so you no longer felt any need to please or impress anyone, then 

what sort of person would you try to be? What would you do with your 

life (if you had no fear of being judged)? What would you be doing 

differently in your life?

• What would you do if you had all the money in the world, after you had 

everything you could ever wish for (eg. holidays, wonderful house etc.), 

what would you do with your spare money? And more importantly, what

would you do with your time? Without the limitation of having to work 

in a regular job for financial reasons, what would you really like to do 

with your time? (Again, after you've had some wonderful holidays, travel

etc).

 What would you like said about you at your funeral by those who know 

you best? Or, if thinking of your own funeral feels too negative, try 

writing a summary of your own auto-biography, one in which you have 

lead your ideal life.

Now, I want you to use the table below to help you to select values you truly 

believe in, or connect with, or feel are most important to you and your life. This

time, rather than choosing the values you feel you currently have (which may 

have been conditioned into you by others), choose the values you truly want to

have. And please realize, this is not a test - there are no 'correct' values so 
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don't feel influenced to choose values you feel you should have to look better 

in the eyes of others.

Achievement Generosity Power

Adventure Goodness Practicality

Ambition Grace Preparedness

Assertiveness Gratitude Pride

Autonomy Growth Professionalism

Balance Happiness Prudence

Beauty Hard Work Recognition

Being the best Harmony Reason

Belonging Health Reliability

Calmness Helping Others Religion

Carefulness Honesty Respect

Challenge Honor Responsibility

Charity Humility Resourcefulness

Citizenship Independence Results

Collaboration Individuality Risk

Commitment Ingenuity Security

Community Influence Self-actualization

Compassion Inner Harmony Self-awareness

Competitiveness Insightfulness Self-control

Contentment Integrity Self-discipline

Contribution Intelligence Self-esteem

Control Intimacy Self-expression

Cooperation Intuition Self-reliance

Courage Inventiveness Self-respect
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Creativity Joy Selflessness

Curiosity Justice Sensitivity

Decisiveness Kindness Serenity

Democracy Knowledge Service

Dependability Leadership Social intelligence

Determination Learning Spirituality

Dignity Legacy Spontaneity

Discipline Love Stability

Economy Loyalty Status

Efficiency Making a difference Strength

Elegance Mastery Success

Empathy Meaningful work Supportiveness

Empowerment Nature Talent

Enjoyment Nurturing Teamwork

Equality Obedience Thankfulness

Excellence Openness Thoughtfulness

Expertise Open-mindedness Tolerance

Exploration Optimism Trust

Fairness Order Truth

Faith Originality Understanding

Family Organized Uniqueness

Fidelity Partnership Unity

Fitness Peace Usefulness

Focus Perfection Vision

Freedom Perseverance Vitality

Friendship Pleasure Wealth

Fun Popularity Wisdom
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Exercise – Selecting your core values (the ones you want to guide your life 

and your decisions!)

If you have selected a lot of values (which is perfectly fine!), pick out your top 5

to 10, or if it's easier, rank them in order, or give them a score of importance 

out of 10 (It's okay if different values have the same score). You are selecting 

the values that have the most importance and meaning to you, and the ones 

that you want as guiding forces for your life and decisions.

Now, I want you to spend a few minutes interpreting your top values (also 

referred to as your core values).  Define what they mean to you. For example, if

it's love - what does love mean to you, what makes you feel loved? If it is 

security - what specifically would it take to make you feel secure? A certain 

amount of money, or a committed relationship, or a certain level of assets or 

savings? 

Exercise - Evaluating how congruent your current life is to your desired core 

values 

(THIS EXERCISE IS OPTIONAL)

Do your values reflect where you spend the majority of your time? Sleep is a 

necessity, and so is work (to a large degree), therefore look at your available 

time when evaluating this. However, it is also worth considering how your job 

fits with your values as well. For instance, if one of your key values is 

'friendships' or 'creating' and you have a job where you work with wonderful 

people you consider friends, or you work in a creative field, then your job is 

aligned to your values - that's great! If you notice a large mismatch between 
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your job and your values and you do not enjoy your job, then this is probably 

one of the main reasons why and it would be worth you looking at other 

options.

Now, start mapping your values to the time spent (on activities of your 

choosing during your spare time), leave out compulsory activities such as work 

and household chores for this exercise. Use a simple visual representation to 

show how you spend your time, such as a bar graph or pie chart - whatever 

visual strategy you prefer. Allocate each of your core values to a part of the 

pie/bar graph, weighting them according to how important they are to you 

(that is, a larger slice of the pie or a taller bar). Then, write down all the 

activities you do during a typical week and count up the number of hours spent

on each (approximately). Next, have a look at out how much time you spend 

doing activities that are aligned with your core values. For example, if 

friendships is one of your core values, how much time do you spend with your 

friends on a weekly basis? If it's 4 hours a week, and you spend on average 10 

hours a week watching tv, this means you are living a life that values watching 

tv (entertainment/relaxation) more than spending time with friends. There is 

nothing wrong with that if you consider watching tv as spending time alone 

relaxing and that is a higher priority value for you, however, if it is not one of 

your top values then you are not living a life congruent to your values, and 

consequently you may feel that your life lacks meaning because your time is 

not aligned to what's important to you. You are spending more time doing 

things that are meaningless (or at least less important to you) and neglecting 

the things that are most meaningful to you.  Here is an example of how your 

visual representation might look:
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Core Values

Independence Fitness Friendships Knowledge Challenge

Time Spent

Watching TV Socializing with friends Exercizing
Reading Visiting family Relaxing
Studying Art class
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Once you have mapped time spent to your core values, ask yourself these 

questions: 

 Are you happy with the amount of time you are spending on activities 

for each of your values? 

 Are you spending most of your time on what is most important to you 

and what you truly care about? If not, why not? 

 Is there a way that you could improve the balance so that you can spend 

more time doing things you value? 

This is not designed to make you feel bad about how far your current life falls 

short of your values. Most people’s lives are misaligned. Its purpose is to help 

you see what you could change, little by little, to improve your life and 

happiness. 

Hopefully this exercise has helped you find some clarity on what you could 

improve in relation to your values, that is, allocating more time on activities 

aligned with your core values, to bring more happiness, purpose and fulfillment

into your life. It is certainly worth the effort to make the necessary changes so 

that your outer life matches your inner values. 

In the next exercise we will look at if, and or how, your values align with 

parenthood.

Exercise - Journaling

Reflect on and then write your answers to the following questions:
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• How much do you value parenthood, children, and family? 

• Did they (or similar terms) come up in the values you identified for 

yourself? Are they a small or big aspect of living a values-driven life for 

you?

• Why are these values important, or not important, to you? 

• Would having children bring your life closer to or further from alignment 

with your values? 

• Would living a childfree life give you more time and opportunities to live 

your life aligned with your values?

• Did you select any values that may clash or seem incongruent with 

parenthood eg. freedom, career, independence, social life?

• Do you look up to great parents, or great career people, more? Why?

• Describe what you and your life would look like in 5 years’ time if you 

were living more of an ideal life for you (that is, one that is more aligned 

with your values)

1.4 - Life Goals

Let’s recap the important distinction between values and goals. Values are 

ongoing with no end whereas goals are a desired outcome to be achieved or 

completed. For example, if you want a pay increase, that is a goal. Once you 

have the pay increase, the goal is achieved. However, if you want to express 

your individuality more in your job then that is a value.
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However, our goals (like everything) should be guided by our values if they are 

to be more rewarding and personally meaningful. If your goals are not guided 

by your value system, then they are less likely to be successful because you will 

lose motivation and determination when you face inevitable challenges along 

the way.

Setting life goals is worthwhile as it gives your life direction and a specific 

vision. it helps us map out what we want to achieve and gives us something to 

focus on. And breaking down these big goals into smaller, clearly-defined, 

measurable units, or steps in which you can accomplish tomorrow, next week, 

month, or year, keeps you motivated and allows you to see and feel your 

progress, which in turn, gives you further momentum and motivation to 

progress. As you achieve your goals, or steps in your goals, the pride in your 

achievement increases your self-esteem, confidence, and sense of mastery.

For goals to work well they also need to be realistic, attainable, specific, 

accountable, and contain an action plan. A goal such as "I want to lose weight" 

is unlikely to be successful unless it is put into different terms that makes it 

more actionable. Clear goals also keep you from being side-tracked by 

distractions. 

Some further advice on realistic goal-setting: if you lack skills, set goals around 

learning them; if your goal is too big, break it down into small chunks; if you 

lack resources, brainstorm how you can get them; if the goal is truly 

impossible, e.g. due to health or financial issues, or external barriers over 

which you have no direct influence, then set a different one. 
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We have different goals for different areas of our lives, from the big life goals to

the smaller daily tasks. All types of goals play their part but in this guide we are 

going to focus on life goals as these relate to your future long-term vision of 

yourself and your life and therefore will be helpful in identifying if children are 

likely to be part of that vision or not.

You should have a goal(s) for each area of your life as this will give you the 

holistic perspective that shapes all other aspects of your goal-setting.

Exercise - Exploring possible life goals

To explore and identify some possible life goals use the following prompt to 

help you:

 If my life had absolutely no limits and I could have it all and do whatever 

I wanted, what would I choose to have and what would I choose to do? 

Describe your ideal lifestyle. List what you would do throughout the day 

if you knew that you were bound to be successful and had no limits or 

challenges.

 * You may have already answered this in a previous exercise on values - if so, 

use the information you discovered from there.

Exercise - Identifying & defining clear life goals

Identify a goal or goals that are of significance to you (and are aligned with 

your values) for each of the main areas of life (see list below). Don’t stop to 
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think about how you will achieve these yet - just focus on what you wish to go 

for. Aim to write 10 to 15 goals overall. 

 Health & Well-being

 Personal Growth/Spirituality

 Family 

 Partner/Relationship

 Fun & recreation/creativity/leisure/social life

 Work/Education

 Finances

When writing and setting up your goals use the following S.M.A.R.T. guidelines 

(there are different variations of the SMART acronym but I feel this one serves 

a better purpose for this guide). By following these suggestions, you will create 

goals that are much more likely to be successful.

Specific: Specify the actions you will take, when and where you will do 

so, and who or what is involved. An example of a vague or non-specific 

goal is: “I want to lose weight." An example of a specific goal is: “I will 

reduce my portion sizes and exercise for a minimum of 20 minutes a day 

to lose 5 kg in the next 8 weeks.” Another example of a non-specific goal:

“I will be more punctual.” Written as a specific goal: “I will set my alarm 

10 minutes earlier and leave the house no later than 8am so I arrive at 

work on time.” 
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Meaningful: The goal should be personally meaningful to you. If it is 

genuinely guided by your values, as opposed to following a rigid rule, or 

trying to please others, or trying to avoid some pain, then it will be 

meaningful. If it lacks a sense of meaning or purpose, check in and see if 

it is really guided by your values. 

Adaptive: Does the goal help you to take your life forwards in a direction 

that, as far as you can predict, is likely to improve the quality of that life? 

Realistic: The goal should be realistically achievable. Take into account 

your health, competing demands on your time, financial status, and 

whether you have the skills to achieve it. 

Time-bound: To increase the specificity of your goal, set a day, date and 

time for it. If this is not possible, set as accurate a time limit as you can. 

The experts in goal-setting say that the process of writing clear goals, making 

well-defined plans for achieving them, and working on or towards them daily, 

increases the goal's success rate by 1000%.

Exercise - Writing a plan to achieve your goals

For the purpose of this exercise just pick one goal and then write down a 

graduated series of steps to achieve this goal, starting from a tiny simple step 

that can be achieved right away, to bigger steps that may not be achieved for 

months or years. 

 An Immediate Step (something small, simple, easy, I can do in the next 

few days and weeks) 
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 Medium Step (things I can do over the next few weeks and months) 

 Long Term Step (things I can do over the next few months and years) 

Exercise - Reflection

 Having a look over your main goals in life - Are they aligned with your 

values? 

 How do your goals fit in with the idea of having a child? Do they 

complement each other or clash?  Perhaps having a child would actually 

help you achieve one or more of the goals.

 Would any of your most important goals be difficult or impossible to 

achieve if you had children?

 Are you willing to compromise or delay some of your goals while you 

raise a child or children?

Goals are important but they shouldn't be the main driving force in your life. If 

you're living a goal-focused life, then no matter what you have, it's never 

enough. What is more important and significant is living a life that you find 

fulfilling and meaningful which we will now look at.
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1.5 - The driving purposes of your life & your individual 

meaning(s) of life

This part of the guide is perhaps the most important out of all of them as once 

you know your individual purpose(s) and meaning(s) of life it will help you 

clarify whether having children will add to your sense of fulfillment and 

purpose in life, or not. 

Please Note: Often when referring to the meaning of life people think of a 

higher purpose such as living a life true to God. Here I want to help you explore 

another way of looking at it, which is a humanistic approach: "What is the 

meaning of my life?"  If you are religious or spiritual you may already have a 

well-defined meaning and purpose in your life, however you might feel there 

could be room to add an additional personal meaning or several. In most cases,

they can easily co-exist, as we are not limited to just one purpose in life, it is 

quite reasonable and realistic to have several. Hence, it is up to you whether 

you wish to explore this area further. If you feel you already have a strong 

sense of your own meaning(s) and purpose(s) in life, then feel free to skip the 

forthcoming exercises about finding your own purpose but do complete the 

exercises at the end of this section which help you look at your purpose(s) and 

meaning(s) in relation to exploring whether to have kids or not.

To start exploring this topic you need a clear sense of what meaning and 

purpose are, so let me explain it as simply as I can. The purpose of your life is 

deeply connected to the meaning of your life. The two are so closely related 

that you cannot refer to one without the other.  The meaning gives your life its 

purpose. So first you need to figure out what holds the most meaning in your 
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life before you can define your purpose or purposes (as you may have more 

than one).

To clarify, let's take a look at the definitions:

Meaning = the importance or value of something

Purpose = the reason for which something is done or created, or for which 

something exists. 

So you see, you cannot have purpose without meaning because meaning gives 

you purpose. Therefore, the meaning of your life gives you your purpose(s) in 

life. So, if you first focus on figuring out what your unique meaning(s) of life 

are, then you will be able to determine and define your purpose or purposes.

There are different opinions and theories as to what the main meaning of 

human life is, such as pro creation, but what if there isn't just one universal 

meaning of life. It doesn't make sense that one meaning would fit or suit 

everyone. It is much more reasonable that we all have our own individual 

meaning(s) of life and hence purpose (s), we just need to figure out what that 

is so that we can live our lives as fulfilled as possible. It takes some deep 

thought, but it's not as hard as you might think. 

As I previously mentioned, we are going to explore a modern approach - the 

humanistic view - which is: there is no predetermined meaning to life, it is up 

to us to try and make our lives meaningful. In other words, the 

humanistic approach poses the question "What is the meaning of my life?" As 

individuals, we have to discover what values, goals, occupations, people, 

activities and behaviors will give our own lives meaning. An extension of this 
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(as it is not an entirely self-centered view) is to consider how, as societies and 

communities, we can best work together to build meaningful futures.

Being individual meanings of life makes them unique and subjective therefore 

everyone's answers will be different, although they often center around 

common themes. We are all very unique people and therefore it makes perfect 

sense that are our meanings and purposes are also.

Questioning the meaning of our existence is relatively new in the history of 

human evolution. Until recently our main driving purpose in life was simply to 

survive. But now that survival is relatively easy in the modern western world, 

humans have started to yearn for a greater purpose and sense of meaning to 

their lives. Even more so in the last few decades in which society has become 

more valueless and more driven by superficial things than ever. It is 

understandable people feel lost, confused, depressed, and question why - why 

am I here, what's the point, what's the meaning of life.

For some, a sense of meaning, fulfillment, and contentment in life, might be 

found in family, for others it might be adventure, or contributing something 

significant to society. There is no right answer, and none are better or more 

worthy than any others (even if on the surface it appears that way). You need 

to figure out which is the best for you. When you figure out your meaning(s) of 

life and start living your life accordingly, you will most likely discover a sense of 

fulfillment and contentment that have not previously experienced.

It's a journey of self exploration. You need to figure out who you truly are, what

your core values are, what sort of life you want to live, and how and with 
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whom you want to share your life. You have already done most of this work as 

part of this guide so you will find this challenge easier than most.

Once you know your individual meaning(s) & purposes of life, most people find

that making choices and decisions is so much easier. You will know what are 

the best choices and decisions for you because you will have a solid foundation 

to rely on when evaluating them. That is, you will be able to tell which choice is

more aligned with your meaningful life. Hence, at the end of this step I hope 

that it will start to become clearer for you whether having children or a 

childfree future is a better choice for you.

For example, in my case, one of my main purposes in life is to become the best 

version of myself, another is love (to experience - giving and receiving - a 

deeper level of love in all its forms). With this in mind, when considering 

whether to have a child or not, I thought about whether I felt being a parent 

would help or hinder my purposes, that is, was it likely that having a child 

would help me become the best version of myself and help me experience a 

different form of love, or would the freedom of being childfree be more likely 

to benefit my purposes? It was hard to answer because being childfree would 

allow me more time and energy to pursue many different things which 

ultimately may lead to great personal growth and love, however, I had heard 

many of my friends say that having children had helped them learn so much 

about themselves and grow a lot as a person, and after much thought, I felt 

that would most likely be true in my case too. I had been independent my 

whole adult life and not known what it was like to look after someone else or 

to have another life totally dependent on me. I knew it was going to be a 

challenge for me and a large learning curve but I felt it fit with my main 
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purposes in life. And so this was one of the largest driving forces in my 

decision-making, not the only one, but an extremely helpful one.

Many people living in the western world feel neutral or lack a strong sense of 

what makes their lives meaningful. However, research has shown that having 

purpose and meaning in life increases overall well-being and life satisfaction, 

improves mental and physical health, enhances resiliency, enhances self-

esteem, and decreases the chances of depression. And despite an ever-growing

pursuit of happiness, individual's levels of happiness are at an all-time low. 

Hence, living a meaningful life, rather than a happy one, may be more 

productive and advantageous. Although I do believe that focusing on a 

meaningful life is likely to bring greater happiness as well.

Having meaning and purpose to our lives helps us to make sense of our lives 

and gives us a feeling that we are worthwhile and our lives our worthwhile. 

Although, I should point out that I do believe that regardless of whether an 

individual can define their own individual meaning of life, their life still has 

value and purpose - to society and to the people around them. We do not have

to know our own purpose to have purpose, but doing so generally helps us feel 

more fulfilled and satisfied in life.

Whether you are currently aware of it or not, you probably have some fairly 

specific underlying ideas about what would make your life feel like it was being 

lived meaningfully – because of the work you did to identify your top values. As

stated earlier, values provide your life with meaning, purpose and passion, 

therefore, they are a central key to discovering your individual purpose to life.
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In modern society, people are often misguided and pursue things that they 

think will bring them happiness and fulfillment (such as: wealth, marriage, 

entertainment, wealth, sex) only to achieve or attain them but still feel empty 

and dissatisfied. Society (the media in particular) lead us to believe that these 

things will bring us the happiness and fulfillment we are all seeking, however, 

when they don't (which is most often the case) people are then left 

questioning: Who am I? What is the meaning of life? What is the true purpose 

of my life? How do I make the right choices for my life? How can I make sense 

of life? These are all deep philosophical or existential questions facing each of 

us and there are no easy answers. Often when faced with a life crisis, 

existential crisis, or major decision (as you are now), these questions will come 

to the fore. It is at this point that is important to realize that life's meaning is 

not provided for you but rather it is something that is being asked of you.

When people are asked the question, “What gives your life meaning?” the 

answers usually consist of one or more of the following common responses: 

religion, family, children, creativity, knowledge, connection, and love. But many

people have never questioned what really gives their life meaning, they simply 

assume it is one of these standard answers and take it on as their own. We also

grow up with a view of life learned implicitly from our family, school and 

cultural environment. Therefore, we can end up living our lives with a great 

disconnect - thinking that one thing is giving our life purpose but we feel 

dissatisfied with life and don't understand why. So, don't assume that your 

purpose is what you expect it to be or what others would expect of you. To be 

truly fulfilled you need to do a little work to identify what your own purpose 

truly is and start living your life accordingly.
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Sometimes people find it disappointing or feel let-down to hear that there is no

single higher purpose or a profoundly wonderful meaning to life. But look at it 

another way, you have the power and choice to pick your own purpose or 

purposes that are important to you.

Don't feel pressure to make your individual meaning of life something large or 

profound or exciting. I heard a celebrity on TV say that his meaning of life was 

simply Making the best of what you've got, for yourself, and with/for those 

around you. In reflecting on it, I thought it simplicity was great as it was 

something achievable and something that could be focused on daily.

It's important to also realize that your meaning(s) and purpose(s) of life may 

change (which is perfectly ok!). There are many reasons or catalysts that cause 

people to question and change their minds - a new phase of life, maturity, new 

interests, experiencing loss or personal challenges - are just a few instances 

where this might happen. 

1.6 - A Meaningful Life and/or Happiness

Recent researchers have discovered that a meaningful life and a happy life 

overlap in many ways but are not necessarily synonymous or interdependent. 

Happiness in life seems to be linked with being a 'taker', that is, taking from 

others or society to satisfy your own needs and wants. Whereas living a 

meaningful life is associated with being a 'giver', for instance, giving to 

something other than yourself, such as loving another person, or giving of 

yourself to a cause to serve. This is a simplified view but a significant one. 

Happiness is about feeling good and often this good feeling is the result of 
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satisfying one's own needs or desires, hence 'taking' what one wants to feel 

better. Living a happy life also corresponds with a lack of worry and stress, an 

easy life, good physical health, and being able to afford the things you need 

and want. In comparison, living a meaningful life often includes the focus of 

others as well as the self, and may include taxing entanglements and 

challenges.

To put it another way, meaning transcends the self, whereas happiness is about

giving the self what it desires. Which leads many to believe that those who 

pursue happiness are selfish but I feel that is a limited and wrongful 

assumption. Giving can also be a selfish act if we are hoping or expecting 

something in return, even if that is simply to feel good about our deed or 

better about ourselves. In this sense, giving is bringing joy to the giver, which 

may have been the main driving force or incentive (although perhaps 

unconsciously) for the act in the first place. 

Most human actions are driven by selfish motivations (whether consciously or 

unconsciously). For instance, it is believed that even what appears to be 

unselfish acts of kindness, such as giving to the poor, can, and often are, done 

so out of an unconscious desire or need to feel good. Because when we help 

others we tend to feel good about ourselves: It releases the feel-good 

chemicals in our brains so we get a reward for doing the good deed. That is 

why so many studies say that helping others is one effective method of lifting 

mood and even alleviating depression in some cases. We give to get something 

back. However, because it is not usually a deliberate and known act to get 

something in return, most of us would not label it as selfish. 
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So, in regards to choosing a childfree life, I think many people label this as a 

selfish choice because you are seen to be putting your own needs and wants 

first - you are choosing the life and lifestyle that you want for yourself. And 

maybe you could label that as selfish, but not as a negative value judgment of 

someone. You are not causing harm to anybody else, as may be in the case of a 

truly negative selfish act. How is your decision to put your needs and wants as 

a priority anybody else's business if it isn't affecting them, and therefore, how 

do they have any right to judge. The argument that it is selfish because you are 

not procreating and therefore helping the survival of the human species is 

ridiculous – you are under no obligation to have a baby for the sake of 

evolution. If you want your life to be about you and hence choose not to have a

child to love and take care of because that would put limitations on what you 

want to do with your life and how you want to live it, then that is ok. You may 

not be able to do anything to change other people's opinions and judgments 

but at least let go of any self judgments and feelings of shame or guilt.

As you have just learned, from a psychology viewpoint it is known that many 

people are driven to give because of the unconscious reward they receive in 

return, that is, feeling good about themselves. Therefore, I’m not sure I agree 

with the simplified view of givers = meaning, and takers = happiness. As you 

can see, this is a complex area, with no clear answers. However, I wanted to 

raise your awareness on it in the hope that you start thinking about how you 

think and feel about meaning and happiness. Does giving or taking bring more 

happiness or meaning to you?

It’s also imperative to recognize that happiness is an emotion and therefore it 

comes and goes, whereas meaning and purpose are more stable and constant. 
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Hence, happiness is more about the present moment, and meaning about your

overall wellbeing, satisfaction and fulfillment in life. Experiencing negative 

events often increases your sense of meaning in life but reduces your level of 

happiness. Interestingly, people who have a clear sense of purpose in their lives

feel higher levels of life satisfaction (than those without a clearly defined 

purpose) even when they are experiencing difficult times or feeling low.

Another distinction is that happiness seems to be more about what is going on 

internally, that is, how you view and react to the world around you and what 

happens to you. Whereas meaning is derived more from how you choose to 

live your life – your action rather than reaction. However, living your life with 

meaning and purpose may positively affect how you react and therefore your 

happiness levels.

In short, living a more meaningful life usually leads to greater happiness but it 

is not a guarantee as the two are not necessarily interdependent. For instance, 

in regards to parenthood, consider that most studies show that having children 

is associated with a more meaningful life but at the same time with lower 

happiness levels than those without children.

Parenthood or a childfree life can both be created as meaningful and or happy. 

One should not be seen as a greater way to find happiness or meaning than the

other - that depends on you and what you want for your life.
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Exercise - Asking yourself some difficult questions

 Do you want a happy life or a meaningful one? Even though it is possible 

to have both, for this exercise imagine if you could only have one, which 

would you choose? Which is more important to you? (No judgment, 

there is no right or wrong answer!). Look at your values and goals to help

you find your answer - are they more happiness-driven or based on living

a life of meaning and purpose?

 When you think of having children or a childfree life do you associate 

one or the other with more happiness or meaning? Why?

Exercise - Meditation

Find at least 20 minutes where you can be alone and have peace and quiet. Sit 

or lay down with your eyes closed. Take 5 deep breaths and relax your body. 

Spend half your time imagining your future as a parent (with however many 

children you wish), and the other half of your time imagining your future 

childfree. Imagine what a typical day would be like as well as some big 

milestone moments.

Afterwards, reflect on how you felt: Which did you feel more comfortable 

with? Which made you feel happier? More at peace? Did one make you feel 

more fulfilled or purposeful than the other?
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Exercise - Sentence Completion

Sentence completion is a great way to learn things about yourself and discover 

helpful insights. Partial sentences act as prompts for you to complete whatever 

comes in to your mind first. By trying to come up with as many endings for 

each partial sentence as possible you will help tap into your true thoughts and 

feelings. 

Follow these guidelines to make the exercise as effective as possible:

 Make sure you are free of distractions

 Write or type the beginning of the sentence and then immediately write 

the first response that comes into you head that completes the sentence

 As quickly as possible, write the next thought that comes to your mind

 Keep writing as many sentence endings as you can. Aim for at least five

 Don't pause to reflect or ponder your answer, or edit it in your head 

before writing it

 Don't question your answers - whether they are right or wrong, 

significant or true.

(Please Note - A few of these are the same or similar to questions in previous 

exercises, so if you feel you have already explored your answers to some of 

these you can skip those particular prompts.)
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Follow the guidelines above for each of the following partial sentences:

1. If I had plenty of money and no longer had to work, I would spend my 

days... 

2. If I knew there was no chance of failure, I would... 

3. I would love to learn more about... 

4. The person I envy is _ because...

5. I do my best work when... 

6. Something I could do with my time here on earth that is important to me

is...

7. I'm glad I'm alive because...

8. The accomplishments I am proudest of are... 

9. When I was a child I loved to... 

10.My day is not complete unless I... 

11.I would like to contribute to my family/community by...

12.It's easy for me to lose track of time whenever I... 

13.I feel the most energized, excited and alive when I...

14.Something I love doing (or would love to do), even if I wasn't paid is...

15.If I had to pick out a non-fiction book for a long plane trip, the subject of 

the book would be about...
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Your answers to the above questions will give you a good insight into what 

you are truly passionate about in life and what gives you a sense of meaning 

and purpose.

Exercise - Your individual meaning(s) & purpose(s) of life

Having completed the previous exercises reflect on what you have discovered 

and see if you can clearly define in a few sentences what you feel is the main 

meaning(s) and purpose(s) of your life?

1.7 - Are Your Meanings & Purposes of Life More Aligned 

with Parenthood or a Childfree Future?

Now that you have a clearer idea of who you are and the picture of the 

meaningful life you wish to lead, let's look at whether having a child fits in well 

with that life or not. It may have already become quite clear one way or the 

other. For example, if your top value was family and/or one of your main 

purposes involves family or children then it may have been comforting for you 

to realize that having a child aligns well with your values and purposes. On the 

other hand, if children do not seem to come up or fit in at all with your values, 

goals and meanings/purposes, then it might have helped you to realize that 

perhaps having children is not what you truly want but is perhaps something 

you’ve been feeling pressured to do. In either case, I hope you can see that 

filling your life with things that give you meaning and purpose will lead you to 

having a fulfilling life, whether that involves children or not. And by living a 
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meaningful life you are much less likely to experience regrets, doubts or 

disappointment, whichever path you take.

Exercise - Reflection

Spend some time considering whether having children would be more likely to 

contribute to your meaning(s) of life, or would a childfree path better enable 

you to live your life more aligned with your meaning(s)? Would one, or the 

other, be more likely to hinder your ability to live your life according to your 

meaning(s) and purpose(s)?
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STEP TWO

Exploring how a child would change different

aspects of your life

2.1 - Evaluating your current life

How well are the different areas of your life going at the moment? How stable 

are they? How content are you with each major part of your life? Are there 

aspects you want to improve? Are there areas that need some work and 

improvement before you would feel comfortable with the idea of having a 

baby? How would having a child change each area? And are you willing and 

ready for these changes, or are you so content with how things are that you 

don't want them to change? Perhaps this is one of your biggest concerns - you 

are questioning whether having kids will be worth the effect it has on your life.

To answer these questions properly, first you must take into careful 

consideration each area of your life: how you currently feel about each area, 

how you feel about the changes that having a child would bring to each area, 

and lastly how well you think you would adapt to these changes. 

Let's begin by evaluating how you feel about your life as it is now.
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Exercise - Scales of satisfaction 

Consider each of the main life categories below and rate each one out of 10 (10

being as best as it could possibly be and 1 being as bad as it could possibly be). 

How would you rate each area of your life as it is at the moment?

 Happiness

 Health

 Personal Growth & Development

 Family 

 Friends & Social Life

 Partner/Relationship

 Fun, Recreation & Leisure

 Work/Education

 Finances

 Physical environment

If you are having trouble evaluating, try asking yourself the following question:

 How would I describe that area of my life now - Happy? Fulfilled? 

Average? Empty? Stressful? Unhappy? Complicated?
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Once you have given a rating out of 10 for each of the main life categories, look

at the areas with a rating below 8 and write down your responses to the 

following questions:

1. What are the issue(s) in this area? 

2. What is missing in this area? 

3. What would I like to change?  

4. What do I need to do or what needs to change to improve the scale?

5. What is preventing this from happening? 

6. What strengths do I have that can help me improve the scale?

7. What is your goal in this area? (try turning your answer from question 2 

into a positive statement). Alternatively, look at the goals you identified 

in the first step of this guide.

2.2 - Considering how a child would impact you and the 

different areas of your life, and how well you would adapt 

to these changes

Different aspects of your life deserve careful consideration as to the timing and 

the impact having a child might have (you will notice that they are similar to 

the areas you explored in the previous exercise):

 Age & Timing
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 Health - physical & mental (including emotional stability and personal 

growth)

 Relationship health & readiness

 Leisure & time to yourself, freedom & independence

 Work/Career/Education

 Finances

 Practical aspects

 Support

Let's look at each of these in more detail.

2.21 - Age & Timing

Aside from the physical implications of having a baby when you are at either 

end of the age spectrum, the aspect of age and timing is mostly a personal one.

That is, there is no right time to have a baby or start a family, certainly not a 

perfect time, but there could be a better or more suitable time for you. By 

looking at yourself and the different areas of your life you will be able to gain 

useful insight into what timing would be best for you to have a child, or 

perhaps you will realize that there will never be a good time, that becoming a 

parent would not be the best choice for you.

There are pros and cons to having children at any age. Older mums argue that 

they're wiser and have more patience, but they can also sometimes struggle to 
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adapt as well as their younger counterparts because they have been 

independent for much longer and become so used to their single or partnered 

lives that it can be harder to adjust to the changes of life with a child. However, 

personality and priorities play just a big a role as age as to how well you adapt. 

People often say that younger parents have more energy and therefore 

manage to maintain their social lives similar to what it was prior to having their

child, but there are plenty of fit and energetic mothers in their 30's and 40's 

who also manage to find a way to keep up their social lives if they are highly 

sociable people and it is a priority for them.

I won't go into detail here about all the issues that women over 35 can 

experience when having (or trying to have) a child. Most likely, if you are near 

or over this age you have already been bombarded with enough information 

and comments from people about your declining fertility and the increased 

risks to you and the baby if you do fall pregnant. They are valid concerns and 

shouldn't be taken lightly, but they also shouldn't create such fear in you that 

you feel you should rush into getting pregnant before you are ready or before 

knowing if parenthood is what you truly want. Similarly, you shouldn't let fear 

consume you so much that it stops you from having children if that's what you 

know for sure you want. Rather than relying on facts given to you by friends 

(which may not be current or accurate) or from articles which may be biased, 

see your own doctor, and have relevant tests done (if necessary), to find out 

the real state of your health and fertility and the true facts that are relevant for 

you.

One of the other big factors around the timing of having a child for many 

people is work or career. It can be a huge influence in their decision of whether
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to have a child, and if so, when to have one (or more). They have to 

contemplate where they are currently at in their career, how parenthood might

affect how much time they could commit, and consequently how that might 

negatively impact their current work and career progression. Furthermore, 

there are the financial implications to consider, as well as wondering if you will 

have the energy, or perhaps the desire, to try and work and raise a child at the 

same time. We will look at work and career more in a later section.

Other factors that may influence your decision of whether to have children, 

and if so, the timing, is the age of your own parents. Are they dependent on 

you for physical or financial support, or are they young, healthy and available 

enough to be able to help you and the child. Is your relationship with your 

parents in a good enough place that they could help you and play a significant 

role in their grandchild's life? You may also wish for your children to have a 

close relationship with their grandparents (if perhaps you did and you wish to 

replicate that, or you didn't and feel it would be a great benefit to your own 

children to have it). In either case, your parent's age may factor into the 

decision of timing (if you end up choosing to have kids). If your parents are in 

good health and have spare time to spend with you and the children, it could 

work out wonderfully. But you can't plan for or depend on this - they may 

develop an illness, move away, or a myriad of things may happen.

For many people who are single, one big issue with their age is wondering if 

they'll meet the right partner in time to have a child. Not wanting to go it 

alone, they are holding on and waiting in the hope that they will meet 

someone to raise a child with. If you are in this situation it might be helpful to 

decide on a deadline – to pick a date when you will wait no longer. That is, 
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decide on the latest age you are comfortable with leaving trying to get 

pregnant (allowing for the possibility that it may take a while to get pregnant). 

In the meantime, if you realize that you actually don't want kids, then there will

no longer be an issue, but if you become certain that you do want a child, then 

you have a date when you know that you will need to look at considering 

becoming a parent on your own. Or, if you are still unsure of whether you want 

kids or not, then that deadline marks the time that you'll need to make up your

mind, one way or the other.

Also, an important part of the consideration of timing for some people is 

whether there will there be other moms their age. Parenting, somewhat 

ironically, can be isolating and lonely, especially as a single parent, therefore it 

is quite reasonable to consider your social circles and siblings and look at when 

they are thinking of having children as it can provide much needed emotional 

support to have children around the same time. It makes it easier to share joys 

and woes such as milestones and sleepless nights with other new moms, and 

to organize mothers’ groups and play dates. Non-parents usually aren't that 

interested in tales of spit-up, poop color, stories, and cute pictures of your kids.

They can't relate and may not have any interest in discussing motherhood 

topics. Friendships thrive on common interests and being at the same stage in 

life, so it’s understandable that you may wish to go through parenthood at a 

similar time to your friends. However, be careful not to get swept up in the 

romance and idea of having a baby when people close to you are pregnant or 

having kids if it's not what you truly want or are ready for. More about not 

getting caught up in the powerful influence of feeling left out later in this guide.
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Lastly, are there any other elements that might influence the timing for you, for

instance, are there any big events or life issues you can foresee happening in 

the future eg. planning or needing to move house or location. 

As a side note: I saw an interview once with a doctor who was blaming women 

for leaving having children too late and thinking that IVF was an easy fix. It 

made me angry because the majority of women don't feel this way at all. Most 

are in complicated situations that have led to them not feeling much choice in 

when they have a baby. Two of the main reasons are an unwilling partner, or no

partner. Society no longer influences men to get married and have children in 

their 20's, or even their 30's, however our biology hasn't changed and so 

therein lies the complication. Men want to leave having kids until as late as 

possible but the reality of biological issues isn't as obvious or problematic for 

them. Although there is now a lot of research showing issues relating to the 

man's age at conception, such as a higher risk of fetal abnormalities (for 

instance: down syndrome, and developmental or learning disorders such as 

autism). But these issues aren't driven into men like they are for women. 

Women are constantly being told not to leave it too late or they could be 

problems getting pregnant, staying pregnant, or with the health of their child, 

so much so that there is a lot of fear for older women considering pregnancy as

they know too well the risks. In contrast, men are not currently told to worry 

about their age in relation to parenthood. It is a very unfair state of affairs 

causing much frustration for women out there, especially those in relationships

with men who believe age isn't an issue.

2.22 - Health
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Please Note: In this section I refer to mental health in regards to your general 

emotional well-being as well as more significant mental health issues such as 

depression and anxiety. 

The mental and physical health of you, your potential baby, and your partner, 

are all very significant and not something to be ignored or glossed over. If there

are any issues, or possible issues, they certainly need careful consideration and 

will validly play a part in your decision-making process. Knowledge will be a key

factor here. For any health issue you have, or may develop, or your baby may 

inherit or develop, you need to be armed with as much information as possible 

so that you know what options are available to you, and to also understand the

potential positive and negative consequences of each option. If there are no 

options or solutions, you will need to consider how comfortable you are with 

what you will potentially have to deal with. For some people, the risks 

regarding their baby’s and/or their own health, is too much to chance. In 

considering their worst case scenario, they know that they wouldn't be able to 

cope with the outcome. Those people are not weak or being overly negative, 

they are being realistic, and in knowing themselves well, know what and where

their personal limits are. That is a good thing! For others who deal with 

challenges well, they may feel the opposite: that the risk is worth it and that 

they can handle whatever happens. Decide what your personal limit is on how 

much you could emotionally and physically cope with, and how much you are 

comfortable risking. As usual, there is no correct answer, it’s a personal choice.

Physical Health - Before Pregnancy 

What state is your current health in? Is your general diet and lifestyle healthy? 

Are there any issues that may cause difficulties or problems with your fertility 
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(getting pregnant and staying pregnant)? If so, have you seen a doctor and 

gathered as much information as possible to know what you might have to deal

with and what possible solutions or support is available to you?

How healthy is your partner? Particularly if they are involved in the fertilization,

as it is now known that a man's health is almost as important as the female's at

the time of conception.

Mental Health - Before Pregnancy

Do you feel you are in a good place mentally and emotionally? That is, you 

generally feel pretty good about yourself and your life, and you are not 

struggling to deal with any crises or major life changes or challenges at the 

moment. Do you feel fairly stable emotionally, and feel reasonably confident 

that you could cope with the potential highs and lows of trying to get pregnant,

and the possible losses eg. miscarriages, and infertility issues if they arose? 

Do you currently have any specific mental health issues, or have you had any in 

the past? Are they being managed with therapy and/or medication?  Are they 

likely to resurface if you are faced with a lot of stress, or because of the body's 

chemical changes during pregnancy? 

Physical Health – During Pregnancy

Think about how well you think you would manage during the pregnancy 

(particularly if you are going to be working) with many of the common 

(although not guaranteed) effects such as nausea, tiredness, light-headedness, 

aches & pains, insomnia, headaches, changes in skin, libido. If you know (or can

find out), how did your mother's body handle pregnancy - did she have bad 
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morning sickness, back aches, insomnia, headaches, pre-eclampsia, diabetes, 

premature labor? Sometimes these things run in families and can help you to 

predict what you might experience.

How comfortable are you with the changes pregnancy will bring to your 

physical appearance? Most of the changes are only temporary, although some 

linger on, and a few may be permanent. For instance, stretch marks are usually 

controlled mostly by genetics, so if your mom had them there may not be 

much you can do to stop yourself from getting them too. How do you feel 

about this? Women's reactions vary from being proud of the lifelong reminders

of their pregnancy to being mortified and embarrassed of their bodies. Don't 

feel judged or judge yourself if you're in the latter category. You are allowed to 

like your body the way it is and be worried about how it might change. Pride in 

your appearance is nothing to feel guilty about.

Do you know of any health conditions you may be susceptible to during the 

pregnancy, either due to current or past health issues or from hereditary 

problems that run in the family? If there are known hereditary issues, have you 

spoken to a geneticist about the probability of it affecting the health of your 

pregnancy or baby? Do you have any pre-existing medical issues that will, or 

may, affect the pregnancy? Are you well informed as to how your illness or 

condition will possibly affect you, and/or the baby, during the pregnancy, and 

what treatment options are available? Are there any new medical treatments 

to help with your health issue? Will it affect you being able to continue working

during the pregnancy? What professional and personal support is available to 

you to help you during the pregnancy if a health issue does arise with you, the 

baby, or your partner? Do you have access to specialists and well-equipped 
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hospitals (eg. with neo-natal ICU wards)? Are you financially prepared if you do 

need access to specialist medical staff and equipment? Do you have adequate 

health insurance? Will your health insurance cover you or is your condition 

excluded from cover? Is your insurance fairly comprehensive and therefore will 

cover you for most unforeseen occurrences?

Also, consider how you might feel if you are generally in good health now but 

pregnancy is the catalyst for health issues for you (whether temporarily or 

long-term). How would you cope with that emotionally and physically? Do you 

think it would make you regret your decision or resent your child?

Mental Health - During Pregnancy

Are you normally quite an emotional person and have some concerns as to 

how the pregnancy hormones will affect your emotional swings further, or how

you will cope mentally at work with tiredness and memory lapses? These sorts 

of concerns are perfectly valid but also quite manageable. As long as you 

promise yourself you will seek help if you start to feel too overwhelmed 

emotionally or mentally, more than likely, as long as you take things day-by-day,

talk to loved ones, and keep things in perspective, overall your mental well-

being will be fine.

However, if you have suffered from general depression or anxiety in the past, 

you have a higher chance of experiencing antenatal and/or postnatal 

depression and anxiety, although it does not mean you will definitely have it. 

By being aware of your susceptibility to them you will be able to pick up on any

of the symptoms quickly and get the necessary help early. Unless you suffer 
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from a severe form of depression and anxiety, with the proper help and 

support, most people have no major problems coping with pregnancy.

Do you have a propensity towards depression and/or anxiety (even if you've 

never been formally diagnosed with it)? Is it something you have been able to 

self-manage well or with the help of professionals? When does it normally flare

up? Do you think being pregnant might make you more likely to have a flare 

up? How do you normally cope? Do you foresee that the same coping 

mechanisms would still work ok during pregnancy?

Have you spoken to a medical professional and gathered all the relevant 

information you need about how any specific mental health condition you have

may affect, and/or be affected by, the pregnancy (as the pregnancy hormones 

can exacerbate some conditions). Can you stay on your medications during the 

pregnancy? What is the safety profile of that drug during pregnancy? Are you 

comfortable with the possible risks? What professional and personal support is 

available to you if you choose to stop taking your medication and/or your 

mental health worsens?

Physical Health – After Pregnancy: Parenthood

If you have a pre-existing medical condition it may make recovering from the 

birth a little harder or slower, and/or the challenges of new parenthood a little 

(or a lot) more taxing. Do you have people you can rely on for physical support, 

if needed, after the birth?

If you need longer to recover from the birth than you originally planned before 

returning to work, do you have a plan B? 
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Do you have any general health issues that may impact on your parenting? For 

instance, even something that seems relatively common and normal such as 

insomnia and fatigue, which may have been managed well before getting 

pregnant, can suddenly become quite challenging once you have a child. This 

happened to a friend of mine. Her insomnia and fatigue dramatically worsened 

after having a baby due to the demands of parenthood night and day, and not 

only was it a physical struggle for her but it also ended up being an emotional 

one as she felt she wasn’t being the fun, energetic and easy-going parent she 

wished she could be. However, it sometimes only temporary, as in the case of 

my friend, as the child grows and becomes more independent, she will regain 

her sleep and energy levels. But for others, their health problems may be 

permanent, so it is important to consider how this will affect your parenting, 

which you have probably already done. Just make sure you also think about 

how this might emotionally impact you, if you can’t be the parent you hoped to

be, or if it limits you in such a way that you will only be able to cope with the 

physical demands of parenting, nothing else, such as working.

Mental Health – After Pregnancy: Parenthood

This is often the most difficult time mentally and emotionally and therefore the

time when new parents are more prone to feeling stressed, depressed, anxious

or just generally overwhelmed. Being a new parent is challenging for everyone, 

even the smartest, calmest, and most mentally stable people. And everything is

compounded and exaggerated by the exhaustion and the hormones, which 

take some time to return to their pre-pregnancy levels (especially if you are 

breastfeeding). You can expect to feel these emotions some of the time. But if 
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you are feeling these things all the time, with no relief, then it would be time to

seek professional help.

If your levels of confidence, self-worth and self-esteem were already fairly low 

and vulnerable then this is the time when you might feel it the most. 

Parenthood throws most of us well out of our comfort zones and makes us 

question if we are being good parents. Even those that had high levels of 

confidence and self-esteem prior to giving birth, and managed to cope well 

with highly demanding jobs such as CEO’s, can be shaken by the realities of 

being a parent. Many parents do not instantly develop a maternal/paternal 

instinct and can feel completely out of their depths. Parenting skills are 

something most of us learn over time, they do not magically appear that day 

the baby is born. Accept that if you choose to have a child, that there will be a 

lot that you don’t know, a lot that will be out of your control, and you will have 

moments where you have no clue what to do – and that is perfectly normal 

and ok. 

The above scenarios are very common, but some parents are also struck with 

more serious mental health concerns such as postnatal depression and/or 

anxiety. The latest estimates are that at least one in five mothers suffer from 

postnatal depression or anxiety, and one to four women per thousand giving 

birth suffer from post-partum psychosis (resulting in an inability to distinguish 

right from wrong). Depression, anxiety and psychosis have no prejudice as to 

whom, and where, they strike. The stigma and shame that still surrounds this 

issue is such a shame as it not only makes new parents feel worse about 

themselves than they already often do, it can also stop them from seeking the 
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help they need. Post-natal depression is much more than the baby blues and 

can have serious consequences for mother and child if not addressed.

Everything I have mentioned above is not to worry you, or to focus on the 

negatives of what might happen, it is simply to open your eyes up to certain 

possibilities and to take them into consideration when making your decision. 

They say that knowledge is power, so I want you to be empowered with as 

much information as possible so that you can make an informed decision, and 

therefore the most accurate one for yourself.

Exercise - Journaling

 Identify any known or possible issues from each section above that may 

be a problem for you. Reflect on how you feel about them in regards to 

parenting.

 How is your confidence, self-esteem, and your sense of self-worth 

currently? Is it strong or vulnerable?

 Do you feel that you are relatively stable and strong emotionally so that 

you would be able to cope with the general stress and demands of 

parenthood?

 Are you concerned you may get stressed easily or find it difficult to cope 

with the challenges and changes during the pregnancy, birth, and or as a 

parent? Why? Do you have healthy coping strategies for when you get 

stressed? What are they? Do you think they would be able to help you as

a parent?
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 In the past, how have you coped when things have not gone according to

plan, or when things have been highly stressful - were you an emotional 

mess or did you rise to the challenge and face things head on and find 

ways to manage your stress and the issue at hand? Note: We have all 

had times when things have taken us by surprise and unraveled us, but is

this a pattern for you? And or does it happen even over small things? If 

so, then consider whether this is something you want to work on 

changing, that is, building your coping skills and resilience.

 How do you feel you would cope if things did not go well, for example: 

you had trouble getting pregnant, the pregnancy was stressful or high 

risk, the baby was born with mental or physical disabilities? 

 If you identified any specific challenges in regards to the mental or 

physical health of you, your baby, or your partner’s, have you explored 

possible options or solutions to these challenges? If so, what are they, 

and how comfortable are you with these options?

 If applicable, how is your partner's overall health? Are there any health 

complications that may make parenthood more challenging for them, 

and in return for you too? Is this something that is possible to work on 

and improve, or if it is permanent health condition? Have you discussed 

in detail how you will all manage? And if necessary (if it's possible that it 

is a hereditary disease) you may wish to speak to a genetic counselor to 

discuss the chances and implications of the child inheriting the disease.

2.23 – Relationship health & readiness (if applicable)
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Most studies show that marital (or partnership) satisfaction declines in the first 

few years after starting a family, then increases again for a while before 

another decline during the years that the children are teenagers. Marital 

satisfaction levels only recover to what they were prior to starting a family after

the children are all adults. This can be depressing to read but it is the harsh 

reality of how much strain parenthood can put on a relationship. Between 

sleep disruption, less time to be alone and intimate, disagreements on how the

children should be raised, exhaustion from the demands of parenting, it can be 

very difficult, and at times impossible, to be able to maintain your relationship 

the same way as it as before. So if your relationship isn't strong and healthy, 

starting a family is likely to bring any relationship issues under further pressure,

which is why many experience a decline in satisfaction, and in worse-case 

scenarios can be the main catalyst for the breakdown of a marriage or 

partnership. That is why it is so important before thinking about starting a 

family to, a) discuss with your partner all the main areas of parenting and see if

you can come to an agreement, and, b) work on any problems to improve the 

strength of the relationship so that you are more likely to work as a good team 

when it comes to parenting rather than turning on each other during stressful 

days and nights (which are inevitable).

Here are some prompts to help you explore how a child might affect your 

relationship:

 How do you imagine having a child/children will impact your 

relationship? 

 What are the positive and negative affects you can foresee happening? 
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 Has your relationship survived challenging events before? How did you 

both handle that event - together as a team, or separately? 

 Do you usually talk openly and honestly together about anything that's 

troubling or stressful? 

 Can you rely on each other for emotional and practical support when 

needed? 

 How strong and healthy would you say your relationship is? 

 How ready do you feel your relationship is for parenthood? 

 Are you and your partner willing and ready for the relationship to 

change, and potentially for satisfaction levels to decline for a while? Do 

you feel your relationship would cope with these changes and temporary

decline in satisfaction?

 Are there any issues that need to be dealt with, for example: abuse, 

alcoholism, gambling, sexual or intimacy issues, conflict, major 

disagreements, communication or trust issues, unhealthy or unhappy 

relationship?

 How long have you been together? 

 How committed are you both? Married? 

 How stable or volatile would you say your relationship is? 
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 Do you and your partner agree on main parental issues and decisions? 

Have you talked over how you would raise a child – discipline, religion, 

schooling etc?

 Is this the person you want to raise a child with? 

 Do you think they'd make a good parent – why or why not? 

Perhaps you have a wonderful and strong relationship and you feel that you 

don't want to risk that changing, and that what you currently have gives you all 

the love, happiness, and sense of family you need. A lot of childfree couples 

come to this realization and then feel free from the pressure and expectation 

of starting a family. However, when you are in a relationship there is usually 

more pressure than those that are single, from society, family, and friends, that 

you will follow the usual and revered path of parenthood, but if you are truly 

happy with the way things are you do not have to change your status quo 

unless you really want to.

2.24 - Leisure & time to yourself, freedom & independence

On the surface this may seem like the least significant factor, however in reality 

it can be one of the aspects with the most impact, especially as the average age

of starting a family has increased so dramatically. As many people are now 

older when having a child/children it can be harder to adjust to the changes in 

your lifestyle. The more years we have had with our own independence and 

leisure time, the more we usually get set in our ways, and dramatic changes 

such as parenthood can be a big shock to how we live our daily lives. 
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I know for myself, one of the hardest challenges has been not feeling like I have

enough time to myself. Prior to having a child, I didn’t have an extensive social 

life so I coped easily with the lessening of that, however, I liked to spend a fair 

bit of time each day just relaxing - reading, listening to music, watching tv, 

chatting with friends on the phone. In the first year after having my child I 

basically had no time to do any of those things. Some people manage to - it 

depends on the child and the other demands in your life, for instance: your 

partner, family, work, and your needs (eg. any free time I had I felt my body 

needed sleep more than anything else so that was my priority). After the first 

year it got easier to accommodate a little more time to myself, but not every 

day, and certainly nowhere near the same amount, or quality, of free time I had

previously. 

Some people manage quite well with the lack of freedom and leisure time and 

others struggle with it. However, remember, it isn't forever. For each year 

children grow older they develop their own independence and therefore 

relinquish some dependency on you, so you slowly recover more time to 

yourself again. Have a think about how you feel you will handle this change in 

your lifestyle. Is it something you think you could cope with relatively well? Is it 

something you feel ready or willing to change? Are there things you could do to

make it easier for you to adapt to, for example, do you have enough money to 

hire a babysitter one night a week to have an evening to yourself?

Your personality will also play a part. If you are a very independent and or 

social person, the changes will be much greater and therefore possibly harder 

to adapt to. If you are used to being spontaneous and free to do whatever you 

want, whenever you want, again adjusting to the demands and responsibility of
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parenthood may be more challenging for you. That’s not to say you won’t 

adjust, simply that it may be more challenging initially, and take more time to 

before you feel readjusted to your new lifestyle as a parent.

If one of your main reasons for not considering having children is because you 

love your current lifestyle, then I want you to know that I feel that is perfectly 

reasonable. You are not a selfish, shallow, or self-centered person if you love 

your hobbies and leisure activities, spending time with friends, going out at 

night, romantic weekends, traveling to explore other cultures, and relaxing 

holidays. And if you know that having a baby will mean your finances and or 

lack of time will not enable you to continue having the lifestyle you want, then 

feel good about knowing what brings you joy, not guilty that choosing these 

options makes you a lesser person (because it doesn’t!). If you went ahead and 

had a child anyway (because you felt you had to) then you might be miserable, 

and hence so would the child, so nobody would benefit from that situation - 

and how is that less selfish! 

It is an undeniable fact that you will have less time to yourself, leisure time, 

freedom and independence if you have a child. For some people this idea 

hardly bothers them as they think about how much they are going to enjoy 

raising a child. But for others they are afraid that their life will feel too 

constrained as a parent, and as a result, they will overall be less content, and 

that is a valid concern.

2.25 – Work/Career/Education
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Some women know they would like to, or need to for financial reasons, return 

to work as soon as possible, full-time. Others wish to return part-time, but are 

unsure if their boss or company will agree to this. And other parents want to 

stay at home with their child and be a full-time parent for a while, or as long as 

possible, but are scared as to how they would then re-enter the workforce and 

how much their standing, knowledge and skills in their field of work will be 

affected. 

Whether you can easily take time out of your job, and whether it will affect 

your career and its stability and or progression, is really dependent on what 

type of job you have and the area you work in. Some jobs and areas are a lot 

more flexible and family friendly, others are not. Only you can determine and 

or guess how much becoming a parent might impact your career depending on 

your particular job and the field you are in. Take some time to consider how 

much you are willing to compromise, sacrifice, or risk, to have a child/children. 

The reality is - you can have it all (career, child, social life, relationship) but 

probably not in the sense that you imagine it, or to the ideal that you desire. 

What I mean by that is, due to practical limitations, it is impossible to give 

everything you have to all aspects of your life at once. Hence, it is inevitable 

that each will have to be compromised to some degree if you decide to 

become a parent. It's just a matter of deciding if you are comfortable with 

those compromises, or any sacrifices that need to be made. For example, if 

putting your career on hold for a few years until your child starts school doesn't

bother you, and most likely won’t impact your career progression (just delay it 

for those few years), then perhaps it's something you're willing to do. You will 

just need to figure out how your family life and work life can co-exist in a way 
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that you are comfortable with and doesn’t put unrealistic pressure or demands 

on you. Having a child is a full-time job (some say it's equivalent to two full-

time jobs which considering it's 24/7 seems quite fitting), so to even have a 

part-time job as well as being a parent can make it hard to find enough time in 

the day or week to do both in the traditional or expected way. 

Many women have successfully juggled it all. But I do believe that the concept 

of having it all - in the idealistic way it is commonly thought of or portrayed - is 

unrealistic. There is only so much time in a day and so much energy to go 

around. People can have all of the above but it's usually a complex and difficult 

juggle. At times you may get things into a reasonable balance, and at other 

times things will be skewed towards one or more areas because of necessity. 

There is a lot that is out of our control and limitations as to how much we can 

physically do and fit in. So, I'm all for women trying to have it all as long as they

understand their limitations and do not expect all areas of their life to be 

perfect and sustained in a way that it might be if they had less on their plate. I 

may sound pessimistic, but from my experience working as a counselor, I feel it 

is a more realistic viewpoint. Many women try to have it all and end up 

completely exhausted, down, stressed, and confused as to why they can't be 

super human and have everything they want and to the level of their high 

expectations and ideals. 

We need to cut ourselves some slack and realize how much we can truly handle

and design our lives accordingly. I will use myself as an example here - knowing 

I have a few health issues and hence struggle with sleep and energy I knew it 

would be expecting too much of myself to return to work full-time and take 

care of my child the way I wanted to. I could not have come home from work 
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each day and been the parent I wanted to be and given my child all the 

attention and energy I felt they deserved. So I made a realistic plan - to be a 

stay at home mum for the first year of my child's life, then work part time until 

they started school. This would put our family under financial strain but I 

weighed that up against putting stress on my health and knew that my health 

was more important.

If you don't want to have children because you realize you don’t want to 

compromise your career, then don't feel bad about that choice, or be made to 

feel guilty for it. It doesn't make you less of a woman, a cold person, unloving, 

or a child-hater. It means you're a person who knows themselves and what 

makes them happy. You are still contributing to society - you are valuable either

way. You wouldn't say a hard-working man wasn't contributing to society, 

would you? There shouldn't be a double-standard or judgment. 

My final point in this section is that many women who are intelligent, and or 

love their jobs, often find motherhood by itself is not fulfilling enough, so they 

return to work quite early on. And that's ok. It's better to be a happy mum who

works, than an unhappy mum who stays at home, not just for you but for the 

child/children also. 

Here are some questions to ask yourself:

 Your career aspirations and enjoyment are a worthy consideration - how 

much do you love what you do and how much does it fulfill you and 

make you thrive?

 How demanding or flexible is your type of job and your current 

workplace? 
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 How easily could you change the demands or flexibility? Eg. Would your 

current boss let you work flexible hours or from home on some days? 

Would you consider changing companies to a more family friendly work 

place?

 Understanding that both family and work would have some 

compromises or sacrifices to fit both in, are you comfortable with the 

idea of those compromises?

2.56 - Finances

Consider the following: Are your finances in a position that you could raise a 

child in the way that you’d like to? Could you make your current finances 

stretch enough to make it possible? What changes in your finances could you 

make? What are you, and aren't you, willing to cut back on or change? For 

instance, would you be comfortable downsizing your living arrangements to be 

in a better financial position to have a baby? Are you waiting to have a certain 

level of finances or financial security before feeling ready enough to have a 

child? Should you? 

Contemplate the period between birth and when your child starts school. How 

will you cope financially? Even if you go back to work relatively early on, can 

you afford childcare on top of your current expenses? Will you get any paid 

maternity leave so that you can stay at home with the baby for the first few 

months? Children usually don't cost too much in the first few years. The media 

and shops put pressure on women to buy all this fancy stuff for the nursery and

you can easily spend a small fortune but you can also be budget smart and pick
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up second -hand stuff very cheap (or even free hand-me-downs) if you can let 

go of the idealism of bright and shiny new things. The baby certainly won't 

know the difference if things are new or not, and they just want you mostly 

anyway - you're what makes them happy, not things. However, they do get 

more expensive as they get older, and certain things, such as education, can be 

very costly depending on where you live and what type, and level, of education

you wish for your child. What are your financial limitations? What things are 

you willing to compromise on and what are you not eg. private schooling?

Also worth thinking about is whether you are comfortable with being 

financially dependent on your partner for a while, if necessary. And if you’re 

not comfortable with the idea, why not? If you've been financially independent

for a long time, consider the reasons you are afraid to let go of this temporarily.

Is there a compromise, for instance, can you save up before-hand so that you 

have some money of your own to spend as you wish and not feel guilty about 

needing to ask your partner for money to buy your own things? If you dislike 

the idea of feeling dependent, is there a way that you could keep the feeling 

and value of independence in other non-financial regards so that overall you 

still feel like an independent person? Understand that you shouldn't feel 

awkward for relying on your partner financially because you will definitely be 

pulling more than your weight in terms of working as a parent and house-

keeper. You should not feel guilty or ashamed, you deserve to be financially 

supported. In fact, it’s a shame our society isn't set up to financially reward 

women for child-rearing as it's definitely a significant job worth more financial 

and social recognition. 

Some more financial questions to ponder:
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 Do you have any significant financial strain or stress? For instance, large 

debts.

 Do you have health insurance and or access to savings, assets or benefits

if you had a sick/disabled child and you couldn’t work for an extended 

period of time? 

 Do you and/or your partner have income protection / life insurance?

 Do you have enough savings or ongoing income to stay at home with the 

baby as long as you want to/are planning to?

 Are you good with setting and sticking to a budget? Are you a frivolous 

spender?

 What could you do with your disposable income if you didn't have a 

child/children? What opportunities and experiences might you miss out 

on by spending so much money on a child?

2.57 - Practical Aspects

Some practical aspects to contemplate when considering whether to have 

children:

 Childcare arrangements - family, nanny, childcare center. If you need to 

use a form of childcare, what are you comfortable using?

 Availability, quality and affordability of childcare in your area?

 Availability, quality and affordability of schooling in your area?
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 Housing - is your current place big enough or suitable for a child? Do you 

have noisy neighbors that might make it difficult for a baby to sleep? Are 

their good safe parks and community services - eg. library, public pool in 

your local area?

 Would you need to get a car or change your current car?

2.58 - Support

An often overlooked and underestimated area is support. Emotional and 

physical support from others, although not perhaps necessary for you or your 

child’s survival, is often crucial for your well-being, especially if you are 

considering being a single parent. Having loved ones you can rely on to help 

out when needed, or to listen to you when you are feeling stressed or 

overwhelmed, can make all the difference in how you experience, and cope 

with, being a parent. 

Think over all the areas we have just looked at, is there enough support for you

in each of these areas? From who? Can your parents pitch in or are they too 

old, ill, far away, or busy? Do you have close friends you could rely on for 

support? Do you feel comfortable asking for help from others when you need 

it? On an everyday level, do you feel you would have enough emotional and 

physical support in general?

If you choose to stay childfree, who can you foresee will be your closest 

supports? Who out of your loved ones do you think will find it hard to support 

your decision, and why?
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2.3 - Evaluating your willingness and readiness for these 

changes

Now let’s bring together what you have discovered from the two main focuses 

in this step.

Exercise - Reflection and Evaluation

Looking at your scales of satisfaction from the beginning of this step, as well as 

considering all the factors you have just read about, write your answers to the 

following:

 Looking at the results from your scales of satisfaction, how content 

would you say you are with your life overall? 

 How stable and reliable are the different areas of your life? 

 Do any specific areas need significant improvement before you would 

feel comfortable with the idea of having a baby? 

 Which areas of your life have issues that would be problematic for 

pursuing parenthood? Are these aspects rigid or flexible? That is, are 

they unlikely/unable to be altered or improved, or, are you able to work 

on changing/improving them.
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 What do you think can be changed or overcome? What solutions or 

plans can you think of?

 How would having a child change each area for you? For the better or 

worse?

 Are you willing and ready for these changes, or are you so content with 

how things are that you don't want them to change?

 Do you have a strong support network? What particular areas do you 

think you would require support with? 

 Is the thought of all the changes having a child would bring to your life, 

or how you might cope with them, one of the main reasons you are 

considering staying childfree?
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STEP THREE

Evaluating your motivating reasons for wanting

a child or staying childfree

3.1 - Identifying and evaluating your motivating reasons

Your thoughts and feelings about whether to have children or not will be 

largely driven by motivating reasons. Some of these reasons may genuinely be 

your own, and be healthy and valid reasons to influence your decision, others 

may come from other people, or general social pressure or expectations, and 

may be not so healthy or valid. Consequently, you should clearly identify which 

of your motivating reasons are not so healthy so that you do not let them 

weigh heavily in to your decision-making process and hence negatively sway 

your choice away from the best path for you. Usually if a motivation is internal, 

it has more to do with your own personal desires and wishes. If it is external, it 

is more likely to do with pleasing others - your partner, parents, siblings, 

friends, church, or to meet social expectations.

Exercise - Discovering your motivating reasons

Jot down a list of all the reasons that come to your mind for why you might 

want to have a child and the reasons why you wish to stay childfree. Don't 
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think too much about it, just write.  Be careful not to censor yourself, 

remember, nobody needs to read this list except you. For example: do you 

want a baby because you think it will make you happy, or fill a void, or just 

because you feel you should because you’re a woman? Or your 

partner/parents/friends want you to?

Now, to unearth any hidden or blocked motivations that are not so obvious to 

your conscious mind, try and answer these questions as honestly as you can. 

You may find them a little confronting but try and write what you feel rather 

than what your brain is telling you is the right thing to say.

 How do you imagine having a child will affect your life? (you may have 

already answered this questions in the last section)

 Do you feel you, or your life, will be incomplete if you do not have a 

child? Why?

 Do you feel you aren't a 'real' woman (or man) if you do not 

reproduce? Why?

 Do you imagine having a child would make you feel more accepted, 

more loved, or more included in life/by others/by society? Why?

 Do you believe having a child will change your life for the better? 

Why?

 Do you feel having a child will make you happier? Why?

 Do you feel having a child will make others around you happy? Who & 

Why?
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 Do you feel as if giving up your childfree life would be an unreasonable

or uncomfortable sacrifice for you? Why?

Exercise - Identifying more motivating reasons

Read through the many and varied reasons below that are common reasons 

that motivate people to have a child or stay childfree. Make a note of which 

ones you feel are also influencing your thoughts and feelings that you may not 

have already identified from the previous exercise.

Reasons that may motivate people to have a child

 For a sense of purpose, fulfillment and worth

 To feel loved / receive love

 To give love

 To experience unconditional love and the parent-child bond

 To be happy

 For greater happiness

 As a product of love between you and your partner

 For personal growth - to learn more about yourself

 It is what I was born to do / to fulfill your biological role

 It's what everybody does / to fulfill your social purpose or social 

expectations of you
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 To feel less lonely

 To improve or try to fix your relationship

 To recreate your own wonderful childhood

 To heal from your own dysfunctional childhood

 Your partner wants a child

 You're bored with your current life

 A second chance at a better family life (a chance to do a better job than 

your own parents or to make up for not feeling loved by your own 

parents)

 Your parents/partner/friends want you to start a family

 To carry on the family line & genetics

 To carry on family traditions

 As part of your faith or religion

 To not feel isolated from other people your age

 You love children

 Time is running out with regards to your fertility

 Fear of being alone or lonely when you are old

 To gain the approval of others
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 To raise a being in your own image (aka 'a mini me')

 To experience holding your own newborn baby in your arms, setting up a

cute nursery etc (also known as 'baby lust')

 To give a child a great upbringing

 You look forward to sharing your knowledge & experience with children

 Being tempted by the fantasy of family life portrayed by the media & 

movies

 Fear of missing out on what people call 'the most wonderful' and 'most 

rewarding job in the world', ‘the greatest love in the world’, and 'life 

changing experience'

 Fear of regretting it later if you don't have a child

 You think you would make a great parent

 You think your partner would make a great parent

 Having someone to look after you when you are old

 To enhance your relationship (NOTE – this is very different to the 

previous  ‘improve your relationship’)

 Your friends are all having kids and you feel left out

 You see parents and are envious of their bond with their children

 For the wonder of creating a life
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 To pass on your skills and knowledge

 To find or experience a new meaning of life

 Having a positive influence on the next generation

 Having a family is what life is all about

 You are not sure what to do with your life if you don't have a baby

 Not wanting to tell your partner/family/friends that you don't want kids 

so it seems easier to just have one

 To satisfy your maternal instinct

 Not wanting to seem unnatural or selfish

 Children are fun to be around

Reasons that may motivate people to choose to stay childfree

 Fear of repeating your parents' undesirable parenting

 To have more financial freedom or to avoid financial strain

 Fear of, or wishing to avoid, the emotional and or physical elements and 

effects of pregnancy and parenthood

 To have more time for your partner and or friends

 To have more time and energy to focus on your career and or worried 

how children will impact your career
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 To keep your freedom and independence

 Happy with your current life and lifestyle and don't want it to change

 Not feeling the biological urge or maternal instinct

 It would involve too many sacrifices

 You don't particularly like babies and or kids

 You don't want to bring children into this world

 It's too much work and stress

 Happy with your relationship the way it is, or, worried how parenthood 

will change the dynamic of your relationship

 Your partner doesn't want kids, or, you have concerns that your current 

partner might not make a suitable parent

 You don't think you'll make a good parent

 Worried you won't be able to cope with the demands of parenthood

 Being able to accomplish or experience things in life that would be 

difficult to do as a parent

 More free time and energy to focus on your own interests, needs, or 

goals

 I can better serve society/the world by not having children

 Not wanting to go through fertility treatments/high-risk pregnancy
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 Fear of having a child that isn't 'perfect' or healthy (eg. physical or 

mental disabilities)

 Fear of your own painful childhood issues resurfacing

 More time to define and pursue shared interests and passions as a 

couple

 Wanting to avoid sleep deprivation and exhaustion

 Not wanting to put another person's needs before your own

 Less time for recreation, fitness and hobbies

 Fear of, or not wanting to take on the responsibility of, being a parent

 Valuing your peace and quiet, and alone time

 Not wanting to miss out on other great opportunities in life because you 

might not have the freedom, time or energy

 Traveling would be more/too complicated

 You have some issues or bad habits that make you question whether you

should have a child

 Your home is not particularly child-friendly and/or your neighborhood is 

not particularly child-safe

 Being afraid of parenthood

 There never seems to be a right time to have a baby
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3.2 - Evaluating Motivating Reasons

The next step is to evaluate your motivating reasons to figure out whether they

are healthy or not. As an example, let's look at a few of the reasons from the 

list above and evaluate them so that you can perform a similar evaluation on 

your own motivating reasons.

3.21 - 'Fear of missing out'

This is a common fear and one that people feel on both sides, that is, with 

either choice. For people leaning towards having children, they can fear what 

they will miss out on because of the changes and compromises having children 

will bring. On the other hand, people considering a childfree future often worry

about missing out on what it would be like to experience having kids and being 

a parent. The grass can appear greener from both sides. As humans, we often 

envy or yearn for what we can’t, or don’t, have. I hear parents wishing for the 

freedom of being childfree again (even if for just one day), and the childfree 

can have days where they wish they were holding a baby in their arms. 

Psychologically, human brains are wired to always wonder if we are missing out

on something wonderful, or better. 

The harsh reality is - with either path there will be things you miss out on. The 

key is to figure out which path has more of what you want in it and less of what

you don't want and don't mind missing out on. The freedom and independence

of a childfree life and all the opportunities that come with that; or the love, the

learning, the experiences and opportunities that come with having a child? You

cannot compare the two effectively as they are so different, and the 
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advantages and positive aspects of both sides are equally as valid and 

significant (even if society and the media try to tell us otherwise). You have no 

doubt seen and heard the arguments - but being a parent is the best thing you 

will ever do, the most wonderful and most rewarding job in the world, it 

changes your life for the better, nothing can compare to experiencing the love 

between a parent and a child. These may all be true for the people who are 

declaring them, but they are not true for everyone, and they may not be true 

for you. What is true is that it is hard for anyone who is a parent to explain 

their experience to someone who doesn't have kids, and for the childfree to 

honestly and clearly know what parenthood would be like, and hence what 

they are potentially giving up. Even spending a lot of time around kids can't 

give you a guarantee on knowing how you will experience or feel about 

parenting your own kids. So, kids or no kids, each path has opportunities you 

will sacrifice, compromise on, or miss out on entirely, and you will need to 

work on accepting and feeling ok about this.

To identify if you suffer from this fear generally, in your everyday life, consider 

whether you feel anxious if you can't go to a social event or gathering - do you 

worry what you might be missing out on? If you recognize that you're 

somebody who has a tendency to feel this way about many things in life, then 

it's likely that the fear of missing out (in regards to having children) is having a 

large influence on you.

This fear can feel overwhelming and it is likely to be a valid factor in your 

decision-making process. If you understand, and accept, that there will be 

certain elements you may miss out on either way, which are you more 

comfortable sacrificing? When you have moments of feeling afraid of what you 
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might, or will, miss out on, turn your focus to the positive - on what you may, 

or will, have on the other path that you otherwise wouldn't have, or possibly 

get to experience. Acknowledge that people on both paths are not always 

happy, and human nature will make us feel envious of what other people have, 

and subsequently what we don't. This happens in all aspects of our lives eg, 

our jobs, houses, relationships, not just with having kids or not. A level of 

understanding and acceptance is the key to alleviating this fear.

3.22 - 'To be happy or happier'

It is important to realize that if you are thinking of having kids to try and make 

yourself happier, or find happiness, then you are taking a very big gamble. It 

can be an unhealthy and problematic motivating reason to have a child as you 

are putting very high expectations, and therefore a lot of pressure, on your 

child and parenthood, to dramatically change your life for the better and bring 

missing joy into your life. The reality for many people who seek happiness from

parenthood is that they end up feeling more lost as they do not understand 

why having a baby has not brought them the level of happiness they were 

expecting or hoping. It is common, and healthy, if one of your many motivating 

reasons is that you feel having a child will bring additional happiness in to your 

life but it shouldn't be the main or only reason, and certainly not if it is in the 

hope of alleviating depression, loneliness, or an unhappy relationship. Having a

baby will not magically fix these sorts of issues, in fact, it will often make them 

worse.

It is harder to choose the path less chosen, the childfree one, because of the 

pressure put on us by others and society, but if you give in to it and have 
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children, despite knowing deep down that it is not what you really want, then 

your future as a parent may be more challenging than most. Social beliefs and 

values are very influential, and often manipulative, in making us believe 

(blindingly, without questioning) that parenting is what we are all supposed to 

do, that is the right choice for everyone. There is a prevailing social belief and 

assumption that children will always bring greater joy and meaning to a 

person's life, but this is not true. This is an outdated and pro-natalist view. In 

modern society there is so much pressure to be perfect parents and have 

perfect children that parents are less happy now than they have ever been. 

Unfortunately, the level of social judgment and criticism parents receive in 

today's world greatly impacts the level of satisfaction and happiness they get 

from parenting. In addition, not everyone is born to find enjoyment in being a 

parent. We are all unique and therefore what brings us happiness and 

fulfillment is equally unique.  

Your brain might be deceiving you with biased perceptions or selective 

attention, or in other words, with what you choose to notice. If you always see 

happy parents and families when you are out and about, your subconscious 

may be playing tricks on you and being selective in what it makes you notice or 

how you perceive it. There may be just as many unhappy families in the same 

outing that you didn't notice. Or, you may have perceived a family to be happy 

when in fact they were simply putting on a happy front and were actually 

miserable internally. This is an extreme example, but the point is to understand

that because of our psychological wiring we tend to see the grass on the other 

side as more appealing, as 'greener' (as discussed previously), and alter how 

we perceive other people and events to see only what we want to see. Hence, 
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just try to be more aware of this as part of your decision-making process of 

whether to have children or not. 

There are numerous studies that say parents are less happy than their childfree

counterparts, and just as many studies that say people with kids are happier. So

what are you to believe? The answer is: it depends on the individual. Some 

people end up being happier as parents, others less so. Neither life path is 

better, they are just very different.

Some people feel happier because having children has given them one or more

of the following: a better perspective on life, personal growth, a bigger sense of

purpose and meaning in their life, more love into their lives. There are other 

reasons but these are some of the most common ones for increasing 

happiness.

Others hope or expect that parenthood will bring them the factors mentioned 

above but end up surprised and disappointed if it doesn't. Therefore, the 

important message appears to be - don't expect it. Don't expect or rely on 

parenthood to bring you greater happiness. The only guarantee is that having 

children will bring big changes in your life. What those specific changes are and

whether they will bring you greater happiness or not, for the most part, cannot

be predicted, so it not something that should be depended upon.

For those considering the childfree path it can be helpful to look at it in terms 

of positive opportunities. Most people focus on what they might be missing 

out on, usually because that is what society and the people around us often 

push as a reason, but this reason is embroiled in fear. However, if you look at it 

the other way: what opportunities might I have that I would not have if I was a 
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parent, you might discover some interesting and positive motivations for 

choosing to stay childfree. Parents often say that one of the hardest parts 

about having children is that you give up (usually through lack of time and 

options) many things you enjoy in exchange for one source of joy. It is 

interesting to hear some of the reactions to studies that say: Objectively people

without kids are happier. People with children find this hard to believe 

contesting: "but my kids make me so happy". One way to look at this is, yes, 

they are often one great source of happiness, however, due to the time 

consumed by parenting it leaves few opportunities to experience many other 

sources of joy, so your net happiness can be less. Studies show that parents are

commonly less happy in their day-to-day lives since having children due to: the 

daily grind, less energy and sleep, the strain on finances and marriage, the 

increased level or worry, guilt, frustration and stress, but that their overall 

happiness in life is greater, that is, in the bigger picture view of life they feel 

more satisfied and happy. In comparison, the childfree may have happier and 

less stressful day-to-day living but sometimes feel a lack of a deeper level of 

happiness, although this is not always true, as many childfree people are 

following their career or life passions and therefore feel a sense of happiness 

and fulfillment they could not have if they had chosen the path to be parents. 

It all depends on the individual and the important part of the process is to 

identify which choice will suit you the best and hence will be the happier path 

for you.

It is important to note here, that as with most aspects in life, it is not usually as 

black and white as being happy or unhappy; with or without kids. Happiness is 

always variable and dependent on many factors. Happiness levels ebb and 

wane continually throughout our lives so it is unreasonable to assume that 
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having children or not having kids would equate to absolute happiness. With 

either choice you will have highs and lows. For instance, parents of very young 

children or teenagers often go through challenging times and may be less 

happy during those points in time than their childfree counterparts.

Many childfree people have proven that you can live happy and meaningful 

lives without children. The key is to have something in your life you are deeply 

passionate about that gives your life meaning and to also have close 

meaningful relationships, then there is not a sense that something is missing. 

You will feel fulfilled with what you spend your time doing and by those you 

choose to spend your time with. You will not be looking and hoping for a child 

to fill a void in your life. It is also important to discover and define what 

happiness is to you, what a meaningful life is to you, and what makes you feel 

fulfilled.

The important message overall is - you can be happy and live a meaningful and 

fulfilled life either way. These factors do not, and should not, depend on having

children. It is other factors in life that are more likely to have a greater 

influence on your level of happiness; parenthood is not the main variable in life

for determining happiness. Look beyond herd instinct and social norms and see

that parenthood may not be the means to a fulfilling, happy and meaningful 

life for you, or it may be, the choice is yours.
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3.23 - ‘I’m happy with my life and/or relationship the way it is and don't want it

to change’

This concern is understandable and valid. Having a child creates large changes 

in one's life, two of which are your lifestyle and relationship. Most studies 

concur that marital or relationship satisfaction levels decline rapidly after 

having kids, and don't rise to their pre-marital levels again until the children 

leave home. This gives you a sense of how much strain having children can put 

on a relationship, hence it is perfectly reasonable to have concerns about how 

having kids will impact your relationship and whether it will be worth the 

potential decrease in your relationship satisfaction levels. 

Similarly, if you love your current lifestyle it is understandable to question how 

a child will change things and whether you might be happier keeping things as 

they are (as we explored in the previous step). Having a child inevitably means 

making sacrifices or compromises, particularly while the child is young, so it is 

important to consider how much the change in your current lifestyle would 

impact your well-being, happiness and living a life aligned with your core 

values. A reminder: this does not make you selfish, it means you are a smart 

person who knows themselves well (that is, their own needs and wants to live 

a happy and healthy life). It is certainly hard to compare and weigh up the joy 

of having a child to the joy of of socializing, career promotions, going on 

romantic holidays etc. They are just so different that there is no logical way to 

really compare them so it is up to you to think deeply, and see how you feel, 

and what your instincts suggest to you as to whether the potential 

opportunities and experiences of parenthood are worth the changes (for better 

or worse) to your current relationship, lifestyle, independence, and happiness. 
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Each person is different, so everyone will have their own answer to this. And 

again, there is no right or wrong answer.

In summary, if this is one of the reasons that is motivating you to stay childfree,

for the most part, it is healthy and valid, as long as it isn't driven by a deep fear 

of change even though you wish to have kids.

3.24 - 'I'll be lonely when I'm old if I don't have children'

This is a valid fear but not such a healthy reason to have a baby because having 

kids is no guarantee that you won't be, or feel, alone when you're old. There 

are many things that can happen in which, even though you have a child or 

children, you may still feel lonely later in life. You may have a strained or 

estranged relationship, you may die early, they may unfortunately die before 

you, you may just be very different people and not have a close emotional 

connection. Or, you may have a close relationship with them but still feel alone 

for various reasons, for instance, they live very busy lives and don't visit often, 

or they live in another country, all leading you to still feel lonely.  

Also, challenge your belief that not having kids will result in you feeling lonely 

by considering who is likely to be there for you in your later years, that is, who 

are the people in your support network now whom you can imagine staying 

close and important to. Strong friendships can play just as a significant role in 

your life as your children. Realize also that by this stage your children are likely 

to have their own partner and/or children. I'm not saying they won't be there 

for you but their time and love will most likely be prioritized or at least split 

between parties. It would be a shame to have a child out of fear of being alone 
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in your old age only to feel let down or resentful if your child doesn't fulfill your

expectations of them. It is a large burden to put on a child (or anyone) that 

they have to keep you from feeling lonely, and a large gamble for you to take 

that all the necessary elements align together to make you feel less lonely 

when you need it.

The rate of childless and childfree individuals and couples is growing at a fast 

rate. I read an article recently which predicted that the generation coming 

through now will tip the scales in favor of more people ending up without 

children than with. I’m not sure if it will happen quite this fast but there is 

certainly a growing number of people choosing a childfree life. And childfree 

people, combined with the ever-growing rate of infertility leaving people 

childless, means that, should you choose a childfree path, there is no longer a 

reason to feel so alone. You can quite easily find like-minded people to 

befriend, if not in your immediate neighborhood, then online. The important 

thing to realize is that you will not be alone or lonely as long as you make an 

effort to reach out and connect with others. 

3.25 - 'It is what I was born to do'

The idea of parenthood is so ingrained in us from society, media, our own 

families – basically, everyone and everywhere. Women in particular are 

continuously prepared to become mothers from early childhood when they are

given dolls to nurture (and pretend to be their mothers), to movies and 

advertising images showing most adult women with children. There are many 

powerful influences that consciously and subconsciously persuade us that 

parenthood is what we were born to do; that our biggest role or purpose in life 
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is to procreate. And yes, procreation may have been important for the survival 

of the species many centuries ago but in modern society with overpopulation 

and life-saving medicine, not every women needs to feel the pressure to 

procreate for the greater good of society. So stop and ask yourself: do I feel the 

need to have a child for society's sake? If not, is it still driven by the sense that 

this is what you are supposed to do (especially if you are a woman), that your 

main purpose in life is to have a child? That somehow you are not a real 

woman, or will not have lived a real, or full life, if you don't have a child? We 

are socialized to believe this, so if you feel this way it is certainly 

understandable. If you feel this is what you truly believe too, then that is ok, 

but if you find that you are not comfortable with this belief, then it is probably 

a belief that has been instilled in you (from external sources) but is not truly 

your own, so now is the time to question it and figure out how you really feel. 

Perhaps, like me, you feel women have many purposes to exist in this life and 

that their worth is much greater than solely the role of pro-creator or mother 

(and I'm not saying that it's not an important and worthy role - it certainly is!), 

more that women can be much more, or something other than, a wife and a 

mother if they chose to be. And that a woman who has had 6 children is in no 

way more important, worthy, or a greater contributor to society than a 

childfree woman who contributes to society through other means such as 

education, innovation, service etc. 

At this point, I wish to add my views on the common perception and labeling of

childfree women as selfish as I think it relates closely to this topic. Again, I want

you to make up your own minds about this as I am not here to convert your 

thinking, simply to open up your minds to different thoughts and possible 
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opinions which you can then evaluate and choose what best suits you, and 

your beliefs and values. Many people may find this strange to hear but I feel 

that women who chose not to have children are far from being selfish, in fact I 

think they are closer to being self-less (if you think of it as a continuum rather 

than a black and white, one or the other scenario). My reasoning for this is 

because most childfree women have contemplated having a child but after 

careful thought came to the realization that it was not the best choice for 

them, or their potential child, so I feel they are being smart and insightful, as 

well as compassionate. Think of the opposite scenario - a woman who knows 

it's not the best choice for her and a child, for a number of valid reasons, but 

caves into pressure to have one anyway. This scenario is unlikely to benefit the 

woman or her child. The woman may become anxious and depressed as a 

mother and struggle to cope, in which case the child might grow up 

experiencing an unstable and unhappy childhood. Yet this is considered the 

right and unselfish choice for this woman and her future child?! As I said 

previously, in modern society, procreation is not needed for the survival of the 

human species, and it is not needed for a woman to have worth and purpose in

society, so it is very hard for me to see a man or woman, who chooses to be 

childfree, as selfish. They know themselves well enough to recognize that it is 

not the best path for them or a potential child - which makes them smart, not 

selfish, in my opinion. It also doesn't mean you are lazy, immature, materialistic

or a kid-hater. People who label childfree people this way are ignorant, and 

usually react this way out of shock and confusion because they can’t 

comprehend seeing things differently to what they do (and society’s norms), 

and therefore they need to label it in a negative light to make sure they 
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validate their choice to have children (often due to fears or issues of their own 

which lead them to need validation of their choice). 

Do you feel like this is just what you need to do because it is the pre-

determined next step in your life, or in your marriage? This could be a positive 

progression, or it could be out of a desire to improve things if you are not so 

satisfied with how things are in your current life or relationship (refer back to 

your answers in the Scales of Satisfaction exercise from Step 1). Stop and figure

out if there are any underlying motivations - healthy or not so healthy - that are

driving this feeling of it being the next step for you. Again, you want to make 

sure that you truly and honestly want this for yourself and for your life, not out 

of pressure from your partner or wanting to make them happy, or because you 

feel you are supposed to or you should. 

3.26 - ‘To feel loved’

If you are drawn to having a child to fulfill a longing for love then you could be 

setting yourself up for even greater problems because you have to give so 

much of yourself and so much love to your child that there is often even less to 

give yourself, which in turn could lead to an even lower self-esteem and 

potentially depression and anxiety. If you are aware of, or predict that, you 

might have low levels of self-esteem (and hence self-love) be very cautious of 

how this motivating reason may be influencing you in a negative way. People 

with low self-esteem often see a child as a way of having guaranteed love, as 

they feel a child is bound to them and therefore won’t leave them. Plus, they 

may have the idealistic view that, as their parent, the child will love them 

unconditionally and be a constant source of love. But this an unrealistic view of
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parenthood and you cannot rely on, or expect, a child to give you the love you 

need. Some children, due to physical or emotional limitations or disabilities, 

may be unable to show and express their emotions, and therefore you might 

not get to experience the love you are desperately longing to feel from them. 

And in general, children are egocentric (due to their development and nature) 

and therefore are wanting and needing to receive love from you, rather than 

the other way round. 

If you’re deficient in love for yourself, don’t put pressure on a child to fill that 

void, that is unfair. And even if the child does shower you with love, you will 

still be left hungry for more if you are unable to give it to yourself. That is why 

people with low self-esteem who are in loving partnerships can often still feel 

unloved or unlovable. You’ve most likely heard this saying before: You have to 

learn to love yourself before you can truly receive it from others. And it’s true.

If you feel you may be searching for the loving parent-child relationship you 

lacked in your own childhood, then make sure you deal with childhood issues 

and self-esteem issues before embarking on parenthood or you will transfer 

these issues into your own parenting and potentially create bigger problems 

for you and your child. 

The important thing to realize is that you should not expect or ask a child to 

meet your needs. As a parent your main function is to meet the child’s needs. 

Ask yourself these essential questions: 

 How is your current self-esteem?

 Are you hoping a child might give you the love you are missing?
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 What are you able to offer a child as its parent? 

 Are you thinking about having a child for you, or the child? 

 Do you think you will be able to put someone else's needs before your 

own? And even if you can, will you be comfortable with that? Will you 

enjoy it? 

 Look at you current and past relationship history (including family and 

friends) and be honest with yourself - are you more of a giver or taker? 

 Do you like caring for others when they need it - if they're ill, down, 

stressed, experiencing problems? Or do you avoid them? 

 Do you like feeling needed or depended on? 

 Have you been in a relationship with a person who required more than 

you could give them?

3.27 - 'I don't particularly like babies or kids'

This is a complex one: Not enjoying being around babies or children may 

indicate that you wouldn't enjoy being a parent very much, but on the other 

hand, it may have no relevance at all. For example, one woman I knew never 

really liked spending time around babies or young children, even nephews and 

nieces, but didn't mind the company of older children or teenagers. However, 

when she had her own child it was completely different. The first few months 

were a little difficult (as they are for many people) as she struggled to form a 

close bond with her baby straight away, but over time she developed a 
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wonderfully close and loving relationship with her child. In reflecting back, she 

has realized that it wasn't so much that she disliked young children it was more

that she wasn't used to being around them and therefore felt uncomfortable as

she didn't know what to say or how to play with them and she had 

misinterpreted this as not enjoying their company. However, with her own 

child, she slowly but surely learned how to communicate and play with her and

now finds she doesn't mind the company of other children as well. Although 

she admits that it's not a complete reversal - she will never be someone who 

coos over other people's babies or loves playing with other people's kids so 

much that she would offer to babysit. The relationship she has with her own 

child is different to that with any other. She still wouldn't call herself someone 

who likes babies or young children but she is certainly completely in love with 

her own child.

In contrast, there are also plenty of women who dislike the company of kids 

and can't imagine even liking their own. These women generally can't visualize 

holding a baby of their own and/or the thought of playing with their own 

young children without a lot of negative thoughts and feelings arising. 

Consider whether you dislike or feel uncomfortable around kids of all ages or is 

it just certain stages. For instance, it's perfectly normal to be put off of the idea 

of having kids if you've just spent time with a toddler having a tantrum. Maybe 

you've just never been a big baby-loving person, or you like babies but aren't 

sure how you'll handle the difficult teenage years. It's normal to have some 

dislikes and concerns about certain ages or stages, but if you've never liked any 

child of any age, and you're fairly sure it's not just because you are unfamiliar 
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with how to be around kids (and therefore feel uncomfortable), then this is a 

valid red flag.

3.28 - ‘Will I regret not having children later on?’

One of the most common and biggest fears people have is regretting their 

decision not to have children later on, or putting off having children so long 

that it then ends up being too late. This is a valid fear and the best solution is to

be as conscientious and thorough with your decision-making process as 

possible, as well as not rushing yourself to make a decision. If you make sure 

you are careful and take the time to really consider and evaluate your options, 

then once you have made your decision you are much more likely to be 

confident that you have made the best choice, and hence less likely to regret it 

later. Of course, you can never predict with 100% certainty how life will pan 

out, or if your feelings will change, but by doing everything you can now to 

commit to the time, energy, honesty, and emotional vulnerability, that it is 

necessary to help clarify your thoughts and emotions that surround the issue 

of whether or not to have a child - that is all you can ask of yourself - and in the

future you will know that you made the best choice for you at the time with 

the knowledge you had available to you - which would make it very hard to 

regret or be angry with yourself for that!

3.29 - ‘Feeling left out’

It may take some soul-searching and honesty with yourself to discover that one

of your biggest fears is feeling left out because perhaps a few of your friends at 
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the moment are pregnant and seems so excited and happy. You can then 

evaluate this fear and ask yourself 'why is this so important to me?' If the 

answer comes down to a sense of needing to socialize or feeling like you 

belong, then although this is important and valid, it is not something that you 

need to have a baby to do. If you are creative, you could join an art class and 

meet other creative people to become friends with, to meet that need and 

desire to bond and socialize. 

We are very influenced by herd instinct. That is, by what the majority of people

around us are doing. If many of your friends, colleagues and siblings have had 

or are having babies it is common to want to feel like you are part of the club, 

and to some degree, normal. Parenthood is certainly a strong social 

phenomenon. New mothers are often a part of parenting groups, have play 

dates, and are constantly sharing stories and pictures, and filling their social 

media feeds with their children’s milestones and successes – that it’s easy to 

feel left out and ostracized - and hence tempting to want to have a baby to join 

in.

However, whether you really want a baby or not, is not relevant to this fear, 

and therefore should be put aside in regards to influencing your decision. It will

be hard because it's certainly not easy to feel left out of, or left behind from, 

your social circle, especially if you see or hear how excited and happy they are 

about having a baby. Anyone can easily get caught up and influenced by that 

feeling and want a part of it themselves. That's completely normal and not 

something you can easily ignore. But now that you recognize it for what it is, 

feel proud that you've taken a step towards clarity and an important step 

forward in the decision-making process.
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Please note, you are not wrong for having any not so healthy motivating 

reasons. That is why I call them not so healthy rather than unhealthy, because 

they are not bad as such, just questionable. Not so healthy reasons (or 

questionable motivations) just mean it is important for you to acknowledge 

that they may be negatively influencing your emotions and thoughts on 

whether or not to have a child or stay childfree.

3.3 - Evaluating your motivating reasons and whether they 

should continue to influence your decision

Exercise - Evaluate your motivating reasons

By questioning and challenging the way you look at your motivating reasons 

you are breaking through any thoughts, feelings or beliefs that may be 

negatively influencing your decision and guiding you away from your best 

choice, as well as causing unnecessary fears, or at the very least causing you 

confusion.

Start looking over your own motivating reasons and identifying which ones are 

driven by you really wanting to have a child and those that are driven by fears, 

unrealistic expectations, external or internal pressures and 'shoulds', 

unresolved childhood issues, or other issues or influences. The most important 

element is to ask why do I feel this way and is it really important to me?
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Once you have identified which of your own motivations you feel are healthy 

and those that are not so healthy, mark them clearly (for example, put a plus 

sign next to the healthy reasons and a minus sign next to the not so healthy 

ones, a squiggle next to the neutral ones).

Secondly, use your journal to write down your thoughts as to why the not so 

healthy reasons are motivating you and explore how you developed that 

thought or belief. Use the following as prompts:

 Is it truly your own or is it someone else's/society's? If it is your own, 

how did it form? 

 Are negative factors underpinning the reason/thought? eg. fears, 

unresolved childhood issues, unrealistic expectations

 What other ways can you look at it - what other possible opinions and 

perspectives could you make? 

 How has it played a part in your decision-making so far? Has it been 

helpful? 

 Do you think the reason should still be influencing your decision? Why? 

Why not? 
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STEP FOUR

Other aspects that are influencing you 

and your decision

4.1 - Identifying the fears, obstacles or challenges that are 

influencing your decision

Fear is usually a large driving force behind the process of deciding whether you 

want to have kids or not. There can be fear of: parenthood and how it will 

affect your life, whether you'll cope with the changes and extra responsibilities,

being a good parent, how it will impact your career or independence, and so 

on. On the other hand, there may also be many fears behind choosing the 

childfree path: what will I be missing out on, will I regret it later, who will look 

after me when I'm old, what will people think of me.

Understanding the root cause or reasons behind your fears, and then working 

through any issues that may be necessary, will reduce the confusion and any 

negative emotions that are making this process more difficult for you. Your 

ambivalence will turn into clarity as it won't be confused by any conscious or 

unconscious agendas or blocks.
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You may have already identified some, or most, of your fears, obstacles & 

challenges in the previous exercise on motivating reasons, making this part of 

the guide quicker and easier for you. However, still read over it and take part in 

the exercises as it's designed to work on a different level, that is, working 

through your fears not just identifying them.

What fears, obstacles or challenges do you have that are affecting your 

decision? Below are some of the common ones people have:

 Own childhood issues - unhappy childhood, abuse, abandonment, 

general issues with how you were raised eg. overly strict parents. You 

may fear repeating the pattern of your own childhood or of old hurts re-

surfacing

 Lack of confidence or self-worth - Will I be a good parent? Will I cope 

with the demands of parenthood? Will I become my mother? Can I do it 

all?

 Will I adapt to the changes in my level of freedom and independence?

 Am I selfish if I don't want children?

 Not feeling the maternal instinct or biological urge

 Facing a high-risk pregnancy, previous pregnancy losses (miscarriage, still

born, abortion), or facing physical or mental challenges to having a baby

 Facing the possibility that your children may inherit genetic 

abnormalities or diseases, or develop major health issues or disabilities
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 What if I really don't want to have kids?

 Will I feel lonely when I'm old if I don't have children?

 What else in my life will give me a sense of purpose and meaning?

 The impact it will/might have on my career

 How my social life might change

 The impact it might have on my relationship

 Coping with the balance of work, social life, relationships, parenting and 

personal time

 Not enjoying being a parent or not feeling love for my child

 Worried you’ll be less happy and/or more stressed than now

Exercise - Identifying your own obstacles & challenges

1.  Write a list of any obstacles or challenges (we'll explore fears in the next 

exercise) to fertility, pregnancy, or parenthood that you are aware that you 

may face. Again, you may have already identified many of these already 

from previous exercises in the guide.

2.  Now read over them and take your time to carefully consider each of the 

following questions:

 Are some of the obstacles or challenges so large or difficult that they are 

some of the main factors affecting your decision?
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 Are they something you really want to change? Perhaps you are happy 

with how you and your life are and just feel pressure to change from 

others.

 Which do you feel you couldn't cope with or overcome? 

 Are they a physical or an emotional block/challenge?

 What thoughts, feelings, behaviors or actions do you have that are 

contributing significantly to this block/challenge?

 What thoughts, beliefs or expectations are you caught up in that are 

holding you back or making this issue more challenging for you?

 Can you do anything to improve your circumstance or situation to make 

the challenges easier to cope with? 

 Are you able to come up with any solutions to the obstacles or 

challenges you have identified?

 Do you have support - either a partner, or close family and friends, that 

could help you face these obstacles or challenges? How have you dealt 

with challenges in the past? 

 What are my personal strengths that will help me get through 

challenges?

 Are they something you should seek professional help for?
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4.2 Fears and anxieties about parenthood or staying 

childfree

Fears and anxieties about either choice are extremely common and sometimes 

some of the biggest hurdles to overcome. It is human nature to be fearful of 

the unknown. Unfortunately though, many of us get stuck in a vicious cycle of 

fear that makes it very hard (sometimes even impossible) to think clearly. Fears

and anxieties cause many problems in the decision-making process. They cloud

or skew your judgment, your rational thinking, and create a powerful 

emotional influence and pressure that can negatively control your thinking. So 

it is imperative for you to be free from the powerful influence of your main 

fears and anxieties if you are to clearly see the best choice for your future. 

For instance, for some people the thought of having children is very frightening

as they are happy with their current life and they may be scared as to how and 

what parenthood will change, and/or if they'll cope with the changes. However,

deep down they may really want to be a parent but the fear is stopping them 

and making them confused as to what they should do. In cases such as these, it

is essential to identify and examine the fears, and then work through them to 

overcome or let go of them, otherwise regret and resentment may plague you 

later on when you realize you let fear control your life and it stopped you from 

experiencing something you truly wanted.  

At the other end of the spectrum you have people who are so afraid of not 

living up to other people's and society's expectations of them that they have 

children even when they don't really want to become a parent. Again, this 

often leads to a less content life. Quick side note - that is not to say however 
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that some people who don't wish to have children, but find themselves having 

them, cannot change how they feel about parenthood. Of course, many 

pregnancies are accidental and quite often new parents are pleasantly 

surprised at how their feelings change when they actually have their own 

children. 

It is also helpful to learn to see fear for what it is - an emotion. I love this quote,

I think it is such a helpful way of looking at fear:

"Fear is not real. It's a product of thoughts you create. Do not misunderstand 

me. Danger is very real but fear is a choice." - Will Smith.

I know that fear seems very real when you are experiencing the uncomfortable 

and sometimes distressing psychological and physical effects of it, such as heart

palpitations, and I am in no way saying they are not real or diminishing their 

importance, but it can be empowering to realize that you are not in any 

immediate danger and therefore you do have some control over your fear.

Exercise - Identifying your own fears and anxieties

Some of your anxieties about having a child or staying childfree might already 

be obvious to you, or have already been identified in previous exercises. For 

any fears or anxieties that you are already aware of write them down.

Now the more challenging task, to identify fears you are currently unaware of 

(unconscious fears). Then the hardest part, uncovering the hidden reasons or 

sources behind these fears. 
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Find twenty minutes when you can be by yourself and have peace and quiet. 

Sit comfortably, or lay down, close your eyes and relax as much as you can. 

Now, imagine yourself staying childfree. Let yourself imagine different 

moments and events in 2, 5, 10, 20 & 40 years’ time: a typical day, a milestone, 

some highs and lows. Be aware of any mild or strong feelings of anxiety that 

may appear as you imagine these things. Where can you feel it in your body? 

What does it feel like? What does it look like? (I know this question sounds 

strange but for visual people it often helps to 'see' the fear in a visual form). 

When the anxiety comes up, stop, and as calmly as possible explore it. Now 

start asking questions to try and find the root source of the fear. Anxieties and 

fears often have many layers that track back to one or two main fears, for 

example, not feeling loved or worthy. Ask the fear: Why are you here? When 

you find an answer to that question, even if it's as simple as: I'm afraid of the 

unknown, ask Why? to that response. Keep asking Why? until you work your 

way back and discover the main source and cause of your anxiety. If asking why

doesn't help you find an answer, try asking How? Or, In what way? instead. 

Now do the same but with the opposite scenario - imagining yourself as a 

parent.

As I said before, this is a difficult exercise, especially to do it by yourself. It is 

often done with a therapist so it will be harder by yourself. If you find you are 

struggling with it see if you feel comfortable enough to ask your partner or a 

friend to be the investigator - the voice who asks ‘why’ and helps you unravel 

the thoughts behind your feelings of anxiety.

Once you have identified the main sources of your fears, you need to change 

how you see them - as unhelpful thoughts and beliefs (often 'stuck points', 
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distortions or rules) - about the self, others and the world. To do this you need 

to challenge them by asking yourself the following:

 Are they valid and realistic?  (That is, are your fears based on real issues 

that are inevitable or likely to happen?)

 Where did they come from - your parents? society? 

 Are they true for you 100% of the time? 

 Does it help me to have this thought or belief or would it be more 

helpful to change it? If the answer to that question is yes, then what is a 

more rational or helpful thought or belief you can replace it with?

The above is a very simplified version of CBT (Cognitive Behavioral Therapy), 

one of the most used and effective therapeutic treatments available. It would 

take a whole separate guide to go into the techniques in detail, but just as 

many others have successfully done CBT by themselves, the simplified process 

described above may be enough to help you at this time. If not, and you feel 

that your fears and anxieties are very strong and deep, I would definitely 

recommend you seek professional support to help you work through and 

conquer your fears so that they no longer negatively influence your decision-

making and your life in general. I will also provide more information and 

exercises about using CBT to manage your fears & anxieties later in this part of 

the guide.

4.3 - Fear of the unknown
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A lot of anxiety people experience in life comes from fear of the unknown. In 

regards to the decision you are making this can certainly have a large affect as 

there is only so much you can predict as to how your future will turn out - on 

either path - childfree or parenthood.  To manage your fear of the unknown it 

can be helpful to be aware of what is within your control, and focus on what 

you can change and have power over, rather than those that you can't. As 

declared in the well-known saying:

“God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, courage to 

change the things I can and wisdom to know the difference.”

Inevitably there are some things which we cannot change, and there are things 

that have to be confronted even though going through them could be painful. 

Ask yourself: Do you need to take it easier on yourself? That is, are you 

stressing too much over things that are not within your control?

4.31 - Locus of control

Do you accept whatever comes along in life or do you try to control everything 

in and around you? When something goes well for you do you attribute the 

success to your own effort and ability or to luck? Psychologists call this our 

Locus of Control ('Locus' meaning 'location'). We each sit somewhere on the 

continuum - either attributing most of the experiences in our life to someone 

or something else (out of our control, that is, external) or due to our own 

personal effort (within our control, that is, internal). Put simply, it is usually our 

answer to why things happen, that is, where we assign the cause of events. 
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Your locus of control affects your beliefs and how you perceive the world and 

your own experiences, which in turn affects your actions and reactions. Some 

people vary their locus of control based on whether they perceive the event as 

good or bad. For instance, if it is a good event they will assign the cause as bad 

luck or an outside force, but if it is a bad event they will assume they are 

personally responsible. Or you may change your locus of control at different 

times or locations, for instance, you may feel empowered and in control at 

work but not at home or socially.

It can become problematic if you only ever see things from one extreme, for 

example, if you feel that everything in your life is out of your control, and that 

your actions have no effect on what happens in your life. These people often 

feel helpless, and lack motivation and direction because they feel they have no 

power to control their own lives. People who mostly have an internal locus of 

control believe their efforts and actions count -  that they make a difference to 

how things turn out. They go after the things they want in life and take 

responsibility for their actions. However, the downside is, they tend to be very 

critical of themselves when bad things happen.

It is best to aim for a nice balance between internal and external locus of 

control, that is, knowing what is within your control and what is not (which we 

will look at in the next exercise). People who manage to have this balanced 

view are usually happier as a result of being better at coping with difficulties as 

well as enjoying their successes. 

Exercise – Identifying your locus of control
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If it's not already obvious to you whether you lean more to one side or the 

other, consider these questions:

 Do you prefer playing games that require skill (internal locus of control) 

or chance (external locus of control)?

 Do you take charge of your own health and fitness (internal locus of 

control) or leave your health to chance (external locus of control)?

 Do you take safety risks eg. not wearing a seat belt, not using 

contraception (external locus of control), or are you quite safety 

conscious and reliable (internal locus of control)?

 At work, do you look to others for direction eg. boss, colleagues (external

locus of control), or do you prefer to work on your own and avoid the 

control of others (internal locus of control)?

 Do you normally set goals and achieve most of them (internal locus of 

control) or leave things to chance and see where life takes you (external 

locus of control)?

4.32 - The importance of knowing your locus of control for this decision

You can work towards changing where you sit on the continuum, and therefore 

accepting greater or lesser control of your life, however the most important 

thing is simply to realize that it exists, and how its existence affects you and 

your behavior. Interestingly, most people move more towards an internal locus 

of control as they age, as people develop more independence and control over 

their lives.  
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Where you assign the cause of experiences in your life impacts all the areas of 

your life: your health, your work, your relationships, and how you act as a 

parent. So it is important to consider your own locus of control and how that 

might affect your decision. Do you normally make major life decisions based on

feeling empowered and in control, or by relying on others or luck? 

Exercise – Control

Complete the following task:

 In regards to considering parenthood versus a childfree future, think 

about each path and make a list of the things you can control, those you 

can't, and those that are somewhat in your control. 

Also, consider how you would respond to the following questions:

 Which path has less within your control? 

 How much does this scare you? 

 Is control something that is very important or necessary for you? 

 For some people, having a lot of uncertainty and lack of control in their 

lives can be difficult to cope with and result in a lot of stress, and/or 

depression, and/or anxiety. When things have been out of control for 

you in the past - how well did you cope? 
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 Are you someone who likes changes and new challenges and the 

adventure of uncertainty? Or do you know that you like or need to have 

control over most things in your life to feel safe and happy? 

 What are you trying to or wish to control in making this decision? 

 Are you trying to control some things that are not controllable? Eg. Your 

partner's desire to have children or not.

 Are you ready to let go of this control? Why or why not?

 Do you need to take it easier on yourself? (that is, are you stressing too 

much over things that are not within your control?)

Moving forward, it is important to develop acceptance about the things you 

cannot control. Be aware of your vulnerabilities and your strengths, and plan 

for ways to manage when things are out of your control and difficult to cope 

with. More importantly, turn your focus to what is in your control, and explore 

options for ways to control the things that are totally or somewhat within your 

control in a way that will make the situation as best as possible for you. Feel 

empowered to be able to act on the aspects that are in your control and power,

rather than stressing about elements that you cannot change or control.

4.4 - Dealing with anxiety & fear

It is unrealistic to expect that you can rid yourself entirely of all fears and 

anxieties. For those fears and anxieties that are valid, and appear frequently, 
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you need to learn a healthy way to deal with them, and avoid unhelpful 

strategies.

The following are some of the most commonly used ways people try to deal 

with their fears and anxieties, unfortunately however, the majority of the time 

they are unsuccessful as they are ineffective strategies. Have a look through the

list below and see which ones you have used in the past, or in trying to make 

this difficult decision.

Unhelpful strategies for dealing with fear and anxiety

• Distraction 

• Avoidance: We often opt out (quit, avoid, or withdraw from) people, 

places, activities, and situations when we don’t like the thoughts and 

feelings they bring up for us

• Substances: food, alcohol, prescription or recreational drugs, cigarettes

• Thinking strategies: Worrying, thinking 'It's not fair', thinking 'If only', 

thinking 'What if?', thinking 'Why me?’, imagining escaping (eg. 

job/partner), imagining revenge scenarios, dwelling on the past, 

fantasizing about the future, talking negatively to yourself, blaming 

others, blaming the world, blaming yourself, denial, debating with 

yourself

Now ask yourself:
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 Did this strategy get rid of my painful thoughts and feelings in the long 

term? 

 What did this cost me in terms of time, energy, money, health, 

relationships?

Again, dealing with anxiety is a large topic in itself, enough to cover one or 

more books, so I will give an overview, and describe some common techniques,

and then you can see which ones you feel would be most helpful to you and 

test them out. For those that you find helpful, seek out further information and

professional support so that you can progress your knowledge and skills for 

even greater benefit at managing your fears and anxieties. 

Here are the five techniques we will look at:

1. Relaxation 

2. Meditation 

3. Mindfulness 

4. CBT

5. ACT

Relaxation
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Relaxation exercises are designed to use your mind to relax your body - 

reducing your breathing, your heart rate, and tension in the muscles, this in 

turn relaxes the mind and induces a state of peace and calm.

A slow-breathing technique is very simple and effective for reducing general 

anxiety and it is also used to counteract the effects of hyperventilation / panic 

attacks. It should be done at the first possible sign that anxiety is occurring, as 

this strategy of slow-breathing sends a signal to the brain that there has been a

false alarm. It is a very effective first step in the treatment of anxiety, but can 

also be used as a preventative measure to lower a person’s baseline levels of 

anxiety prior to any stressor occurring.

The simplest (yet no less powerful or effective technique) is a simple breathing 

exercise such as the one below.

Take Ten Breaths 

1. Take ten slow, deep breaths. Focus on breathing out as slowly as possible 

until the lungs are completely empty, and then allow them to refill by 

themselves. 

2. Notice the sensations of your lungs emptying. Notice them refilling. Notice

your rib cage rising and falling. Notice the gentle rise and fall of your 

shoulders. 

3. See if you can let your thoughts come and go as if they’re just passing 

cars, driving past outside your house. 
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4. Expand your awareness: simultaneously notice your breathing and your 

body. Then look around the room and notice what you can see, hear, 

smell, touch, and feel.

Muscle tension is commonly associated with stress, anxiety and fear. It is a part

of the process that helps our bodies prepare for a perceived dangerous or 

threatening situation. Progressive Muscle Relaxation teaches clients to relax 

their muscles in two steps. First, tension is deliberately applied to each muscle 

group, and then the tension is released while the client notices how the 

muscles feel when relaxed. With regular practice clients learn to distinguish 

between tensed and relaxed muscles. With this knowledge, they can then relax

muscles at the first sign of the tension that accompanies the fight or flight 

response when we get anxious, scared or acutely stressed.

Progressive Muscle Relaxation

Each tensing is for 10 seconds; each relaxing is for 10 or 15 seconds. Note that 

each step is really two steps - one cycle of tension-relaxation for each set of 

opposing muscles. Breathe slowly and evenly and think only about the tension-

relaxation contrast of the particular body part you are focusing on at that 

moment. Do the entire sequence once a day if you can, until you feel you are 

able to control your muscle tensions. It’s also a great technique to do before 

you go to sleep. It relaxes your mind and body enabling you to fall asleep 

quicker and sleep more soundly.
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* Be careful: If you have problems with pulled muscles, broken bones, or any 

medical contraindication for physical activities, consult your doctor first.

1. Hands. The fists are tensed; relaxed. The fingers are extended; relaxed.

2. Biceps and triceps. The biceps are tensed (make a muscle–but shake your 

hands to make sure not tensing them into a fist); relaxed (drop your arm 

to the chair–really drop them). The triceps are tensed (try to bend your 

arms the wrong way); relaxed (drop them).

3. Shoulders. Pull them back (careful with this one); relax them. Push the 

shoulders forward (hunch); relax.

4. Neck (lateral). With the shoulders straight and relaxed, the head is 

turned slowly to the right, as far as you can; relax. Turn to the left; relax.  

(Bringing the head back is not recommended–you could break your neck).

5. Mouth. The mouth is opened as far as possible; then relax. The lips are 

brought together or pursed as tightly as possible; then relax.

6. Tongue (extended and retracted). With mouth open, extend the tongue 

as far as possible; relax (let it sit in the bottom of your mouth). Bring it 

back in your throat as far as possible; relax.

7. Eyes. Open them as wide as possible (crease your brow); relax. Close 

your eyes tightly (squint); relax. Make sure you completely relax the eyes, 

forehead, and nose after each of the tensing.

8. Forehead. Raise your eyebrows as high as they will go, as though you 

were surprised by something. Then relax.
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9. Back. With shoulders resting on the back of the chair, push your body 

forward so that your back is arched; relax. Be very careful with this one, or

don’t do it at all.

10. Thighs. Extend legs and raise them about 6″ off the floor or the foot 

rest–but don’t tense the stomach; relax. Dig your feet (heels) into the 

floor or foot rest; relax.

11. Stomach. Pull in the stomach as far as possible; then relax completely. 

Push out the stomach or tense it as if you were preparing for a punch in 

the gut; relax.

12. Calves and feet. Point the toes (without raising the legs); relax. Point the 

feet up as far as possible (beware of cramps-if you get them or feel them 

coming on, shake them loose); relax.

13. Toes. With legs relaxed, dig your toes into the floor; relax. Bend the toes 

up as far as possible; relax.

Meditation & Mindfulness

Meditation has been used for centuries to calm the mind and stop or reduce 

any thoughts racing through that are causing or contributing to anxiety. 

Similarly, mindfulness is a technique to bring the focus of your mind into the 

present moment and away from any negative thoughts that are affecting your 

anxiety. Mindfulness is a mental state of awareness, focus and openness - 

which allows you to engage fully in what you are doing at any moment. In a 
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state of mindfulness, difficult thoughts and feelings have much less impact and 

influence over you.

The following techniques are wonderful as they are simple to do but combine 

the powerful techniques of meditation and mindfulness. You can practice them

any time you find yourself getting caught up in your thoughts and feelings and 

anxiety is rearing its ugly head.

Drop Anchor 

1. Plant your feet into the floor. 

2. Push them down and notice the floor beneath you, supporting you. 

3. Notice the muscle tension in your legs as you push your feet down. 

4. Notice your entire body, and the feeling of gravity flowing down through 

your head, spine, and legs into your feet. 

5. Now look around and notice what you can see and hear around you. 

Notice where you are and what you’re doing.

Notice Five Things 

1. Pause for a moment. 

2. Look around and notice five things that you can see. 

3. Listen carefully and notice five things that you can hear. 
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4. Notice five things that you can feel in contact with your body (for example,

your watch against your wrist, your pants/skirt against your legs, the air 

on your face, your feet upon the floor, your back against the chair). 

5. Finally, do all of the above simultaneously.

You can also meditate simply by focusing on your breathing or listening to 

relaxing music. However, if you are someone who has difficulty doing 

meditations, then I would recommend finding a guided mediation to help you -

there are some free apps available, and audios on you tube. Find one that suits 

you - if you don't like the sound of the person's voice, or the background music,

or the content of the mediation, then it won't be effective for you, so keep 

looking to find a good match for you. For example, I prefer guided imagery 

meditations where they take you on a journey to somewhere visually pleasing 

(a beach, forest), with a soft female voice and little background music. 

CBT

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is based on the idea that 

our thoughts cause our feelings and behaviors, not external things, like people, 

situations, and events. The benefit of this fact is that we can change the way 

we think so that we feel and act better, even if the situation does not 

change. To put it even more simply, our thoughts create our emotions, so we 

can choose to change our thoughts to avoid having certain negative emotions.
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CBT involves recognizing the thoughts that are causing the problematic 

emotion or behavior, in this case, anxiety, and changing them to more 

unrealistic and/or helpful thoughts. It includes the following steps:

1) Identify the thoughts behind the emotion

When you start feeling anxious, stop and listen to the automatic thoughts 

running through your head. eg. "I'm not good enough." Write these thoughts

down.

2) Challenge your thoughts

In the moment, we might believe or feel as if this thought is true but when 

we examine them closely they are often inaccurate, misleading, unrealistic, 

exaggerated or irrational. Ask yourself: Is there any evidence to support the 

accuracy of my thoughts?

3) Replace them with more accurate and helpful thoughts

Write down options for thoughts or ideas that are more rational, accurate 

and helpful. These will replace the old harmful and distorted thoughts and 

beliefs.

4) Practice using the replacement thoughts until they become your new 

automatic thoughts.

Over time, with enough patience and persistence, repeating the new 

thoughts will become the new norm and therefore begin to take over the 

part of the brain that turns it into a new habit, thus making them your new 

automatic thoughts. You will no longer have to consciously convert your 
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thoughts, your brain will have accepted it as the new truth to live by, which 

will result in less anxiety for you!

Thoughts that are not rational or accurate are based on false assumptions and 

beliefs about other people and society in general. For example, a woman who 

suffers social anxiety may hate to stand in line in the grocery store because she 

is afraid that everyone is watching her. This false assumption will then often 

lead to the person responding with behavior as if the assumption was true, in 

this case, the woman becomes anxious. Thoughts like this can easily evoke 

emotions of fear and anxiety through believing the thought as a truth.

Thought Record

To start identifying and challenging thoughts that may be causing your anxiety 

try keeping a thought record for a week such as the one below.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Situation

(What was 

happening 

prior to you 

starting to 

feel 

anxious?)

Automatic 

Thought

(What are 

the 

thoughts 

running 

through 

your 

head?)

Emotion(s) 

& Mood

(How do 

you feel?)

Evidence to 

Support 

Thought 

(What has 

happened to 

make you 

believe the 

thought is 

true?)

Challenging 

the Thought 

(What has 

happened to 

prove the 

thought is 

not true?)

Alternative 

Thought 

(What is 

another way

to think 

about this?)
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Eg. Saw a 

mother 

playing 

happily with 

her child

I will regret 

it if I don't 

have kids

Anxious, 

sad, 

confused

Sometimes I 

feel pings of 

curiosity and 

sadness when

I'm around 

mothers

More often 

though I feel 

relieved that I

don't have 

the 

responsibility,

stress and 

exhaustion 

those 

mothers 

have.

I'm not likely

to regret it if

I make the 

choice that 

is best for 

me - I will be

living a 

happy and 

fulfilled life 

so there will 

be no 

reasons for 

regret.

Eg.  Going 

for a job 

interview

It's going to

be a 

disaster

Scared, 

anxious, 

stressed

what really is 

the worst 

thing that can

happen if it 

does go 

wrong?

Worrying 

about 

something 

going wrong 

won’t stop it 

from 

happening; it 

just makes 

me more 

anxious. 

Anyway what 

really is the 

worst thing 

that can 

happen if it 

does go 

wrong?

I can take 

positive 

steps to 

prepare for 

possible 

problems 

and that’s all

anyone can 

do.
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A 

presentation

didn't go 

well at work

I'm a failure Down, 

upset, 

worried

I'm not good 

at 

presentations,

I have stuffed 

up several in 

the last few 

years.

I do things 

well most of 

the time but 

like everyone,

I will 

occasionally 

make a 

mistake.

I will feel 

bad about 

this but I can

handle that 

and take 

constructive 

steps to do 

better next 

time

The aim is to develop a more balanced and helpful way of thinking as a result 

of questioning your automatic thoughts by asking yourself: 

 What evidence is there that this thought is true? 

 What evidence is there that this thought is not true? 

 What would I tell someone I loved if they were in this situation and had 

these thoughts? 

 If my automatic thought is true, what is the worst that could happen? 

 If my automatic thought is true, what is the best thing that could 

happen?  

Once you have explored evidence to validate or invalidate your thought, you 

can then form a more balanced and positive thought to replace the unhelpful 

one or at least to reframe it (meaning to re-interpret it in a more realistic light).

This helps to develop more rational thoughts, and hence, healthy coping 

strategies for anxiety.
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Here is a more detailed example of that process below in relation to the baby 

decision:

Lucy is upset because saw a movie that portrayed an older childfree woman as 

sad and alone. The Situation is that Lucy got upset from watching a movie. The 

Automatic Thought is that if I choose to be childfree I will end up lonely when 

I’m older. The Emotion that follows is that Lucy is sad.

Lucy questions and realizes that there is no evidence that she will end up 

feeling lonely, or that being childfree means that you are alone. She values and 

enjoys having close and loving relationships, and even though she is currently 

childfree, she has that with her sister and two of her best friends.

If Lucy realizes that if she is not alone or lonely now, despite currently being 

childfree, then realistically this is unlikely to change if she continues to be 

childfree. She may have lonely moments, as does everyone (even parents), but 

she will not feel lonely all the time, and she certainly won’t be alone. And when

she does have moments of feeling lonely, it will not evoke the same level of 

sadness, plus she can turn it into a positive by focusing on the people she does 

have a close relationship with.

This technique from CBT may sound relatively simple but it can often be hard 

to put into practice, or to sustain, as our thoughts and beliefs are deeply 

ingrained and therefore difficult to change. It takes time and repetition before 

the new thought is reinforced enough that it becomes the new ingrained belief.

CBT is best practiced with a qualified therapist but feel free to give it a try 

yourself.
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ACT

Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT) is a modern, scientific and 

creative approach to a change in behavior that is firmly based on cutting-edge 

research into human behavioral psychology. It is a mindfulness-based, values-

oriented behavioral therapy. 

The aim of ACT is to maximize human potential for a rich, full and meaningful 

life. ACT (which is pronounced as the word 'act', not as the initials) does this 

by:

a) Teaching you psychological skills to deal with your painful thoughts and 

feelings effectively - in such a way that they have much less impact and 

influence over you.

b) Helping you to clarify what is truly important and meaningful to you – ie. 

your values - then use that knowledge to guide, inspire and motivate you to 

change your life for the better.

We have already looked at (b) in Step 1 of this guide. Here we will be looking at

(a) and how you can use these skills in everyday life so that painful feelings and 

unhelpful thoughts that cause anxiety have much less impact and influence 

over you.

ACT takes the view that most psychological suffering is caused by experiential 

avoidance, that is, by attempting to avoid, escape, or get rid of unwanted 

private experiences (such as unpleasant thoughts, feelings, sensations, urges & 

memories). Our efforts at experiential avoidance might work in the short term, 
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but in the long term they often fail, and in the process, they often create 

significant psychological suffering.

Two powerful therapeutic techniques used in ACT are: 

1) Defusion: distancing from, and letting go of, unhelpful thoughts,   

beliefs and memories 

2) Expansion (also called Acceptance): making room for painful feelings, 

urges and sensations, and allowing them to come and go without a 

struggle 

These skills require you to use an aspect of yourself for which no word exists in 

common everyday language. It is the part of you that is capable of awareness 

and attention. In ACT, it is often referred to as the 'observing self'. We can talk 

about 'self' in many ways, but in common everyday language we talk mainly 

about the 'physical self' (your body), and the 'thinking self' (your mind). The 

'observing self' is the part of you that is able to observe both your physical self 

and your thinking self. A simpler term is 'pure awareness' because that's all it 

is: just awareness, nothing else. It is the part of you that is aware of everything 

else: aware of every thought, every feeling, everything you see, hear, touch, 

taste, smell, and do.

Defusion

Defusion means learning to step back or detach from unhelpful thoughts and 

worries and memories: instead of getting caught up in your thoughts, or 

pushed around by them, or struggling to get rid of them, you learn how to let 

them come and go - as if they were just cars driving past outside your house. 
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You learn how to step back and watch your thinking, so you can respond 

effectively, instead of getting tangled up or lost inside your thinking.

Learning to perceive thoughts, images, memories and other cognitions as what 

they are - nothing more than bits of language, words and pictures; as opposed 

to what they can appear to be - threatening events, rules that must be obeyed, 

or objective truths and facts - can be a life-changing skill for many people.

Ask yourself this question: Am I willing to make room for the difficult thoughts 

and feelings that show up, without getting caught up in them or struggling with

them, and take effective action, in order to do what matters, and to alleviate 

the anxiety?

If so, go ahead and give the following exercise a go. If not, consider these 

questions: Does the issue that is making you feel anxious really and truly 

matter to you? If it does, then what is the cost to you of avoiding it or putting it

off? Would you rather have the vitality-draining pain of staying stuck, or the 

life-enhancing pain of moving forward?

Here’s a simple exercise in cognitive defusion: 

Step 1: Bring to mind an upsetting and recurring negative self-judgment that 

makes you anxious and takes the form ‘I am X’ such as ‘I am incompetent’, or 

‘I’m stupid.’ Hold that thought in your mind for several seconds and believe it 

as much as you can. Now notice how it affects you?

Step 2: Now take the thought ‘I am X’ and insert this phrase in front of it: ‘I’m 

having the thought that . . .’ Now run that thought again, this time with the 
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new phrase. Notice what happens. In Step 2, most people notice a distance 

from the thought, such that it has much less impact and influence. Notice there

has been no effort to get rid of the thought, nor to change it. Instead the 

relationship with the thought has changed - it can be seen as just words.

If you look through the wide variety of writings on ACT, you will find over a 

hundred different cognitive defusion techniques. For example, to deal with an 

unpleasant thought, you can simply observe it with detachment; or repeat it 

over and over, out aloud, until it just becomes a meaningless sound; or imagine

it in the voice of a cartoon character; or sing it to the tune of ‘Happy Birthday’; 

or silently say ‘Thanks, mind’ in gratitude for such an interesting thought; name

the monster/passenger; name the story; give it a shape and color; 

acknowledge 'Here's judging'; or simply let the thoughts come and go like 

passing cars. There is endless room for creativity. In contrast to CBT, none of 

these cognitive defusion techniques involves evaluating or disputing unwanted 

thoughts. 

Expansion

Expansion means opening up and making room for difficult feelings, urges and 

sensations, thereby allowing them to ‘flow through’ you without a struggle. 

You don’t have to like or want these feelings, you just make room for them and 

allow them to be there even though they are unpleasant. Once this skill is 

learned, if feelings of anxiety surface, you can rapidly make room for them and 

let them ‘flow on by’ so you don't struggle with them or become 

overwhelmed. 
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Here is an example of using the expansion technique for anxiety:

A client called Michael suffers from anxiety in social situations. In a counseling 

session, Michael was asked to make himself anxious by imagining himself at a 

forthcoming office party. He was then asked to scan his body and notice where 

he felt the anxiety most intensely - he reported a ‘huge knot’ in his stomach. 

He was asked to observe this sensation as if he was a curious scientist who had 

never seen anything like it before; to notice the edges of it, the shape of it, the 

vibration, weight, temperature, pulsation, and the myriad of other sensations 

within the sensation. He was told to breathe into the sensation, and ‘make 

room for it’; to allow it to be there, even though he did not like it or want it. 

Michael soon reported a sense of calmness; a sense of being at ease with his 

anxiety, even though he didn’t like it. He went on to practice this technique at 

home with his recurrent feelings of anxiety and became proficient at letting 

them come and go without a struggle.

The idea of not trying to get rid of the anxiety can seem strange and scary to 

many people. If you are not confident you could handle feeling the anxiety by 

yourself then do not practice this technique without a trained therapist. It is 

worth considering learning though, as it can be a very empowering technique. 

Also, consider this thought: If you could really welcome anxiety or fear, you 

would no longer be afraid of it, and it will have much less power over you. 

4.5 - Beliefs, expectations & assumptions of parenthood 

versus childfree
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Each of us has a unique set of beliefs, expectations and assumptions about 

ourselves, others, and the world, that serve to guide us though life and 

determine how we think and feel about our life and the situations we 

experience. These beliefs and views can be religious or non-religious. If you are 

religious, many of your beliefs will still be formed from other sources as well, 

and some may even conflict with each other. 

Unfortunately, we all have some beliefs and assumptions that are mostly 

irrational or limiting, which causes us to view ourselves and life experiences in 

negative or unrealistic ways. Therefore, an important part of this process is to 

identify the messages and beliefs about parenthood and living childfree you 

have developed from your childhood, your parents, your religion/faith (if 

applicable), from others and society, to see how they may be influencing your 

thoughts and feelings on the matter.

Often we don't even realize we have certain expectations, beliefs, and 

assumptions, as they are stored deep in our subconscious from an early age 

and influence us without us realizing it. Uncovering them allows us to question 

whether they are unrealistic or limiting, and therefore damaging to our view of 

how we think and feel things in life should be. 

Let's take a look at your expectations, perceptions, assumptions, beliefs, 

idealism and fantasies around parenthood and a childfree life. For instance: Are

you drawn into the fantasy of motherhood that the media and movies portray?

Do you believe childfree women end up sad and lonely? Or, do you have high 

expectations of parenthood that might make it difficult for you or your baby to 

live up to? 
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Exercise - Meditation

Set aside 10 minutes where you can sit or lay down and close your eyes in 

peace and quiet. Now, in turn, imagine in detail going through a whole day as a 

mother/father with a baby, then with a child, then with a teenager. What 

comes up for you: Joy, love, anxiety, dread? What did you imagine happening? 

Overall was it peaceful or chaotic? Stressful or joyful? What sort of parent did 

you imagine you'll be? What sort of baby/child do you imagine having?

Exercise - Comparing your self-perception to a loved one's perception of you 

(*This exercise is optional)

If you feel comfortable doing this exercise, approach a person close to you, 

such as your partner, best friend, sister, or your mother. Ask them to be as 

honest with you as they can. What do they see as your strengths and 

weaknesses, and how they may be beneficial or challenging for you as parent? 

What sort of parent do they see you as? Does it match your image of yourself 

as a parent? Why/why not?

Exercise - Discovering your expectations, beliefs, and assumptions

We all have positive things we believe, and we want to continue to reinforce 

these beliefs. However, many of our beliefs are negative or limiting and end up 

making us feel bad, confused, or guilty without realizing why. Use the following

exercise to identify positive beliefs about parenthood and a childfree life that 
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you can reinforce, and negative ones that you can let go of, or replace with 

more positive ones.

Reply as quickly and reflexively as possible to avoid self-censoring.

 Women are...

 Men are...

 My mother is...

 My father is...

 Having a child is...

 Family is...

 Love is...

 Success is...

 What does parenthood mean to you?

 What are your thoughts and perceptions of people who choose a 

childfree life?

 What messages have you heard from others (family, friends, educators, 

society, media) about people who choose a childfree path? Do you agree

with their thoughts and opinions? Why? Why not?

 What sort of parent do you want to be? What do you think you'll be like?
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 Do you have high expectations of parenthood that might make it difficult

for you or your baby to live up to?  

 Are you drawn into the fantasy of parenthood that the media and movies

portray? Why? What do you assume or believe it will give you, or make 

you feel?

 Have you had any experience being responsible for children? Eg 

babysitting. How did it go? Did you enjoy it?

Additionally, as assumptions and expectations are your beliefs about what has 

to happen in order for you to feel good (or bad) about an experience, ask 

yourself the following questions in relation to your core values (that you 

identified in Step 1):

• What has to happen for you to experience/feel [value word]?

• How do you know when [value word] is satisfied?

4.6 - Questioning your beliefs, expectations & assumptions 

about parenthood and living childfree

Parenthood: 

The high expectations we often have of how new parents should act and feel, 

and what our babies will be like, such as the loved-up and blissful moments 

portrayed in movies of a mom holding her newborn and looking lovingly into 
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its eyes, is not the reality for most new parents. You may have some of these 

moments early on, or perhaps not for months. Many parents say those early 

weeks and months are just a blur: From feeling overwhelmed with your new 

role and its duties, and not knowing if you're doing things right, to dealing with 

the sleep deprivation and subsequent exhaustion, the overwhelming emotions 

and/or feeling of a lack of control each time your baby cries and you are unable

to console them. It's often a different reality to the one you imagined it would 

be. Even though everyone knows babies cry and new parents get little sleep, 

and other parents will sometimes try to explain what it is really like, you can't 

predict or truly know until you are experiencing it for yourself. It is a whole 

other way of life taking care of another human 24/7. And it’s not just the baby 

phase that people have skewed expectations of, but often raising a child in 

general.

There is only so much you can prepare yourself for it or guess what it will be 

like for you, the rest you need to surrender to and take as it comes. Expect that 

there will be good and bad days and moments; wonderful highs and 

confronting lows. Expect that there will be moments when you feel out of your 

depth or overwhelmed and need to ask for advice or practical help. There is no 

shame in doing this - it doesn't make you any less of a parent. If you choose to 

have kids, one of the most poignant and helpful pieces of advice is: Don't try to

be a perfect parent, there is no such thing. You can aim to be a good parent, 

but know that even good parents make mistakes. Accept that you will make 

some mistakes, but as long as you learn from them then you are doing the best

you can, and that is all you (or anyone else) can ask or expect of you.
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Accepting and being comfortable with the unknowns (the aspects out of your 

control), and the negatives (or not so perfect elements) is vitally important, 

because it is an inevitable part of life with a child or children. Life as a parent 

will not be perfect - it's unhealthy, unrealistic, and unhelpful to expect it to be. 

Or perhaps your expectations are mostly negative-based. You may see 

becoming a parent as the end of fun and freedom. Again, where have you got 

this idea from, and how realistic is it? Be careful that your beliefs and 

expectations are not a form of black-and-white, or all-or-nothing thinking, that 

you have learned or picked up from someone or somewhere else. Start to 

question the reality of this belief. Yes, some of your freedom will be lost, but 

not forever. The first few years will take the most freedom from you and then it

will slowly increase again as your child grows older and develops their own 

independence. And as for fun, it might just be a different type of fun to what 

you are used to. For example, leisurely weekend lunches with friends might be 

replaced with play dates with other parents and children. There is plenty of 

play and fun to be had in parenting if you are open to exploring new ways to 

enjoy yourself. Although, if you love your life the way it is now, it is perfectly 

reasonably to be concerned about how much it will change and how happy you

will be with those changes (as we discussed previously). 

Childfree:

On the other path, people often assume that living a childfree life will be, and 

feel, a certain way. For instance, there is a common belief that childfree people 

are lonely and sad. However, the majority of childfree people I know are far 

from lonely as they have close friendships and an active social life. Many of 
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them are also close to, and are regularly involved in family life, whether that be

their partner’s, sibling’s and friends’ (and their children), or parents’, and 

therefore do not experience loneliness. And yes, some occasionally have 

moments of sadness, but usually no more than parents also do (who grieve the

loss of their pre-parent life).

Some of you may have realized that you need to shift the way you think about 

having kids and becoming a parent. Or, that your assumptions and beliefs 

about a childfree future are skewed. It's important to question and challenge 

these: Are they really what you think and feel to be true for you? Don't just 

accept the messages that have been given to you by other people as realistic, 

or truths for you. Just as you have learned them, you can also unlearn them 

and replace them with your own. Similar to how we questioned fears and 

anxieties in a previous exercise, let’s identify and change any problematic 

expectations, beliefs or assumptions to be more realistic and helpful.

4.7 - Identifying which beliefs, expectations and 

assumptions are positive and negative

Beliefs, expectations and assumptions can either empower or limit us, that is, 

work in a positive and advantageous way for us, or be disadvantageous and 

therefore negative. To identify which category yours fit in to have a look at the 

differing characteristics of each below.

Positive and empowering beliefs, expectations and assumptions are:

• Achievable
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• Simple

• Independent of other beliefs, expectations and assumptions

• Within our power

• Can happen anywhere, anytime, with anyone

Eg. I'll feel job satisfaction: whenever I achieve a daily goal, or I get positive 

feedback, or I learn...

Negative, limiting or disempowering beliefs, expectations and assumptions are:

• Impossible or very difficult to achieve

• Complex

• Dependent on other beliefs, expectations and assumptions

• Outside of our control

• Place/time/people dependent

Eg. I'll feel job satisfaction: when I'm promoted and have a pay rise and I'm 

employee of the year and my in-tray is empty and... (all at the same time)

Some common irrational and negative beliefs and assumptions are:

• I am worthless if I am not loved/liked by everyone

• I am unlovable if I don't have a partner

• I am a failure unless I do well at everything

• I have no control over my future or my happiness
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Exercise - Questioning your beliefs, expectations & assumptions about 

parenthood and living childfree

Using your answers from the previous exercise on discovering your beliefs, 

expectations and assumptions, ask yourself these difficult questions:

 Do you have any conflicting beliefs or assumptions? That is, you have 

both positive and negative beliefs or assumptions about the same aspect

on the same path.

 Are your beliefs, expectations & assumptions about living childfree 

mostly negative or positive? Why do you think that is?

 Are your beliefs, expectations & assumptions about being a parent 

mostly negative or positive? Why do you think that is?

 Which beliefs, expectations & assumptions (for either path) are 

unrealistic or unhelpful?

 Do you want to continue to let these guide you through life and with this

decision?

 Which ones do you want to let go or change?

Remember, these beliefs were learned or given to you by others. Now that 

you're aware of them, you have the power to let them go and choose your 

own. Decide which beliefs, expectations or assumptions about parenthood and
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living childfree are limiting you and let them go or replace them with your own 

empowering, more helpful or realistic ones.  

4.8 - External pressures and influences

Family, friends, media, society, work, religion, all might think that they know 

what's right for you and try and influence you in the direction they think is 

best. However, even though they mean well, it might not be in your best 

interests. They might have hidden agendas or reasons of their own as to why 

they want you to have kids. Therefore, it is important to separate your own 

views and feelings from those of others. You still may wish to ask for the 

thoughts and opinions of those you care about to help you work through your 

thoughts on this topic, and that is great, as long as you are aware of the fact 

that they may not be acting in your best interests but rather in their own. For 

instance, your parents may, consciously or subconsciously, desperately want 

grandchildren and therefore be trying to persuade you that you should have 

kids. Similarly, friends with kids may want you to go through the same stage of 

life with them at the same time so that they have a pregnancy buddy, or for 

your kids to have play dates together. Again this is serving more of their 

interests than yours. Other friends, who are perhaps career orientated, may try

and persuade you not to have kids with reasons such as kids aren't worth it or 

they will ruin your career, because they might want validation of their own 

choice, or simply want to be surrounded by more childfree people for a greater

sense of belonging or familiarity.
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As discussed previously, society makes people (women in particular) feel that 

having children is their main purpose in life and the only way to find true 

fulfillment, meaning and happiness. However, there are many women who 

disprove this myth. It is important to realize that you have purpose and value 

far beyond being a pro-creator or child-rearer. You have the freedom to choose 

the best path for you, including a childfree life, and you should not feel less of a

woman, or human being, because of that choice (even though, sadly, others 

might try to make you feel that way).

In summary, you can listen to what your friends and family have to say but 

decide for yourself what you want to actually take on board as valid reasons for

wanting a baby or staying childfree. We will look at how to deal with the 

pressure and expectations of others in a later section.

4.9 - Relationship Complications

4.91 - My partner doesn't know if he/she wants kids, or isn't ready yet, or 

definitely doesn't want kids (or any more kids if they already have children 

from a previous relationship) OR VICE VERSA – that is, you’re the one who 

isn’t sure if you want kids

My partner doesn't want kids but I do, or vice versa, is a fairly common 

dilemma but an extremely difficult one and unfortunately one that can often 

feel like an ultimatum between your partner and a child. Do you stay with your 

partner and live a child free life or leave to try and pursue parenthood by 

yourself or potentially with someone else? Or, if you are the one who doesn't 

want kids, do you stay and have children out of love for your partner? If you 
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stay in your current relationship, will you end up resenting your partner for 

sacrificing what you want for what they wanted? Or would you regret it later if 

this relationship ends and it was then too late to consider having children (if 

that is what you want)? So many complex questions for which the answers 

cannot be predicted. So how do you decide what to do in this very complicated

and emotional situation?

Nobody wants to be in this difficult position and for anyone that finds 

themselves in the thick of it they can become very overwhelmed, anxious and 

stressed. Perhaps your partner wasn't sure if they wanted kids when you first 

got together but now they've decided they definitely don't; maybe you've been

unsure about whether you want children or not for years or decades and your 

time is now running out in regards to fertility. Maybe they already have kids to 

a previous partner and do not wish to have any more. There are plenty of 

different reasons but regardless of the cause it makes your life difficult trying to

figure out what to do.

Do you stay and hope that they will they eventually change their mind to match

yours? This is a big gamble to take and therefore you will have to decide how 

long you are willing and able to wait to find out. Plus, if they are sure that they 

do or don't want kids, they are unlikely to change their minds in the future, and

if they are ambivalent, they may change their mind, but you shouldn't rely on 

it. Trying to persuade, pressure, argue, or manipulate them is unlikely to 

change their mind, and on the off chance it does, will probably not create a 

healthy scenario for the future of your relationship and your child. What if they

say - I don't want to lose you so even though I don't really want a child I'll go 

ahead with it for you - you have to be prepared that it could go either way later
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on - they could discover that they enjoy parenthood after all, or it could 

backfire and it could confirm for them that they truly weren't meant to be or 

didn't wish to be a parent and end up leaving you and the child. And the same 

might happen to you in the reverse situation. This would obviously have huge 

consequences for you, as well as the child who may grow up feeling that one of

their parents didn't love them enough to stay around. The majority of couples 

with a partner who didn't want to become a parent were divorced or split up 

within 6 years of having a child. As it's such a large gamble, try to figure out 

how much you wish to have a child and therefore how much you are willing to 

risk the relationship. This will be one of the hardest steps and even though 

ultimately you'll have to work it out for yourself some support from loved ones 

and/or a therapist may be helpful.

What about giving an ultimatum? Some people feel that an ultimatum is their 

only choice because otherwise they cannot get a definitive answer from their 

partner about what they want. If you are willing to give an ultimatum, then you

have to be pretty sure you do or don’t want a child more than you want to stay 

with your partner as there is at least a 50% chance that it could be the end of 

your relationship. Don't give an ultimatum hoping or expecting it to persuade 

your partner to give in otherwise you will likely face the problems I described 

above in regards to a partner agreeing to 'give it a go' just to avoid losing their 

partner. The same applies to sneakily stopping your use of birth control to 

pretend you accidentally got pregnant. This sort of deception could cause 

horrible ramifications for your relationship long term. Similarly, don't take 

permanent action, like having a vasectomy, without discussing it with your 

partner first.
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If you haven't already, try and sit down with your partner and have an open 

and honest conversation about how you feel about having a baby versus not 

having kids, and why, and ask them to reveal their honest thoughts and feelings

about both to you. Are they sure they never want kids, if not, do they know 

why they want to wait, and for how long? Your partner may reveal something 

that you had not previously realized, such as a bad experience in childhood 

that has put them off having kids, but perhaps (if they are willing) it is an issue 

that can be explored through your support and perhaps some therapy. Of 

course, there is no guarantee that even if they manage to resolve their issues 

that it will change their mind on the baby matter, however, it is always worth 

the effort of trying to find out. At the very least, your partner will probably 

benefit long term from resolving their issues and that can only be 

advantageous for your relationship as well. Your partner may also not have 

fully realized (especially if you have not explained to them in detail) how you 

much you want to have children and why. It may be a difficult conversation to 

start and you may hear things that are hard to understand or accept, but it is 

important that you both know exactly where each of you stands on the matter 

and at least try to understand the other person's point of view and feelings.

If your partner is adamant they don't want kids then the following suggestion is

unlikely to help, however, if they are just not sure if they want kids or when 

they might feel ready, rather than an ultimatum, you could negotiate a timeline

with them. For instance, you could say: In 2 years’ time I will need to know how

you feel about the parenthood decision one way or the other so that I know 

exactly where you stand and I can think through what I want to do accordingly. 

However, if you use this strategy be aware that in the meantime you would 

need to be strong and patient and not push them for an early answer.
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Understandably, a lot of people find it very challenging to consider confronting 

their partner or to consider ending their relationship. Staying with what you 

currently have usually feels safer for people as it's more known - you know 

what to expect, that is, most likely more of the same. But for the opposite 

scenario, it's very scary to leave the relationship for many unknowns: Will I 

meet somebody else in time? Will that relationship be as good? Would I cope 

as a single parent? Will I be able to get pregnant? What will I be like as a parent

and will I enjoy it? Or in the reverse scenario, will I be happier childfree and 

unpartnered than staying and having a child for my partner? There are many 

diverse unknowns which can justifiably cause a lot of people anxiety. But, if 

having, or not having, a child is something you truly want and you feel is the 

best future path for you then it could be worth the risk and the sacrifice of your

relationship. On the other hand, if you have a wonderful relationship with your 

partner that you value highly, maybe it isn't worth the sacrifice for you. Having 

children, although it can be a large part of sharing a life with someone, isn't the

only part, or necessarily the most important. In the end, only you can decide 

what is the best choice for you.

To figure out what the best choice is for you, it is important to spend a 

reasonable amount of time and effort to really explore and identify who you 

are, what you want for your life, what gives your life meaning and fulfillment 

and joy, and what your values and priorities are, and then decide on whether 

staying with your partner (and having kids or not), or a different path by 

yourself (as a parent or childfree person), is more aligned with what you have 

discovered about yourself and therefore is the best direction for you. It might 

be a hard journey of self-discovery but it is certainly going to be a rewarding 
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one if you end up choosing the best path for you and avoid negative issues 

such as regret or resentment.

This issue can understandably put a lot of strain on your relationship. Tension 

and resentment can build up as you may feel a lack of understanding from your

partner, or question how much they love you, or if you are right for each other, 

or you may feel as if they are being hurtful to you emotionally by leaving you in

a state of uncertainty. It is a huge issue and often an overwhelming one for 

couples to face. It might be a good idea to seek some couples counseling so 

that you can both open up about your inner feelings on the issue with a 

professional who can mediate and make sure those thoughts and feelings are 

heard, and at least attempted to be understood, by the other person. 

Most men don't seem to have a sense of a biological clock, and many also don't

feel a biological or paternal urge to have kids. This means that a lot of men out 

there feel that time is on their side and they don't have to consider having kids 

until 'later on' or when they really feel like it. Unfortunately, this puts women in

a very difficult situation as they are usually all too aware of the problems of 

leaving it too late to have a baby and they might feel the time is right for them. 

It also might take a while to conceive, and you might want several children and 

don't want to have to have them too close together because of your declining 

fertility. It can be very stressful, scary and upsetting for women in this situation.

The important thing is to take some action. It is not fair on you and your 

emotional or physical health, as well as your relationship, to live in limbo for 

too long on such an important issue. Stress is bad for us! Don't go into denial or

live in hope that he will change his mind. His indecisiveness may continue 

forever and where will that leave you?
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If you don't think you can sit down and discuss this issue with you partner 

without getting too emotional (upset or angry) then perhaps consider writing 

all your thoughts and feelings about the issues in a letter. Give them the option 

to do the same. Sometimes it's easier for men to express themselves on paper, 

rather than in person, if they are not comfortable talking about their emotions.

If you have the discussion in person try to stay as calm, focused and non-

judgmental as possible, otherwise you will only give the other person a reason 

to be defensive or not take in what you're saying properly. Heightened 

emotions get in the way of effective communication. You partner needs to 

know how you're feeling by hearing you explain it to them, because by showing

them, you may lose the flow of communication. Break the conversation up into

parts if it helps, focusing on different issue one at a time - make it like business 

meeting if that style suits your relationship. Prepare beforehand what you are 

going to say, and how you are going to say it, so that you a) can work out 

before-hand the best wording to explain how you feel, and b) are not as likely 

to get distracted by strong emotions and deviate from what you really wanted 

to say. Ask your partner the necessary but tough questions, for example, if they

decide they don’t want children until their 40 but then you have trouble 

conceiving and tests show it's because of their infertility, how would they feel? 

Would they be comfortable with you using a sperm donor to have a child? Ask 

them if they are afraid of making the wrong decision? Or regretting the choice?

Ask them why? Lots of why questions will help to peel back the onion layers 

and potentially some of their deeper thoughts and feelings on the issue. 

Don't be tempted to manipulate your partner though, or try to push them to 

feel the way you do – that will only backfire. But at the same time, your needs 
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and wants are valid and important, and if your partner isn't even listening to 

them, or doesn’t seem to care that much, then perhaps the relationship is too 

one-sided and they are not the best partner for you - regardless of whether 

you want to have children or not.

4.92 - I'm not sure if our relationship would cope with having a child, and/or 

that my partner would make a good parent, and/or I’m concerned that it 

would have a negative effect on our relationship

Starting a family requires a couple to do some serious self-reflecting and 

communicating. Some couples decide to have a child in the hope that it will 

bring them closer and/or fix their relationship problems. However, usually the 

opposite happens because the challenges and stressors of being new parents 

decreases relationship satisfaction, enlarges existing issues, and most often 

creates new issues too. 

Your current relationship satisfaction is a significant predictor of parenting 

quality. That is, couples who have developed good strategies and have clear 

and honest communication, that helps them work through internal relationship

issues as well as external problems that may impact the partnership, are more 

likely to be better parents to their children as they will carry over these skills 

into their parenting relationships as well. And, if these coping strategies have 

been in place for a while and have a relatively good success rate, then your 

relationship will most likely handle the challenges and changes that having a 

child brings relatively well. 
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Ideally, you and your partner have similar beliefs, opinions and values in 

regards to parenting. You should openly discuss and try to come to an 

agreement on how you will handle everyday parenting aspects, such as feeding

the child and your views on discipline, right through to difficult topics such as 

your opinion on abortion or medical intervention during pregnancy if fetal 

abnormalities are detected. You will not always be able to agree on everything, 

but when you do disagree, are the two of you good at problem-solving and 

reaching a compromise when necessary? If not, becoming parents is likely to 

put your relationship to the ultimate test.

Will starting a family put too much pressure on one or both of you in terms of 

maintaining your career, your current lifestyle, or in reaching your future goals?

If so, this might put tremendous strain on the relationship if one part of the 

couple becomes depressed or resentful. Similarly, if one or both of you like to 

have a lot of time alone together, or a lot of spontaneity and romance, then 

parenthood may adversely affect the amount (and the quality) of time you are 

used to spending together, and again, this might create some tension, 

depression, or resentment, on one or both sides. It is quite common for the 

male partner to feel neglected emotionally and physically for some time after 

having a baby as all the mother's time, energy, attention and affection is taking 

up by, and given to, the child. Do the two of you communicate well enough and

is the foundation of your relationship strong enough to cope with this change 

in your partnership?

Red flags that your relationship needs significant work before it would be able 

to cope with starting a family, and before you should even consider it are: any 

physical, emotional and/or verbal abuse in the relationship; any untreated 
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mental illness like depression, anxiety, alcoholism, addiction of any kind; 

couples in which one or both partners aren't really sure they want kids; couples

with a lot of conflict or stress in their relationship, frequent arguing or 

dissatisfaction in the relationship; trust issues such as infidelity; immaturity or 

irresponsibility when it comes to work, money and basic responsibilities such 

as self-care. Also, consider where you are at in the relationship, have you 

passed the honeymoon phase and been together a few years during which you 

have developed a strong and stable relationship?

If you are married and feel like having kids is just the next step you are 

supposed to take, stop and give yourselves permission to question and 

thoughtfully explore whether or not having kids is what both of you truly want, 

rather than being influenced by fears of being different to other married 

couples, disappointing others’ expectations, or missing out on life experiences 

couples with children have. 

In relation to whether your partner will make a good enough parent, ask them 

this important question: Do they want a child enough to do what needs to be 

done to take care of all the needs of that child? It's all very well to assume or 

make an agreement that one partner will do most of the hands-on parenting 

and the other can just enjoy the fun bits, but there may be a time when the 

main care-taker of the child becomes ill and the secondary parent will need to 

step in and take care of the child. Would they be willing and able to do this? 

Are you comfortable with the idea, and confident enough in your partner, that 

they could raise the child by themselves if they needed to, either temporarily 

or permanently? Also consider whether having a child with someone who 

might not live up to your expectations as a parent will affect your view of them,
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and the negative impact it might have on your relationship, as well as the 

impact it might have on the child. 
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STEP FIVE

Making your decision

5.1 - Considering being a single parent

You may be considering becoming a single parent if your partner doesn't want 

kids, or you are single. Financial, legal, physical and emotional complications 

may be involved in attempting to become a parent if you are looking at IVF, 

adoption, surrogacy, or are facing infertility issues. The path to parenthood can 

seem overwhelmed with challenges that may make you question whether it 

will be worth it, or if you will be able to handle it, which is perfectly 

understandable and reasonable.

The idea or vision you may have had (perhaps since childhood) of starting a 

family may be upsetting to let go of and compromise on. A lot of the idealism 

and fantasy of parenthood is lost when considering facing it alone, however, 

this can be a good thing because you are more grounded in the reality of what 

it is really going to take to have a child and how it will affect your life.

In many places, the support and perception of single-parenting has progressed 

well, unfortunately though, in other places it still leaves a lot to be desired and 

can unfortunately make life a lot tougher for those who are parenting by 

themselves. Is your country, state, area, and religion (if applicable), supportive 
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of single parents in regards to social acceptance and support, financial aid (if 

necessary), and physical support?

They say that parenting one child is the equivalent of two full-time jobs. I think 

it's probably even more when you consider that it's a 24 hours a day, 7 days a 

week work-load. Split between two parents the workload is still often a 

struggle so single parents should be applauded for managing to do it by 

themselves. Another way to look at it though is that women generally still do 

the majority of childcare even in a dual-parent family, so in reality many 

women function well, basically as single parents, without being recognized as 

such. Hence, it may not be as unachievable or difficult as you first imagine.

If you are considering being a single parent, it will help to work out what 

physical support can you access and arrange (which you have probably already 

explored as part of Step 2). For instance: parents, aunts/uncles, friends, 

childcare, babysitting, hire services - to help with cleaning, cooking, gardening, 

laundry, general childcare, transport etc. Many people say they will help, but 

then when it actually comes to the time, they renege or make excuses, so 

discuss specific plans with various people. For example, you could ask: Could 

you commit to looking after my child for 4 hours every Saturday morning? You 

will also need back-up plans for when something or someone falls through (eg. 

they are ill).

It would also be helpful to join an online forum, or local support group or 

network, for single parents (if you don’t know many other single parents at the 

time), so that you have people you can talk to and confide in who understand 

the unique challenges and joys of single parenting. Feeling understood and a 

sense of a belonging plays a large role in our psychological well-being and may 
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just be the difference between coping and thriving as a single parent. Don’t 

underestimate the need for emotional support.

Don't feel bad about yourself if you realize and decide it will be too hard to be 

a single parent. It doesn't make you weak or less of a person. It's 

understandable that it is a deal-breaker for some people, as it’s a large and 

often overwhelming undertaking, and if you’re overly concerned that you 

might not cope, or that you couldn’t be the parent you want to be, then you 

are being smart for knowing and accepting your limitations and for what you 

don't wish to compromise on.

5.2 - Non-traditional parenthood & other options for having 

children as part of your life

Perhaps you are considering adopting or co-parenting with a friend. Or maybe 

you do not want to become a parent but still wish to have children as part of 

your life. Depending on where you live and what options are available to you, 

you could consider an alternative way of including children in your life such as: 

fostering, working with children, supporting children in the community or 

disadvantaged kids, sponsoring third-world children. 

If you've grown up with the idea of having your own biological children or a 

traditional ‘nuclear’ family, it can be hard to let go of and change your ideas 

and views on parenthood and children. Nevertheless, many people have been 

successful at opening their minds to new possibilities and discovered 

wonderful opportunities for including and caring for children in their lives, and 
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it has made it possible for them to incorporate a variety of their values, goals 

and purposes in life. 

If you are considering a non-traditional path of parenthood, one of the hardest 

aspects can often be the concern of how it will be viewed and accepted (or 

not) by others. It can be confronting and emotional to face the judgments of 

others. There is still a large portion of society with traditional and/or religious 

beliefs and views, who feel strongly about how families should be and how 

children should be raised. However, there are no scientific studies that show 

that it is detrimental for children to grow up in non-traditional environments as

long as their psychological and physical needs are met - that of food, shelter, 

sleep, safety, health, trust, respect, love and a sense of belonging. If you can, or

are, providing these needs to a child, then nobody has a right to judge you - 

you are doing a great job as a parent and the child is lucky to be in your care.

If you are part of a same-sex relationship, or are considering co-parenting with 

a friend, you will want to look into the legal aspects of the situation as part of 

your decision-making process. The laws are specific to each country and/or 

state, and therefore vary widely, but it is important for you and any relevant 

parties to know what your rights are, so seek legal counsel concerning parental 

rights and those of the child. Some country’s or state’s laws are very strict and 

limiting and others are very lax or avoidant and therefore don't provide much 

security and protection. People sometimes move countries or states to live in 

an area that is more supportive and provides better legal rights. Also give 

careful thought to the fact that as much as you may have a strong relationship 

or friendship now, just like the strongest of marriages, people grow and change

over time. Hopefully you will grow together but sometimes it is inevitable that 
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people grow apart, so you need to think of what would happen if this occurred,

particularly for the child's sake. Who would look after the child? Would the law 

grant you legal guardianship or joint custody? Would you be entitled to any 

government benefits or financial aid?

If you feel becoming a parent may not suit you do to the level of commitment 

and lifestyle compromises but you still value and want to be involved in caring 

for and giving to children, then perhaps something like short-term fostering 

would suit you well. It's a matter of letting go of your pre-conceived ideas of 

how things should be, and perhaps how you wanted them to be, and to 

realistically assess what options are available to you and what, if any, would 

add meaning and value to your life.

Fostering is a way to potentially have a close relationship with a child or 

children and it is a powerful way to give something back. However, you need to

be aware of the fact that they are not your child and you will have to deal with 

the system as well as potentially the child's mother or carer. You will most likely

need to get approval for anything out of the ordinary day-to-day routines such 

as going on holiday, or having your grandfather watch the child for a few hours.

You also need to be up for the challenge of what issues the child may be 

dealing with because of their home life eg. sexual abuse. Are you strong 

enough emotionally to deal with a child who has emotional and physical issues 

due to years of physical abuse? And could you deal with it being a short 

temporary arrangement or only seeing the child on the weekends? At some 

point your fostering arrangement will have to end - this is obviously difficult for

any foster parent - do you think you could cope ok with this?
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If you care about kids but do not want to, or feel you could, look after one 

directly, then perhaps something as simple as donating to a local charity that 

supports children in need, or sponsoring a third-world child, would make you 

feel that you are contributing to the well-being of a child's life and bring you 

the sense of fulfillment in this area that you may be seeking. Or, you could 

contribute your time instead of money, such as donating your time helping a 

children's charity or becoming involved in a big sister/brother program or 

something similar. Perhaps you can help children through your current or 

future career choice eg. teaching or research. The options are many and varied 

- you may just need to think outside the box.

5.3 - Considering parenthood

When people say it's the hardest but the best job in the world, do they mean 

it? And what exactly do they mean? Yes, most people are telling the truth 

when they say this, but only the people for whom parenthood was the best 

choice for them. For others, they are simply regurgitating what they feel they 

are meant to say. 

Let's consider the good, the bad and the ugly side of parenthood. Of course, 

these elements will be unique to each person but I’ll mention some of the 

more common sources.

It's the hardest job because it’s a relentless 7 days a week job, with no 

weekends, and no holiday leave - it’s non-stop until there at least 18. And on 

top of it being physically taxing it is also hard because of the emotions involved,

of which you will go through nearly all of them as a parent, such as worry, guilt,
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and fear from wanting to be able to protect them from every type of pain but 

being unable to. There is also a lack of pay and little recognition, which can 

make it difficult and frustrating to feel as if all the hard work is valued by 

others, and your kids, who probably won’t show much gratitude for your 

parenting until they’re adults (and perhaps even parents themselves) and they 

realize what you did for them.

Becoming a parent is a steep learning curve. Even if you have been a childcare 

worker, there is nothing than can fully prepare you for every facet of being a 

parent yourself. And you can read as many parenting books as you like and 

have an idea or plan as to how you wish for everything to be, such as how to 

sleep train or feed your child, but then your child’s personality doesn’t fit your 

plan and you have to figure out what the heck you’re going to do. You might be

showered with advice from family, friends, and even professionals, and their 

suggestions still don’t work and you’re left feeling helpless at 3am with a baby 

in your arms that just won’t sleep. You can’t predict what each day will bring or

what your child will be like, so understand that to a large degree you will be 

learning as you go, and that is ok. In fact, you can choose to view it as a 

positive. As we have previously explored in this guide, keep your expectations 

realistic, and if need be, reframe them to be more helpful.

The extremely high level of responsibility is a large undertaking. The practical 

elements of taking care of another human being, such as feeding, bathing, 

providing shelter, are well-known and usually fairly easy to provide. But the 

mental and emotional needs that you need to cater to, in an effort to safeguard

the healthy development of a child, is less obvious and more difficult to ensure.

Being the primary carer, you have more of a powerful influence on how the 
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child is shaped than anyone else, which is a large responsibility to carry. The 

significance of your actions on how another human being develops can feel 

overwhelming but remember that despite the fact that every parent has 

shortcomings and makes mistakes, the majority of children turn into 

reasonable adults. 

Dealing with all the changes can also be challenging, which we have looked at 

earlier in this guide. Being open to the changes rather than being afraid of 

them, or trying to resist them, is the best way to deal with it. Additionally, by 

also acknowledging and accepting what is out of your control, which we also 

looked at earlier.

There are days when being a parent is challenging or overwhelming but it helps

to keep the bigger perspective. As discussed earlier in this guide, for some, 

happiness and satisfaction is lower on a daily level due to the demands of 

looking after a child, however, from a larger whole-of-life perspective parents 

are generally more fulfilled long-term.

Now, looking at the good side or parenting - it's the best job in the world 

because it’s filled with so many new experiences, and so much awe. It is so 

fascinating to see how your child grows and learns about the world around 

him/her. It really is an honor and privilege to watch and help shape the growth 

of another human being. Plus, seeing the world through the eyes of a child can 

lead to wonderful insights, new perspectives, and ultimately personal growth 

for yourself, as you will learn more about yourself, life in general, your own 

parents and your own childhood. 
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Furthermore, the relationship you have with a child is such a unique and 

special experience, and it can be so magnificent and beautiful. The love you will

most likely feel for your child will be unlimited and all-encompassing, which is 

wonderful to experience. 

I do think that you can experience the same amount, depth, and strength of 

love that you do with a child, with others such as friends, family, partner and 

pets, however, the love felt for a child is very unique. It is a different experience

of love which is hard to explain due to its complexity and profoundness. 

Psychology is still trying to fully understand the parent-child relationship, but it 

has at least for now been proven to be a unique love-relationship.

And although parenting is hard at times, it can also be so much fun. Playing 

with kids can bring to the surface your own inner child and enable you to get 

involved in activities that are a great source of joy for you and your child. Plus, 

seeing your child smile and laugh, is for most people, one of the best feelings 

you can experience. It evokes such warmth and joy. There are many joys to be 

found, and to be pleasantly surprised by, as a parent - and often.

As for the ugly side of parenting – there isn’t too much that’s ugly about 

parenthood if it is the best path for you. The ugliest things that come to my 

mind are poop and vomit. Similarly, if you are sick, and so is the rest of the 

family, you still have to be a parent all day and night, there’s no calling in sick. 

You may feel so sick that you can hardly get out of bed and walk properly but if 

your child is also sick then you are still constantly attending to their needs. 

Now the big question: Is it worth it? Yes, absolutely, if it's the best choice of 

path for you. You will have many small challenges, and probably some big ones 
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too, but overall it will be remarkable, wonderful and amazing. The good will far 

outweigh the bad (if having a child is the best decision for you!). The 

experiences you have will be incredibly interesting and new, and there will be 

many beautiful moments. Parenthood is full of opportunities for new wisdom, 

perspectives, insights, joys and love, which is why most people find it so 

rewarding (despite how hard it can be). In the next step we will explore the 

good (pros) and the bad (cons) of parenthood for you, because as I mentioned 

earlier, they are specific to each person.

5.4 - Considering Staying Childfree

This section includes reiterations and reinforcements of many of the points 

already made throughout this guide, plus further thoughts and insights.

An essential part of considering a childfree path is to look at the positives 

rather than the negatives, such as the wonderful opportunities available to 

you, not what you might be missing out on, and we will explore this further in 

the next section. But for now, I at least want you to recognize (and hopefully 

you already have since working through this guide), that choosing to stay 

childfree may not be easy initially, but in the long run it might offer you more 

opportunities and advantages, and these may outweigh the potential positives 

of having a child. If you feel this may be true for you and you are leaning 

towards staying childfree, it may take a while to completely accept this as it can

be difficult to believe that not having children can be the best choice for your 

future (after all the years of it being ingrained in you that you should feel the 

opposite). It is a large change in perspective and one that may require you a lot
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of time to fully process and come to terms with, as well as needing time to 

grieve the loss of what might have been (which we will look at in the next 

step).

Often, even people who realize they would be happier with the path less 

chosen - that of a childfree future - choose the parenthood path out of fear of 

others judging them for their choice. Even though more people than ever are 

choosing not to have children, the social stigma surrounding this decision has 

unfortunately not progressed with it. The judgment of women who choose not 

to have kids as being selfish, less womanly, less loving and caring, and 

somehow of less worth, is born from ignorance and a very outdated pro-

natalistic view of the world. Why are women still only valued by their ability to 

procreate when there are plenty of women (with and without children) who 

have proven their worth to society far beyond their reproductive status. In fact,

one could argue that many women without children have been able to 

contribute more to society than their child-bearing counterparts because they 

have more available time, energy and focus than those who do not have 

dependents.

The pressure on women to obey social norms and procreate, and the 

judgments on women who chose not to become parents, is appalling. A 

woman's worth as an individual and as a community member should not be 

measured by whether they have children or not. As I’ve mentioned many times

throughout this guide (in the hope that the belief is reinforced in you!), women

have worth and purpose far beyond being minimized to child-bearers. If a 

woman chooses not to have children so that she can focus on her career, and 

she happens to be a medical scientist who finds a cure for childhood cancer, 
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would society still judge her as being selfish? Society makes women feel that 

having children is their main purpose in life and the only way to find true 

fulfillment, meaning and happiness. However, there are many women who 

disprove this myth, and hopefully after working through this guide you have 

come to realize other sources of fulfillment, meaning and happiness for 

yourself. You have the freedom to choose the best path for you, and I hope that

you feel empowered by that, rather than pressured.

In an age where women are told and pressured to 'have it all', stress levels and 

life satisfaction are declining. Yes, women can have a successful career, 

relationship, social life and children, but there are inevitable compromises to 

be made to each at certain stages. There is only so much time in a day, and 

depending on the individual, only so much they can give of themselves at any 

one time without burning out. So if a woman loves her job and knows that she 

can only pursue her passion in the way that she wants, with 100% commitment

and the time and energy to do so, and hence decides not to pursue 

parenthood, this should not be labeled as a selfish decision but as smart 

decision borne from a high level of self-awareness. The woman knows herself 

well, what she wants, what she is realistically able to commit to, her 

limitations, and how she wishes to live her life. By not including children in her 

life path, it is not detrimental or harming to her, or society, so who are others 

to judge her decision. 

Moreover, it can be common for women to have children for selfish reasons - 

because they are lonely, or want someone to love them. However, they do not 

seem to be held accountable for their reasons or criticized like childfree women

are. Even the typical married woman who wishes to have children because she 
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values family highly is still making the choice based on what she wants for 

herself, and therefore it could be seen as selfish. The truth is, most of what we 

do in life is driven by what we want, our what will benefit us, however small or 

subtle. Even people donating to charity often do so because it makes them feel 

good. We need to let go of the judgment that doing something we want is 

negative. As long as it does no harm to anyone else, you are still a good person.

I believe the negative connotation of the 'lifestyle choice' label is unfair 

because isn't parenthood also a lifestyle choice? Both choices should be 

equally respected, as one is not superior to the other.

If a woman has a child because she feels she should, or is pressured into it - is 

that really the best thing for society? It certainly isn't the best thing for the 

child. There are enough unwanted and unloved children who are unfortunately 

brought into this world. Why would we think it is better for every woman to 

have a child regardless of how she feels about motherhood. It is of greater 

benefit to society to have people with different paths and goals. Men are not 

judged for choosing not to have children, it is time that women also had the 

freedom to choose without criticism too.

Other women just don't feel the maternal instinct and biological urge and are 

made to feel that there is something wrong with them and that they should 

have a child anyway so that they aren't missing out. That's like telling someone 

who loves being a gardener to go and get an office job. Actually, it's much 

worse, because you are not just condemning that person to a potentially 

unsatisfying life but also the child, who has to grow up with a less-than-happy 

and unfulfilled parent, which ultimately will have a negative impact on their life

too. Yes, it is harder to choose the path less chosen, the childfree one, because 
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of the pressure and expectations put on us by others and society, but if you 

give in to it and have children despite knowing deep down that it is not what 

you really want, then your future as a parent may be more challenging than 

most, and worst of all you may live with a level of resentment and regret 

(which may end up being directed towards your child).

If a woman (or man) isn't sure if she wants kids, for whatever reason, she 

should be supported in exploring her thoughts and feelings about her different 

choices, rather than being pressured or even worse, guilted (eg. “you'll regret it

if you don't”), into doing what others believe she should do. Other people's 

opinions on the matter are influenced by many factors, often the least of which

is what is truly best for you. 

If you value family highly but are not sure you want children, then consider 

expanding or reframing your definition of family. Many people have friends 

that are as close as family to them, and importantly, because they have chosen 

to have a close relationship with them (as compared to feeling obliged to as we

do with family members) it can create stronger and closer relationships with 

more meaning. For instance, you may have a friend that is closer to you than 

your sister because you have more of a meaningful connection with them. 

Also, if you are part of a couple, simply being with your partner makes you a 

family; just because you are a small family of two, does not mean your worth 

as a family is any less significant, or that your future journey together is 

necessarily any less family-like than it would be if you had children.

In the next step we will weigh up the pros and cons, the opportunities and 

challenges; as well as exploring valuations of future possibilities, which will 
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help you examine the option of staying childfree further if you are still feeling 

ambivalent or confused.

5.5 - Decision-Making

Strong and effective decision-making skills are a valuable tool to help you 

throughout life. From what you learn through this process (no matter what 

your final decision is), I hope that you are able to utilize your new knowledge 

and skills in other areas of your life too, enabling you to make the best choices 

at each opportunity or roadblock, so that you can live your best possible life.

Major life decisions can cause a lot of anxiety, frustration, pain, depression, 

fear, obsession and general stress and pressure. All this can often be enough to 

make people avoid making the decision, so feel proud of yourself for 

confronting it and doing the hard work to figure out the best choice for you. 

You are being strong and brave – so kudos to you. And remember, you will 

grow as a person from all this, so focus on that silver lining on days when the 

stress of making this decision seems overwhelming.

Let’s look at a few decision-making tools and processes to further help you 

work through your decision of whether to have children or not.
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5.6 - Evaluating the pros & cons; challenges & opportunities

A helpful way to approach a major decision is to write down and evaluate all 

the pros and cons that you can think of. Although not the only useful tool, 

because this is a highly emotional decision and hence cannot be based solely 

on logical factors such as pros and cons, the process of identifying and 

evaluating the negative and positive aspects for you on each path can bring 

clarity on which way you are leaning towards, or wish to lean towards.

Exercise - Your pros and cons; challenges and opportunities

Create a quadrant like the one below. Use your motivating reasons (that you 

identified in Step 3) to help you start to fill it in – but only use the healthy and 

neutral ones, leave out the not so healthy motivating reasons! Then add 

anything else you can think of that you want to, or you feel needs to, weigh 

into your decision. 

Use the bottom two sections of the quadrant to include opportunities (positive

outcomes and benefits you might experience) and challenges (any potential 

problems or obstacles you might have to face). There may be some overlap 

between the top and bottom sections on either side, for example, one of your 

pros might also be a possible opportunity, which is fine, just try not to double-

up, so only write it in one section (either top or bottom is ok, you don’t need to

get too pedantic between the top and bottom sections).
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It's up to you whether you wish to create two separate quadrants, one for each

choice, or just one quadrant for one choice if you feel you only need to analyze 

one path for its pros, cons, opportunities and challenges.

PROS CONS

OPPORTUNITIES CHALLENGES

The point of this exercise is not to see which side is longer, because each 

reason that you list will have varying importance or relevance to you; it is about

the process and how it can bring new insights for you. However, if you are a 

very logical person and feel the following approach would be helpful for you, 

then you can choose to assign points to each item – weighting them according 

to their importance to you. 

Assigning weightings is entirely optional, don’t do it if you find it too clinical.

If you choose to assign weightings, use the following guidelines: 

 Assign weightings of importance or value (to you), from 1 to 5, for each 

item. By specifying a number to indicate a factor’s importance it enables 

you to indicate how relevant each item should be to your decision. The 

higher the number, the greater the factor’s importance. Eg.
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1 Irrelevant

2 A Little Important

3 Somewhat Important

4 Very Important

5 Mandatory

 Avoid assigning weights while you are still creating your lists. Your 

weights will be more accurate when you have the entire picture of all 

your pros, cons, opportunities & challenges laid out. And switching from 

brainstorming to weighting and back makes you less effective than 

sticking in brainstorming mode until you’re done.

 Mark all the pros and cons that are 5’s first, then mark all your 1’s. Then 

mark all your 4’s in one go, 3’s in one go and 2’s in one go. By assigning 

weights one level at a time, you can compare all the factors at that level 

to see if some should be bumped up or down a level. Ideally all the 

factors with the same weight should hold the same level of importance 

to your decision. Mark your highest and lowest weights first, since these 

are often the easiest to mark off, giving you fewer you need to review for

the middle numbers.

Again, this is not a math exercise, and there is no need to add up your 

weightings on each side of this list. It is the process of creating the list that is 

the most helpful, rather than focusing on the end result. The important 

element in this exercise is discovering how you really think and feel about the 
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reasons that are driving or influencing your decision. Then, the next beneficial 

step is to question why they are important to you. 

Try to identify the five most important reasons (for you) on each side of the list.

Use the weightings, or if you didn't assign weightings and are having trouble 

identifying which reasons are most important to you, use your top values that 

you identified in Step 1. These are the main factors that deserve careful 

consideration during the decision making process of whether to have kids or 

not. Once you have identified the top 5, contemplate the following questions:

 How do you feel about these reasons being the main influences on your 

decision? Are you happy to keep them as your main driving factors in 

your decision-making?

 Why are they so important to you?

 How do you feel after completing the list: Relieved? Disappointed? 

Hopeful? Sad? Scared? Excited? 

 Does one choice have a lot more opportunities than the other? Does 

that make you excited about choosing that path? If not, why not?

 Does one choice have a lot more challenges than the other? Does this 

make you scared or put you off considering that path? If not, why not?

 Did it make you realize you are emotionally or logically leaning towards 

one path more than the other?
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5.7 - Which should rule: my heart, my head, my instinct or 

intuition?

Is your decision complicated by the fact that your head and your heart are 

pulling you in different directions? My head was ok with the idea of not having 

children but my heart wasn’t and I didn’t know which I should trust more. How 

do you know which is more important? Your rational mind, your heart desires, 

or your intuition? 

In reality, no decision is made purely from one of these factors alone. They 

work together, we are just not conscious of them. However, commonly, each 

person has one factor that guides them more than the others.

Let’s take a closer look at how you make decisions and whether you should rely

on one driving force more than another.

Do you make decisions with your head, heart or intuition?

Are you more of a logical or emotionally-driven person? That is, do you usually 

deal with things and make decisions by using your brain or by how you feel? Or

perhaps you are a very intuitive person and rely on your gut instincts. 

According to Carl G. Jung's theory of psychological types, one area people can 

be characterized into is one of these two functions of judging - thinking or 

feeling.  It represents how a person processes information. Thinking means 

that a person makes a decision mainly through logic. Feeling means that, as a 
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rule, he or she makes a decision based on emotion, that is, based on what they 

feel they should do.

There are two other elements that you may wish to consider: intuition and gut 

instincts, as I have found many people have strong gut feelings or intuitions 

about important issues and wonder whether they should follow it. I think it is a

valid guide and not one to be dismissed as irrational or silly. 

Gut instincts are driven by a physiological response in our bodies, and these are

created mostly by our basic emotions, for instance our flight or fight response. 

They generally serve to protect us in life, however, can be based on irrational 

fears so you need to question their source to evaluate whether your gut 

instinct should be listened to or not.

In contrast, your intuition is said to be based on unconscious awareness, not 

emotions. To identify whether it truly is your intuition, rather than an emotion 

such as fear acting as intuition, consider whether you are reacting. Intuition is 

non-emotional and non-reactive. Emotions come later from what we know or 

sense intuitively, but in the moment, the information or knowing will almost 

seem neutral or factual, with no emotions attached. Explore any intuitions you 

have until you understand them as best you can. Try to discover what your 

intuition is trying to say to you and then assess whether you want to make use 

of it or not, as they are not necessarily correct or truths. They are a voice to 

listen to and respect but it is your choice whether to agree with them and act 

on them or not.

No particular way or method of making decisions is better: Everyone is just 

wired differently. To help you figure out which preference you lean towards, 
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consider the following: In the past, when you have had to make a major 

decision were you influenced mostly by your feelings (your heart), your gut 

instinct (intuition), or by your brain (your thoughts and logical reasoning)? To 

help, ask yourself: Are you the sort of person who makes decisions quickly by 

just going with what feels right to you and not questioning it too much? Or, are 

you the sort of person who has to take their time and really think through all 

the possibilities and the potential pros and cons of each choice before making 

your final decision? 

Knowing your decision-making style will help you through this process of the 

baby decision as you will be more aware of which will be the greater influence 

over you. If you are an emotionally-driven person, I would suggest that for this 

decision, you also go through the process that a logically driven person would 

so that you have experienced and considered both sides, which will help you to

have a more balanced view and hence you are more likely to make the most 

appropriate choice. Similarly, if you are usually a logical person, put yourself in 

the shoes of an emotionally-driven person for a while and try to discover what 

your heart is trying to tell you. Additionally, if you wish, explore if you have a 

gut instinct or intuition about which way is the best path for you.

In my case, I felt a strong driving force that kept niggling at me even though I 

thought I'd reached my decision. I knew it wasn't from misguided motivating 

factors such as fears as I had worked through these with my own counselor. So, 

what was making me question what I thought I had managed to evaluate 

effectively and reached a conclusion about? I could only put it down to 

intuition. Something inside me that was trying to get my attention and say: 

hey, you need to reconsider.
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I was so intrigued by the connection between mother and child; I had always 

wanted to know what that felt like, understand it, and experience it for myself. 

My intuition communicated that it was something that would be great for me, 

that it would help me grow as a person and involve a wonderful relationship 

with a new person (my future child). I didn't figure out my meanings of life until

recently, but looking back it was my intuition trying to guide me in the direction

that was best for me as two of my meanings of life are: developing deep 

meaningful connections/relationships, and personal growth.

Exercise – Evoking a gut instinct or emotional reaction

#Please note – it is imperative that you understand that this exercise is not 

using a flippant method such as tossing a coin to determine the final decision of

whether to have a baby. It doesn’t matter which side the coin lands on, it is not 

choosing your path for you, this is simply an exercise that is designed to 

provoke emotions that will help clarify your gut instinct or heart's desires on 

the issue which you can then use as one tool amongst the others to work 

towards your decision. Again, I must reiterate, please do not make your 

decision based on the outcome of this exercise.

For a brief moment try to believe it is real, that is, the outcome of the flip will 

determine your future, so that your reaction will be as real as possible. Find a 

coin. Head is a future with a child or children. Tails is a childfree future. Flip it. 

What was your immediate reaction to the outcome? A feeling of 

disappointment, relief, contentment, anger? Try to recognize your initial 
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emotion without over-thinking or analyzing it. It will give you great insight into 

possible hidden or suppressed feelings or instincts.

5.8 - Valuations of future possibilities

Another significant aspect to discuss about how we make decisions is in 

regards to valuations of future possibilities. It is a process in which our brains 

try and predict our future outcomes and place a value assessment on them, 

that is, how much we think they are going to be worth, or more specifically, 

how much worth or value we think it will it have for us. In essence, we make 

our decisions based on our brains best guesses of the future and what we 

predict will give us greater benefits or satisfaction, and when.

What is your expectation of the rewards or benefits for each choice? (Have a 

look at your pros and opportunities from the pros & cons exercise you did to 

help you answer this). 

We often subconsciously choose the option which will give us rewards or 

satisfaction the soonest, rather than the one that will give us the greatest 

amounts long term, because we are driven by instant gratification. The 

emotional pull is greater for that instant gratification, which is often the case in

regards to having a baby. The excitement of having a child, the new 

experiences, is a real draw card for many. In contrast, staying childfree may 

offer very little in terms of instant gratification and therefore may be seen as a 

less desirable option. Hence, it is important to identify which path is likely to 

bring you greater long term rewards and benefits, and not be drawn into or 

manipulated by the desire for instant gratification. 
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Exercise – Valuation & Evaluation

Reflect on your responses to the following questions:

 Which choice do you feel would bring you greater long terms rewards 

and benefits? 

 Which path is more likely to bring you greater instant gratification? 

 Do you think this has been swaying and influencing your decision-

making?

5.9 - Weighing everything up

Now that you understand and accept that there are no wrong paths - they are 

just different – and that both will have their advantages and challenges, you no 

longer need to be afraid of choosing the 'wrong' path, as if one will ruin your 

life. It doesn't work like that. With, or without, children, you can create a 

wonderful future for yourself. That is why I don't refer to it as choosing the 

'right' path or the 'right choice'. How can one path be labeled as wrong and the

other as right? We are dealing with a major life decision, one that is very 

complex, and one that is highly personal and subjective, therefore it cannot be 

viewed in such a basic, black-and-white way. 

In reality, you can only try to figure out what is most likely going to be the 

better choice for you, that is, which path is a better fit for you and your life. 
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And that is what this guide was designed to do, and hopefully you have now 

reached a point where your decision is looking a lot clearer.

It's now time to take everything into consideration from what you have 

discovered throughout this guide to try and reach a decision.

Exercise - Thoughtful consideration

Looking at everything from the previous steps through to now, where are you 

sitting on the continuum? That is, on a scale of 1 to 10, with 1 being absolutely 

certain you want to stay childfree, and 10 being absolutely certain you wish to 

have a child or children, where do you feel you currently sit?

Do you feel happy and comfortable with where you are sitting or the opposite? 

Do you wish you felt differently? Why? What is the main emotion that your 

number on the scale evokes from you - excitement, relief, fear, sadness? 

If it is a positive emotion, then you have progressed to a point that can feel 

confident that your decision-making is heading in the direction that is best for 

you. If it is a negative emotion, then you need to identify why this is, but it may

not necessarily mean you are leaning in a good or bad direction, it might simply

mean there is more to work through, such as anxieties, or it often indicates 

that you need to go through a process of grieving for the path you probably 

won't go down. As you well know, this is a huge decision (one of the biggest 

you will make in your whole life), so don't underestimate how difficult it is to 

give up the other option. It is a large loss to accept and therefore something 

you honestly have to grieve the loss of. Feeling sad about letting go of the 

other path is a common and healthy reaction. Let yourself grieve for what you 
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will miss out on. Once you have mourned this loss then you will more easily be 

able to look forward to, and enjoy, all the wonderful opportunities and 

experiences awaiting you on your chosen path. More about moving forward in 

the next step (chapter).

5.10 - The decision-making process: breaking it down into 

steps

This is a step-by-step guide to general decision-making which you can use for 

making various decisions in your life. We will now look at it in regards to the 

decision at hand. 

As you will notice, we have already explored and covered these steps during 

this guide (although not necessarily in this order), so you are almost at the end 

of your decision-making journey. 

Some of the wording used in the steps below sounds clinical and simplified as 

most decisions are easier, more black-and-white and rational, than the one you

are faced with now. However, the majority of the process for your decision-

making will be the same, albeit more difficult.

1. Clearly define the real decision that needs to be made. Identify it as a 

problem or an opportunity. 

2. Gather all your information (from this guide and anything else you had

obtained previously). Decide on what's needed, what is relevant to 

you and the decision, and what's not. What do you need to know 

before you can make your decision, or that will help you make the best
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one? Is there anyone or anything that can help you gain more 

information and insight, or someone who can help you, or needs to be

considered as part of the decision-making process (for instance, your 

partner – if applicable, or a doctor)?

3. Identify and explore elements that are affecting your decision, such as 

looking at how having a child would affect different aspects of your 

life, and evaluating influences which may be persuading you in a 

negative or unhelpful way, such as your motivating reasons, your fears 

and anxieties, and your beliefs and assumptions.

4. What are all your possible options and courses of action? Try and be 

creative and positive. What different interpretations or perspectives 

are possible? How would you like your situation or future to be? Try 

and think outside the box here - it may not be as simple as having a 

child or not having one. Can you think of any alternatives that may 

work better for you? For example, if you want to focus on your career 

for now but are worried about your age, would you consider 

adoption?

5. Explore what opportunities and challenges, and the pros and cons, 

each option presents.

6. What solutions are there for any potential problems, challenges, risks, 

consequences?

7. Assess your options: Which option best fits you and the life that you 

want for yourself? That is, which option best matches and achieves 

your objectives – your values, goals, meaning(s) of life? What criteria 
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do you want to use to evaluate your choices? Which path is more 

feasible, more desirable? Which is more likely to give you greater long 

term benefits and rewards?

8. Select the preferred option. 

9. Act on the decision. Identify the steps needed to carry out the chosen 

option and put a plan in place to implement the decision. Is the 

decision accepted and supported by those around you? If not, figure 

out ways to cope with this. Allocate and apply resources (such as 

support), monitor and evaluate progress.

Exercise – Making your decision

Use the steps above to work through your decision-making and try to come to 

a choice that feels like the best choice for you. As mentioned before, you have 

already completed most of the steps if you have read the previous sections in

this guide and completed the exercises. The only step left is number 8 – 

making your choice.  And number 9 we will look at in the next step (chapter).

5.11 - Where to now...

If you have reached the end of your decision-making journey and have chosen 

your future path, please move on to the final step of this guide to learn how to 

go forward with peace and confidence in your choice. It has lots of beneficial 

information and exercises which I would suggest you still complete even if 

you’re already feeling highly confident.
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If you are still not feeling sure of your decision, then I would suggest you err on 

the side of caution and take a break from thinking about it all for a few weeks, 

or months, and then revisit the idea with a fresh mind. Sometimes we can 

overthink things and that can create confusion in itself. Try to resist forcing 

yourself to make a decision if you are not feeling sure about it, as ideally, you 

want to start your chosen path with confidence and joy that you are taking the 

best path for you, at the best time in your life, and (if applicable) with the best 

person possible.

If you are really struggling to make your decision, or have made your choice but

are feeling stressed or overwhelmed by it, then I recommend you consider 

personal counseling to help you resolve the underlying issues that are causing 

difficulties for you. Please seek help from a therapist, or you can arrange 

personal email support from me if you wish.
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STEP SIX

Going forward with peace & confidence 

in your decision

6.1 - Moving forward with a plan

Having gone through this guide, you’ve worked hard to consider all the aspects 

carefully and you have broken down so many barriers and blocks to honesty 

with yourself, so hopefully you have reached a place where you can say to 

yourself: After careful consideration, I know what I want to do. I know what is 

the best path for me.

The next stage is to create a plan for moving forward, and then when you are 

ready, take the first step in your plan. Look back at Step 2 to remind yourself of 

the things that are in your control and those that aren't. Also use all the 

important information from Step 1 - your values, goals, and meaning(s) of life - 

to guide you in developing your future plan, as well as the helpful exercises 

that follow in this final step of the guide. 

A key part of your plan should be seeking support from people who truly 

support your decision. And if the decision in not accepted and supported by 
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those around you, figuring out ways to cope with this (which we will look at 

during this final step). 

At some point there may come a time when a leap of faith is needed to take 

the next or final step in the plan. As you have learned, not everything can be in 

your control. Inevitably, things happen in life that take us by surprise and force 

us to re-evaluate what we are doing. You may find you need to adjust your plan

or the timing of it. Plans are a great tool but they need to be flexible and open 

to changes along the way. Plus, there may be a step that cannot be planned out

or predicted, and this is when a leap of faith is required to move forward. Have 

faith in yourself, and in your strengths, that you have the ability to cope with 

what you need to. Have faith that, in difficult times, you will ask for or seek 

support when you need to, and you will get through it and come out the other 

side a stronger and wiser person. A leap of faith is not about jumping into 

something blindly or ignorantly: It is an act of believing in or attempting 

something whose existence or outcome cannot be proved or known. Even with

the best laid plans your future as a parent or childfree life will be somewhat 

unpredictable. Therefore, prepare and plan for your future as much as you can 

and then surrender to all it possibilities - both its opportunities and its 

challenges.  If you feel you will have trouble doing this go over the sections in 

this guide again on fear, control and locus of control.

As you work through this final step you will build a plan for moving forward 

with your decision.

6.2 - Dealing with fear, doubts, or regrets, if they surface
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By following the steps in this guide, you have empowered yourself to make an 

informed and thoughtful choice, leaving little room for future doubts or 

regrets, however, it is realistic to predict that you will have a few moments in 

the near or distant future when fear, doubt, or a feeling of regret, might raise 

its ugly head. If you understand that it might happen occasionally, and have a 

plan in place for when it does happen, then it won't trip you up and is much 

less likely to make you distressed and cause you to second-guess your decision.

It is human nature to have doubts and moments where you wonder what if. As 

I’ve mentioned previously in this guide, as humans we are wired to envy what 

others have that we don't have, or long for what might have been on the other 

path. Therefore, a big part of moving forward is accepting that you will not feel 

100% confident in your choice all day, every day, and that's ok, it doesn't mean 

that you have made the wrong choice, it's just your psychological wiring doing 

its thing. When it comes up, don't be afraid, simply acknowledge it for what it 

is and stay calm. 

So be prepared for the fact that you may have setbacks - times when you 

question your decision or feel anxious - this is normal and ok as long as it’s not 

too often and is not causing you undue stress. However, if it is occurring often, I

would suggest you seek help. 

For when they occasionally surface, and start to make you feel uncomfortable 

or linger a little too long, try the exercise below.

Exercise - Defusing 
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To deal with troublesome thoughts and images, try spending a few minutes 

defusing them. This is a technique we explored earlier in the section on dealing

with anxiety, but it is used effectively on all types of unhelpful thoughts. The 

aim of defusion is not to get rid of the thoughts or evaluate whether they are 

true or false; it is to help you reduce the influence of the unhelpful thoughts 

over your emotions. The only question you need to ask is whether the thought 

is helpful or not. If it is helpful to you, then by all means make use of it, but if it 

is not helpful, then we want to defuse its power so that it no longer has as 

much of an impact on you and your emotions.

Start by identifying what the thought is and then try saying to yourself: “I’m 

having the thought that . . .” This creates distance from the thought, such that 

it has much less impact and influence. You don’t need to try and get rid of the 

thought, or change it. Instead it’s the relationship with the thought that has 

changed - it can be seen as just words - which is what it truly is, just bits of 

language floating through your head, not truths or orders you need to accept 

and succumb to. 

If distancing yourself from the thought hasn’t defused its power enough, you 

can also try the defusion technique of thanking your mind. For example, you 

can respond to the words inside your head by saying something like, “Thank 

you mind for sharing your thoughts with me.” Not in a sarcastic or aggressive 

way but rather respectfully thanking your mind for trying to help you, 

nonetheless at the same time recognizing that it is not helping you in this 

moment and therefore these are words you can acknowledge but don’t need 

to take on board.
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I feel it’s important to stop and say at this point that it’s also helpful to stay 

open-minded to the idea that there is some chance, even if it is almost 

impossible, that you may change your mind. However, make sure that if this 

happens it is your change of mind and not others changing your mind for you. 

For example, you can never be 100% sure that you won't want kids at some 

stage in the future. People are not static; we are constantly changing beings. 

Your life, and indeed yourself, may change in a way that you never predicted 

and you may find yourself seeing parenthood from a different perspective or 

develop an interest in children you didn't have before. It is okay to change your 

mind if you wish to.

6.3 - Dealing with the opinions, expectations and pressures 

of others

Your decision to have children or not is very specific to you and your situation. 

Don't let others try and tell you, or pressure you, in to thinking otherwise. Stay 

strong and own your thoughts and feelings - don’t let anyone else make you 

feel wrong about, or question, your choice. You don't have to justify yourself 

and your decision to anybody else. It is your life. So don't live your life the way 

somebody else wants you to. How could another person possibly know what is 

best for you or know you better than you know yourself? So don't let them 

convince you that they do! Be confident in the knowledge that you have 

figured out what you really want for you and your life and what is the best 

choice for you.
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If you get anxious when pressured or asked by others if, or when, you are going

to have children, practice the techniques outlined earlier in this guide on 

dealing with anxiety. It’s also a helpful idea to have some pre-prepared answers

ready to use during these situations so that you are not caught off-guard and 

therefore feel more anxious (more about this below). Remember, that you do 

not need to justify your thoughts and feelings about your decision, and if 

people are trying to make you feel bad, or influence you, then you have every 

right (as long as you feel comfortable with the idea) to call them out on it. Let 

them know that you have made up your own mind, and that you appreciate 

their concern, but it is your own private matter.

One of the best ways to deal with the pressure and opinions of others, is to 

have planned responses for common questions. For instance, if you know you 

are going to a dinner party with some strangers who are likely to ask if you 

have any children or if wish to have children in the future, you do not want to 

be thrown by such a question and feel uncomfortable, emotional, or give a 

response that lends itself to being peppered with more questions. By having a 

prepared response, you can say the words without having to think or react to 

the question, thereby lessening the likelihood of getting emotional. Try and 

create a stock response that is not defensive or too vague. A good example is, 

"I love kids, but I don't plan on having any right now."

If you express ambivalence or uncertainty to others you are likely to experience

greater external pressure as people know that you are more easily influenced. 

However, once you have made your decision and feel confident with it, most 

people will pick upon your conviction and will not bother to try and sway you 

or criticize your decision. 
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If you do get a little unsettled by what the other person is asking or saying try 

to make your response as matter-of-fact as possible, that is, try to keep your 

emotions at bay so that the other person can't feed off your vulnerability and 

pressure you further. Plus, try the exercise coming up: Dealing with the 

opinions of others.

Exercise - Being prepared for fears, doubts, and the opinions of others

It is smart to know your vulnerabilities and to have a plan to help you if, and 

when, it’s needed. For each scenario below you can choose one option or 

several (especially if you want a series of graduated steps in your plan).

For example: If I am having doubts and feeling worried, I will use the defusion 

technique, and if that doesn’t work I will go for a walk with a friend to clear my 

head and lift my mood, and if I’m still feeling down and doubtful after two 

weeks I will make an appointment with a therapist.

 When I feel fearful or anxious I will ____ (tool learned in this guide / your

own coping technique / type of support). 

 If _____ occurs, I will ____ (tool learned in this guide / your own coping 

technique / type of support). 

 When someone says a judgmental or hurtful comment I will ____ (tool 

learned in this guide / your own coping technique).

 When I am feeling pressured by others I will ____ (tool learned in this 

guide / your own coping technique).
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 If I feel doubtful or regretful, I will remember ____ (tool learned in this 

guide / your own coping technique / type of support).

 When I am faced with a challenge that makes me feel overwhelmed I will

____ (tool learned in this guide / your own coping technique / type of 

support), and remind myself that ____.

 If I am feeling judged by others, I will remember ____, and (tool learned 

in this guide / your own coping technique / type of support).

Exercise – Dealing with the opinions of others

If you find you are highly sensitive and reactive to people's opinions (perfectly 

understandable on such a personal and highly charged issue!) then try this 

effective visualization technique when you are faced with someone who is 

putting too much pressure or criticism on you. 

Imagine putting an invisible wall up in front of you. Whatever words or 

emotions the other person is trying to put onto you, imagine them bouncing 

off the wall and back onto that person, protecting you from any hurt. Think of 

it as protective armor, or an emotional shield, that can stop people from 

upsetting or angering you. 

This may sound overly simple and therefore you may question its effectiveness,

but just because it is simple makes it no less powerful if you can really sense 

the wall being there to protect you. At least try it a few times and see before 

dismissing the idea.
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6.4 - Going forward with peace and confidence if you choose

a childfree path

It can be very confronting and emotional to choose the path that is not the 

conventional way and to not take the one that we are made to feel we should 

take. However, you have done the hard work to discover the choice that is 

more likely to bring you greater happiness and fulfillment, and you are bravely 

following a life that you want, not what others want for you, so you should feel 

proud of yourself!

Your future is full of exciting possibilities and opportunities just waiting for you 

to discover and explore. I hope you feel like a kid in a candy store – excited by 

all the options you have to choose from. Without the restrictions of 

parenthood, you have the freedom to go anywhere and do anything. You have 

the ability to live such an adventurous life, and by that I don’t mean you have 

to trek mountains (unless you want to!), but you have the opportunity to have 

so many wonderful experiences. Make the most of it and make concrete plans 

to try and do everything you’ve ever wanted to. 

As mentioned earlier, be prepared for the fact that you will probably have a few

moments now and again when you wonder what you might be missing out on, 

or have doubts, so don't be scared when it happens, or lose confidence in your 

decision. When this happens, stay calm and tell yourself that it is ok and 

normal to have these feelings and it is simply because humans are 

psychologically wired to feel this way, that is, to question whether we are 

missing out on something better. Remind yourself in these moments that 

neither life path is better, they are just very different, and you have chosen the 
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path that is best suited to you and what you want for your life. Commit to 

focusing on the positive opportunities rather than what you feel you might be 

missing out on, which remember is usually what society and the people around

us often push as a reason, but this reason is embroiled in fear rather than 

reality.

Most childfree people have proven that you can live a life that is as full of love 

and meaning as those with children. The key is to have something in your life 

you are deeply passionate about that gives your life meaning, and to also have 

close meaningful relationships, then there is not a sense that something is 

missing. You will feel fulfilled with what you spend your time doing and by 

those you choose to spend your time with. Hence, you will not feel like there is 

a void in your life from not having children. It is important to discover and 

define what happiness is to you, what a meaningful life is to you, and what 

makes you feel fulfilled - which hopefully you have done as part of this guide. 

Write them down somewhere that you can access them whenever you need 

reminding of your vision for your life and why you made the choice you did. 

Also, keep handy the next exercise as it will be a great resource for you as you 

move forward with your choice.

Yes, if you choose the childfree path you will have to be strong and put up with 

questions and judgments from others, but you are doing what is ultimately the 

best thing for you, and one could argue the best thing for society too as you are

not bringing another child into this world who is not truly wanted. For your 

brave choice, you should be commended, not condemned. 
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And on the plus side, your choice enables you to pursue such exciting 

possibilities. Pick one of the goals you identified in Step 1 and start putting your

wonderful childfree life into action!

If now, or at any stage, you are having trouble dealing with any difficult 

emotions choosing this path has brought up for you, talk to those close to you, 

or a counselor, to help you work through them further.

Exercise - Your decision & plan

On a piece of paper or in your journal complete the following:

• My decision is: 

• The values underlying my decision are: 

• The actions I will take to fulfill this decision are (be specific): 

• The things I’m willing to make room for and cope with in order to fulfill 

this decision (eg. thoughts, memories, emotions, other people's 

opinions, challenges): 

• It would be useful to remind myself that: 

• If I'm finding it difficult I will rely on the following strengths and 

resources that I have:

• The people I can rely on for support are:

• If necessary, I can break this decision down into smaller steps, such as: 
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• The smallest, easiest step I can begin with is: 

• The time, day and date that I will take that first step, is:

• The aspect of my future I am most excited about experiencing is:

Letting go of the other choice

An important part of moving forward with your decision is accepting and 

letting go of the other choice. This process may also lead to you grieving the 

loss of the other path, which is healthy and helpful to do.

Before you move onto the next exercise on Letting Go, I wanted to share the 

following with you. I have always loved the poem The Road Less Taken by 

Robert Frost, and when I came across this graphic interpretation of it that so 

fittingly conveys a wonderful way look at the two different paths and choosing 

the path less taken, I knew it would be apt to include it here.
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Exercise - Visualization for letting go

This is a powerful visualization exercise to help you let go of the other choice - 

the path of having a child - so that you can go forward peacefully and 

confidently in your decision of being childfree.

If you are not used to doing visualization meditations this may seem a little 

strange or silly to you. It will only be of real benefit if you surrender your 

judgments and let yourself really see and feel what you need to in the moment.

At least give it a try and see what you experience from it.

Find at least 20 minutes where you can be alone and have peace and quiet. Sit 

or lay down with your eyes closed. Take 5 deep breaths and relax your body. 

Now, you have two choices (pick the one that you feel will be most effective for

you or that you are most comfortable using), either you are attached to the 

person you wish to let go of via a rope, or you are attached to that person via 

an umbilical cord. Once you have picked one of those options, develop a clear 

image in your head of yourself being attached by the rope/umbilical cord to 

your child OR to your pregnant self. They are right next to you. Look directly 

into their eyes and feel a sense of calm and peace as you say 'goodbye' to 

them. Imagine them looking back at you with a content look - they are happy 

to be set free. Then, slowly you unravel the rope/umbilical cord and they 

gradually drift away from you. As they move further away feel the sense of 

letting go and being ok - at peace. When they have reached a distance from 

you that you can only just make out who they are, imagine cutting the 

rope/umbilical cord that connects the two of you. They now drift off until you 

can no longer see them. You feel a profound sense of calm and contentment. 

Stay with the new you. Really look at yourself, feel your presence and how 
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good it is to be your own person - strong and independent, of value and 

significance, worthy of love and respect. Enjoy the feeling of being just yourself 

- free of any external or internal pressures and fears. Feel the relief of no longer

being ambivalent or stressed; you now feel confident in your choice. You feel 

free and empowered and excited by all the opportunities ahead of you. 

Immerse yourself in these positive feelings and take your time to enjoy them.

If feelings of sadness come up for you during this exercise, resist trying to get 

rid of them, instead let yourself experience the grief as this will better enable 

you to release those feelings and provide greater benefit in relation to letting 

go. Having a good cry is very cathartic!

You can repeat this visualization as many times as you feel you need to get the 

full effect and sense of letting go.

6.5 - Going forward with peace and confidence in your 

decision if you choose to have a child/children

You may be full of excitement about the possibility of having a child, or feel a 

sense of great calm and contentment that you have finally made your decision, 

or you may be feeling a mix of emotions. Everyone responds in different ways, 

and all responses are perfectly fine and healthy as long as the predominant 

emotion is positive and not fear-based. If it is, that indicates that you still have 

some issues to work through further before you can move forward with 

confidence in your decision, in which case I would recommend that you revise 
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the relevant sections in this guide and/or seek professional support to help you

resolve your fears.

As mentioned previously, be prepared for the fact that you will probably have a

few moments now and again when you wonder what you might be missing out 

on, or doubts, so don't be scared when it happens, or lose confidence in your 

decision. When this happens, stay calm and tell yourself that it is ok and 

normal to have these feelings and it is because humans are psychologically 

wired to feel this way, that is, to question whether we are missing out on 

something better (the feeling that the grass is greener on the other side). 

Remind yourself in these moments that neither life path is better, they are just 

very different, and you have chosen the path that is best suited to you and 

what you want for your life. Commit to focusing on the positive opportunities 

(of which there are many and varied) rather than what you feel you might be 

missing out on. 

It is important to discover and define what happiness is to you, what a 

meaningful life is to you, and what makes you feel fulfilled - which hopefully 

you have done as part of this guide - and it most likely includes being a parent 

but should also include other elements as well so that your future is balanced 

and not focused solely on having a child, otherwise it may be difficult for 

parenthood (by itself) to give you enough of what you need and want. Create a 

plan that outlines how you will try and incorporate the different aspects of 

your life with parenting, without doing too much at once and becoming 

stressed or burning out, hence accepting some of the compromises that will 

need to be made in each area. Work out a plan that you are comfortable with 
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in regards to your work/career/education, parenthood, friends & social life, 

leisure, family, finances, your relationship (if applicable).

If you have worked through this guide, it is unlikely that you will be hoping or 

expecting a child to fill a void in your life, and that you have come to realize 

that having a child or children will contribute to your meaning(s) of life, your 

sense of fulfillment, and potentially your happiness, but it will not be 

dependent on it. You should now have more realistic expectations and beliefs 

about parenthood and be better prepared than most for adapting to and 

coping with the changes that having a child will bring. When faced with 

challenges: remind yourself of your strengths and utilize them, work on finding 

solutions, and/or seek support from loved ones (and professional if needed). If 

you stick to these three staples you will most likely cope well with the demands

of parenthood and prevent yourself from feeling overwhelmed when faced 

with challenges.

A vital part of moving forward with your decision will be accepting and being 

comfortable with the unknowns and the things that are out of your control 

(which we explored earlier in this guide). A large portion of parenthood is 

unpredictable – there is only so much you can plan and control your pregnancy,

birth, parenting, your child, and your day-to-day experiences. It is fine to have 

goals, plans, and high expectations as long as they are realistically attainable, 

and they are flexible enough and you are open-minded enough that they can 

be altered or adapted when need be. Learning to ‘go with the flow’ or ‘take 

things as they come’ is an invaluable parenting skill. 

It is also inevitable that you will make mistakes. By all means, aim to be a great 

parent, just don't set your standard so high that's it's too hard to live up to and 
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ends up making you feel bad about yourself. Remember, it is unhealthy and 

unrealistic to expect yourself to be a perfect parent. Now that you know your 

strengths and weaknesses, acknowledge when you make a mistake or when 

things don’t work out the way you want them to, and learn from them, and 

focus on improving for next time rather than feeling guilty or criticizing 

yourself. Also, plan and focus on small goals and achievements with regards to 

parenting – don’t put too much pressure on yourself, especially too soon. It 

may take you some time (like many new parents) to feel comfortable as a 

parent, or to form a bond with your child, or to feel like you know what you’re 

doing (which no parent does all the time by the way). And at the same time, 

keep a bigger picture perspective on your role as a parent, for instance, having 

one bad day does not make you a bad parent overall. 

On the plus side, you are likely to experience so many wonderful moments as a

parent. Next to the lows, you will experience the highest of highs (sometimes 

even within the same hour!). Becoming a parent often helps people see things 

from the perspective of a child again: with such innocence, curiosity, fun and 

excitement. It can awaken the child within you again, or at the least, open your 

eyes to the simple joys that can be found in small everyday moments, which is 

such a great thing to learn, re-learn, or be reinforced. Many wonderful new 

experiences await you, and I hope you feel excited about meeting your future 

child and sharing these experiences with them. Now that you have carefully 

figured out that having a child/children is the best path for you, you can make 

the most of your parenthood journey and appreciate it more fully than most. 

Embrace and enjoy the journey ahead!
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Keep handy the following exercise which will be a great resource for you as you

move forward with your choice. It will serve as a reminder of why you made 

the choice you did and how you plan to embrace parenthood.

If you are having trouble dealing with any difficult emotions choosing this path 

has brought up for you, talk to those close to you, or a counselor, to help you 

work through them further.

Exercise - Your decision & plan

On a piece of paper or in your journal complete the following:

• My decision is: 

• The values underlying my decision are: 

• The actions I will take to fulfill this decision are (be specific): 

• The things I’m willing to make room for and cope with in order to fulfill 

this decision and become a parent are (eg. thoughts, memories, 

emotions, other people's opinions, challenges): 

• If I’m feeling overwhelmed by my decision it would be useful to remind 

myself that: 

• If I find parenthood difficult I will rely on the following strengths and 

resources that I have:

• The people I can rely on for support are:

• If necessary, I can break this decision down into smaller steps, such as: 
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• The smallest, easiest step I can begin with is: 

• The time, day and date that I will take that first step, is:

• My plan to balance all the elements of my life with parenthood is:

• The aspect of parenthood I am most excited about experiencing is:

Exercise - Visualization for letting go

This is a powerful visualization exercise to help you let go of the other choice - 

the path of staying childfree - so that you can go forward calmly and 

confidently in your decision to be a parent.

If you are not used to doing visualization meditations this may seem a little 

strange or silly to you. It will only be of real benefit if you surrender your 

judgments and let yourself really see and feel what you need to in the moment.

At least give it a try and see what you experience from it.

Find at least 20 minutes where you can be alone and have peace and quiet. Sit 

or lay down with your eyes closed. Take 5 deep breaths and relax your body. 

Now, you have two choices (pick the one that you feel will be most effective for

you or that you are most comfortable using), either you are attached to the 

person you wish to let go of via a rope, or you are attached to that person via 

an umbilical cord. Once you have picked one of those options, develop a clear 

image in your head of yourself holding your future baby (or the hand of your 

child, whichever you prefer) and you are attached by the rope/umbilical cord to

your childfree self. They are right next to you. Look directly into their eyes and 

feel a sense of calm and peace as you say 'goodbye' to them. Imagine them 
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looking back at you with a content look - they are happy to be set free. Then, 

slowly you unravel the rope/umbilical cord and they gradually drift away from 

you. As they move further away feel the sense of letting go and being ok - at 

peace. When they have reached a distance from you that you can only just 

make out who they are, imagine cutting the rope/umbilical cord that connects 

the two of you. They now drift off until you can no longer see them. You feel a 

profound sense of calm and contentment. Stay with the new you. Really look at

yourself, feel your presence and how good it is to be your own person - strong 

and independent – as well as a parent lovingly holding your child. Enjoy the 

feeling of being a parent - free of any external or internal pressures and fears. 

Feel the relief of no longer being ambivalent or stressed; you now feel 

confident in your choice. You also feel excited by all the opportunities ahead of 

you as you guide your child through life. Immerse yourself in these positive 

feelings and take your time to enjoy them.

If feelings of sadness come up for you during this exercise, resist trying to get 

rid of them, instead let yourself experience the grief as this will better enable 

you to release those feelings and provide greater benefit in relation to letting 

go. Having a good cry is very cathartic!

You can repeat this visualization as many times as you feel you need to get the 

full effect and sense of letting go.
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6.6 - Acceptance

An essential part in going forward with peace and confidence in your decision 

(with either choice), is coming to an acceptance of your chosen path. That is, 

accepting all that your path has to offer, and accepting the possibilities you are 

letting go of on the other path.

Obsessing, worrying and playing things over and over keep you stuck. True 

acceptance means you have reached a place where you have full power and 

control of this decision. You are no longer confused or ambivalent – you have 

clarity and peace. You acknowledge and understand the reality of what your 

decision entails and feel confident that it is the best choice for you. 

To work towards total acceptance of your chosen path (or anything in your life),

you can use the following strategies:

 Letting feelings or thoughts happen without the impulse to act on them.

 Observe your weaknesses but take note of your strengths.

 Give yourself permission to not be good (or at least perfect) at 

everything.

 Acknowledge the difficulties and challenges in your life without trying to 

escape or avoid them.

 Understand that some level of uncertainty and lack of control is 

inevitable.

 Realize that you can be in control of how you react, think and feel.
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 Be guided by your values, goals and purposes in everything you do.

6.7 - A final note from me:

Find comfort and confidence in realizing that you have taken a lot of time and 

effort to carefully consider all the significant factors in your decision. All of the 

steps in this guide have led you to make the best choice for you. Go forward 

with the knowledge and security that you have done all that you can to figure 

out the best path for you. Now it’s time to start enjoying your chosen path and 

living it in the best possible way.

I wish you all the best for whichever direction you have chosen.

Jane Johnson
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